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This dissertation argues that John Eglinton, James Joyce, Elizabeth Bowen, W.B. Yeats, 
and Samuel Beckett depict machines in texts in order to interrogate the status of Ireland’s 
modernity. Are trains, dynamos (power generators), and bicycles signs of Ireland’s progress? 
Instead of an affirmation, I posit that Irish modernists issue a qualification, suggesting that 
Ireland’s technological development must be accompanied by ideological advancement. Irish 
modernists thus cast machines as vehicles that operate beyond the bounds of their mechanistic 
functions. These machines serve also as engines from which to lobby for Ireland’s social, 
cultural, and ideological progress. With this premise in mind, these writers use images of 
machines to: 1) envision a cosmopolitan national literary revival movement; 2) redress negative 
stereotypes of Ireland and Irish people as being “backwards”; 3) reject the post-enlightenment 
belief in a disenchanted, merely rational world; and 4) counter traditional gender and sexual 
roles. In all of these instances, Irish modernists endorse outlooks that go against traditional social 
and cultural grains. Rather, they insist that modernization is a process that necessitates 
ideological, and not just technological, advancement. Moreover, Irish modernists show that it is 
only by pushing the boundaries of popular beliefs and practices—and not just the limits of 
scientific knowledge—that Ireland will embrace a modern identity that engages meaningfully 




In A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Theseus describes the poet’s process: 
 
And as imagination bodies forth  
The forms of things unknown, the poet’s pen  
Turns them to shapes and gives to airy nothing  
A local habitation and a name. 
 
With this image, Theseus speaks of the poet writing in isolation, creating “fantasies” out of 
formless unknowns. While my writing journey required an uncountable number of hours spent 
alone, my ideas took shape and found homes with the assistance of a host of supporters to whom 
I am immensely grateful.  
First, I must express gratitude to my dissertation director, mentor, and friend, Vicki 
Mahaffey. Her encouragement and insights were invaluable to this dissertation. Furthermore, her 
great strengths as a reader of literature have challenged me to see texts and ideas with sharper 
eyes. I must also thank Jim Hansen, Andrew Gaedtke, and Kathryn Conrad for serving on my 
dissertation committee. They each brought different perspectives to the project and pushed me to 
consider my ideas in new ways. 
Finally, I am indebted to my family. There are not enough words to thank my biggest 
fan—my “Mama”—who introduced me as a child to books and championed my graduate studies. 
Although my “Daddio” passed away during the writing of this dissertation, he always valued my 
words and believed in me. Last, this dissertation would not have been possible without the loving 
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INTRODUCTION: IRELAND’S INDUSTRIAL FOUNDATIONS  
 
Technological, adj.  




1. a. The quality or condition of being modern; modernness of character or style. 
 b. spec. An intellectual tendency or social perspective characterized by departure from or 
repudiation of traditional ideas, doctrines, and cultural values in favour of contemporary or 
radical values and beliefs (chiefly those of scientific rationalism and liberalism).2 
 
John Dos Passos’s Manhattan Transfer (1925) uses standalone and interconnected 
vignettes to construct a colorful collage of snapshots of New York City life during the first half 
of the twentieth century. In one of these vignettes, a real estate agent reflects enthusiastically on 
new technologies and their importance for the future. As the agent exclaims to “Mr. Perry,”  
a great deal is going to happen in the next few years. All these mechanical 
inventions—telephones, electricity, steel bridges, horseless vehicles—they are all 
leading somewhere. It’s up to us to be on the inside, in the forefront of 
progress….My God! I can’t begin to tell you what it will mean….3   
 
With this pronouncement, the real estate agent emphasizes the widespread excitement new 
advancements bring to modern life. From his perspective, they are the building blocks of the 
technological age, and they define his generation. Through his use of the pronouns “us” and 
“you,” he concludes his declaration with a resolution that the “progress” of the nation rests in the 
innovative hands of the people themselves; they need only grasp it.  
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1 “technological, adj.” OED Online. March 2015. Oxford University Press. 
http://www.oed.com.proxy.lib.uiowa.edu/view/Entry/198463?redirectedFrom=technological 
(accessed April 27, 2015). 
2 “modernity, n.” OED Online. March 2015. Oxford University Press. 
http://www.oed.com.proxy.lib.uiowa.edu/view/Entry/120626?redirectedFrom=modernity 
(accessed April 27, 2015). 
3 John Dos Passos, Manhattan Transfer (1925; Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 2000), 14. 
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While Dos Passos situates the real estate agent’s claim within an American context, it 
might suitably herald the turn of the twentieth century in Ireland as well. The agent’s assertion 
possesses a sentiment that similarly entered into Ireland’s atmosphere. It was a time, as F. S. L. 
Lyons asserts, “when everything seemed possible.”4 In this dissertation, Irish Modernism and the 
Machine, I explore the way that a selection of Irish modernists were in fact on the “inside” and 
“forefront” of Ireland’s technological development by representing tramcars, dynamos (power 
generators), and bicycles in their writings. When we look closely at Ireland during this period, 
we discover that its industrial and technological developments reached a new and unparalleled 
height in the same moment that its most famous literary movement to date—the Irish Literary 
Revival—was born. Although this literary movement as a whole is not known for its 
representations of technologies in art, a study of its key texts reveals that a selection of Irish 
writers who are especially linked today with high modernism, in fact, did. In these texts, 
technologies and art coalesce in a joining that bolsters our insights into the connection between 
Ireland and literary modernism and also, as Dos Passos’s real estate agent acknowledges, the 
relationship between humans and machines in an emerging technological age. Yet, unlike the 
real estate agent, these Irish writers do not place machines on a figurative pedestal. They do not 
view new technologies as promises of Ireland’s bright future. Rather they see machines as signs 
of Ireland’s limitations. While Ireland, indeed, matured industrially and technologically, Irish 
modernists use machines to identify aspects of its social and cultural immaturity. By pointing to 
mechanical icons, these writers thus interrogate the status of Ireland’s modernity, concluding that 
“technological” “modernity”—understood through all of the varied senses of the terms as they 
are defined in the epigraphs above—does not equate to social and cultural modernity.  
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
4 F. S. L. Lyons, Culture and Anarchy in Ireland (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1979), 55. 
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With this in mind, I examine depictions of machines in the works of John Eglinton, 
James Joyce, Elizabeth Bowen, W.B. Yeats, and Samuel Beckett. I study also these writers’ 
works in relation to those of their transatlantic counterparts, including texts by Italian, English, 
and American writers such as Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, Umberto Boccioni, E. M. Forster, H. 
G. Wells, Henry Adams, and Eugene O’Neill. Unsurprisingly, Joyce’s works configure into each 
of the following chapters. More than any other Irish writer of his generation, Joyce pushed the 
boundaries of literary tradition through his effort to encapsulate all of the mundane and 
marvelous elements of daily life, including its technological elements.  
Rather than focus each chapter on the work of a single author, I have organized them 
around single technological instruments. Organizing the dissertation in this manner resulted in 
some chapters relying on the works of a single author and some chapters relying on the works of 
multiple authors. My chapter on tramcars, for example, tackles one author and one text (Joyce 
and Ulysses). Other machines, such as dynamos and bicycles, appeared with greater frequency in 
Irish modernist texts and are examined in the context of a variety of writers and texts. The first 
chapter, however, stands as a special case study and does not explore a particular machine at all. 
Instead, it scrutinizes Eglinton’s broad connections between machines and modern life. As I 
argue, Eglinton creates in his turn-of-the-twentieth-century essays an Irish technological literary 
aesthetic—a way of theorizing how machines may be incorporated into Irish literature and to 
what effect they may be used. He promotes this technological aesthetic as a method for Irish 
writers to create cosmopolitan art that stands apart form the more popular art inspired by 
Ireland’s cultural nationalism. I propose that Eglinton’s ideas originated Ireland’s inaugural link 
between machines and theories of revivalism, and thus, machines and Irish modernism. Even 
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more, Eglinton’s ideas created a pressing precedent that precedes and, therefore, foregrounds all 
other texts studied in this dissertation, giving each chapter a context in which to relate.  
Eglinton’s ideas, although never fully embraced, were realized in different ways in Irish 
modernist texts. In each of this dissertation’s chapters, I show that Irish modernists use images of 
machines to cultivate for Ireland a distinct brand of technological modernity. Although they 
acknowledge that machines are, in one sense, evidence of Ireland’s acquisition of a material, 
scientific form of modernity, these machines are, in another and more complicated sense, 
indications of Ireland’s need to progress ideologically. Through machines, Irish modernists argue 
that Ireland’s technological development must be accompanied by ideological advancement. 
Irish modernists thus cast machines as vehicles that operate beyond the bounds of their 
mechanistic functions. Machines serve also as sites of interrogation and resistance; they are 
engines from which to lobby for Ireland’s social, cultural, and ideological progress. In their 
writings, Irish modernists use machines to 1) envision a cosmopolitan national literary revival 
movement (Chapter 1); 2) redress negative stereotypes of Ireland and Irish people as being 
“backwards” (Chapter 2); 3) reject the post-enlightenment belief in a disenchanted, merely 
rational world (Chapter 3); and 4) counter traditional gender and sexual roles (Chapter 4). In all 
of these instances, Irish modernists endorse outlooks that go against traditional social and 
cultural grains. Rather, they insist that modernization is a process that necessitates ideological, 
and not just technological, advancement. These views of modernity reveal Irish writers’ complex 
attitudes toward their homeland as well as their thoughts on living in an increasingly mechanized 
world. Altogether, Irish modernists show that it is only by pushing the boundaries of popular 
beliefs and practices—and not just the limits of scientific knowledge—that Ireland will embrace 
a modern identity that engages meaningfully with the complexities of the age. 
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Before the rise of this new technological and literary age, however, lay Ireland’s long 
history of industrialization, a history that stamped itself into the memories of Irish modernists 
and their generation at large; for Ireland’s industrial history, particularly in the nineteenth 
century, is clouded by stories of great success and immeasurable failure, and it was impacted 
deeply by Ireland’s status as a British colony, its economic and agricultural practices, and by a 
single yet utterly devastating act of nature. It is with this history that the introduction to this 
dissertation will begin as I position Ireland’s acquisition of new technologies within Ireland’s 
greater story of industrialization. Here, I spotlight, in particular, the effect of the Great Famine 
on Irish industries and art. From these analyses, I show that the Great Famine serves as an event 
that affects our understanding of Ireland’s arduous efforts to modernize in the wake of troubled 
economic, political, environmental, and other related conditions. The compilation of these 
difficulties inevitably weighs in on the revivalist debates of the 1890s—led by thinkers like W. 
B. Yeats, A.E. (George Russell), and John Eglinton—who aimed to consciously construct a new 
tradition of modern Irish art in light of this heavy history. These writers who sought to represent 
in the new century Ireland’s technological modernity in literature and to cultivate through it a 
fresh and modern expression.  
 
Nineteenth-Century Rises and Falls 
In the latter half of the nineteenth century, many technological developments were 
introduced in Ireland. The first electric tramcar, for example, serviced visits to the Giant’s 
Causeway as early as 1883.5 Tramcars were later instituted into Dublin’s infrastructure in the 
1890s. Ireland’s journey toward widespread electrification began in the same year that Thomas 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
5 James Kilroy, Irish Trams (Dublin: Colourpoint, 1996), 10. 
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Edison and Joseph Swan perfected their electric filament lamp in 1880.6 Cycling was 
popularized at the same time that it gained traction throughout the rest of Great Britain. Notably, 
Irish inventors added their own modifications to these technological achievements. The invention 
of the Quaney safety link and pneumatic tires, for instance, occurred in Ireland and 
revolutionized the operations of tramcars and bicycles worldwide. These contributions more 
broadly emphasized Ireland’s involvement in innovating new technological techniques. They 
furthermore evinced that Dos Passos’s “mechanical inventions—telephones, electricity, steel 
bridges, horseless vehicles”—were not just “leading somewhere” in America, nor were they the 
exclusive pride of major European cities; they were also products of a modernizing Ireland, an 
Ireland placing robustly its own original stamps on them.7 
While some technologies were acquired in Ireland with great speed and enthusiasm,8 they 
were not considered to be representative of Ireland’s long history of industrialization. Before the 
twentieth century (and often during the twentieth century itself), British stereotypes often cast 
Ireland as a place lacking in technological ingenuity and more generally wanting in the cultural 
sophistication found in other European countries. Scholars like L. Perry Curtis Jr. remind us of 
the common English stereotype of the Irish in the Victorian period that likened their personality 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
6 Michael J. Shiel, The Quiet Revolution: The Electrification of Rural Ireland, 1946-1976 
(Dublin: O’Brien P, 1984), 15. 
7 Dos Passos, Manhattan Transfer, 14. 
8 It is true, however, that while these machines brought modern conveniences to Ireland, they 
were not universally welcomed. Some were vexed with the way that that new agricultural 
machines, for instance, replaced human workers. On this subject, Cronin argues that while 
machines became more integrated into Irish farming practices, and “yields grew in certain areas, 
the demands for seasonal labour simply collapsed. Households that had relied on harvest 
migration for their security had no option but to leave Ireland. They could not survive on their 
own small plots of land, and there was no work to replace that which the machine had taken” 
(146). From Mike Cronin, A History of Ireland (New York: Palgrave, 2001), 146. 
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type to that of “apes.”9 Such demeaning evaluations of Ireland and Irish people shaped a lasting 
and international impression of the Irish as being immature biologically, intellectually, socially, 
culturally, and, as a result, immature technologically. The Irish were viewed as incapable of 
coping with modern material demands because they, themselves, were unable to register 
intellectually modern attitudes and ideas.  
A sequence of catastrophic events that occurred in the nineteenth century only 
compounded these negative views of Ireland and Irish people. Only a generation or so before the 
modernist generation studied here was Ireland’s Great Famine. In 1845, a fungus found in the 
potato crop became the first of a series of harvests that devastated the Irish people on an epic 
scale. While exact mortality rates were never assembled, it is estimated that over a million Irish 
people either died of starvation or a related disease, while many others emigrated abroad.10 
Iconic images of the period included that of emaciated bodies, evicted and homeless peasants, 
Victorian workhouses, and ships departing from Ireland’s shores filled to the brim with desperate 
escapees hoping to survive and prosper elsewhere. To cap off the famine, between 1849 and 
1850, just as recovery seemed in sight, a cholera epidemic struck Ireland’s cities, cities that had 
previously escaped some of the worst effects of the famine.11 Moreover, during the course of the 
famine, the total human loss culminated in an elimination and exit of at least 25 percent of 
Ireland’s population—a staggering percentage difficult for us to comprehend today.12 Mike 
Cronin breaks down this percentage into more specific numbers, noting that “in 1845, the 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
9 L. Perry Curtis Jr., Apes and Angels: The Irishman in Victorian Caricature (Washington DC: 
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1997), xiii. 
10 Christine Kinealy, The Great Irish Famine: Impact, Ideology and Rebellion (New York: 
Palgrave, 2002), 22. 
11 Mike Cronin, A History of Ireland, 140-1. 
12 Kinealy, The Great Irish Famine, 2. 
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population of Ireland stood at approximately 8.5 million. By 1851, and the nominal end of the 
famine, the population had been reduced by over 2 million.”13 To exacerbate Ireland’s 
circumstances, the great majority of those Irish who emigrated during the famine years —around 
“90 per cent of those who left Ireland’s shores”—were laborers. As Cronin argues, “whereas 
emigration had previously been the preserve of the well off, or those who had the ability to 
accumulate some capital savings, famine emigration changed the social makeup of emigrants 
completely.”14 With these vital potential contributors to Ireland’s economy leaving, Ireland was 
especially unprepared to execute new civil improvements. The Great Famine thus resulted in 
Ireland losing almost an entire class of skilled laborers that might assist in the country’s recovery 
from the famine and future development. When looked at retrospectively, the culmination of 
damage from these nineteenth-century tragedies inevitably stunted Ireland’s industrial 
momentum and its ability to take itself forward competitively into the new century. Because 
modernizing meant industrializing, these effects also contributed to the persistent image of 
Ireland as lacking in the skilled labor, human creativity, and material tools necessary to 
modernize.  
Part of the reason that the famine impacted Ireland with such force was due to the fact 
that Ireland maintained a different sort of economy and relationship to the land than the rest of its 
British counterparts. As many scholars have elucidated, much of Ireland’s population subsisted 
on potatoes by tending to small plots of land owned by private landowners in a long-outdated 
feudal system. Cronin succinctly summarizes this distinct relationship with the land, noting that 
before and during the famine, most Irish people lived “on the margins of society” through 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
13 Cronin, A History of Ireland, 135. 
14 Ibid., 139. 
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“small-scale methods of peasant farming,” which restricted them to “only a small sub-acre plot” 
for harvesting potatoes.”15 In addition, Ireland was known to be woefully behind in terms of 
agricultural practices, completely lacking in the latest agricultural advancements.16 Their 
approach to farming, little changed over the centuries, meant that “by the 1840s, a third of the 
Irish population was directly reliant on their home-produced potato crop.”17 With blight infecting 
Ireland’s most important food crop, then, Ireland had few alternative resources with which to 
sustain itself and feed its starving population. Christine Kinealy provides greater detail about the 
inner workings of this agricultural, economic, and industrial history, writing,  
The economy of Ireland was also different from that of the rest of the United 
Kingdom and in the decades following the Act of Union, as industrialization 
advanced in Britain, the differences became more marked. In Ireland, by the 
1840s over two-thirds of the labour force continued to depend on agriculture. The 
majority of these people held little or no land themselves but depended on a 
system of conacre, in which they would trade their labour for a small plot of land. 
Potatoes, which grew prolifically even in poor or rocky soil, provided over 50 per 
cent of the population with an adequate and healthy diet. Industrial production 
was mostly concentrated in Cork, Dublin and Belfast, but it was Belfast that most 
proficiently adapted to the new technology.18 
 
Kinealy and Cronin both emphasize that while the rest of Britain underwent certain new 
industrial developments, Ireland’s reliance on an outdated, feudal approach to working the land 
served to create a social and cultural gap between Ireland and “the rest of the United Kingdom.” 
These circumstances were exacerbated further by the fact that Irish people largely resided in 
rural communities, as flight into Ireland’s urban cities was uncommon.19 Much of Ireland’s 
population was thus decentralized, with people living in relatively isolated, sparsely-populated 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
15 Ibid., 138. 
16 Andy Bielenberg, Ireland and the Industrial Revolution: The Impact of the Industrial 
Revolution on Irish Industry, 1801-1922 (New York: Routledge, 2009), 176. 
17 Cronin, A History of Ireland, 138. 
18 Kinealy, The Great Irish Famine, 18. 
19 Cronin, A History of Ireland, 138. 
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communities throughout the countryside, while simultaneously being poorly outfitted with tools 
for land labor. With these agricultural and economic differences between other parts of the 
United Kingdom and Ireland, Kinealy calls the famine “a watershed in the development of 
modern Ireland;” it was—beyond its threat to human life—a hindrance and an impediment to the 
process of industrializing and modernizing Ireland.20 Over the course of the Great Famine, then, 
the blighted potato crop, the countless lost lives, and the exit of laborers could not help but affect 
Ireland’s path to industrialization and its road to technological modernization. As a result, the 
events of the nineteenth century only further cemented a view of Ireland as developmentally 
behind, as being unable to cope with the emerging standards of industrialization on the rise 
throughout much of the rest of Britain and Western Europe. 
Before the famine, however, several Irish industries were well established. Andy 
Bielenberg has argued that during the nineteenth century, “Ireland became the leading centre of 
the linen industry globally” and the hub for “the largest shipyard and brewery in the world.”21 
These industries were part of a number of achievements in Ireland. As Bielenberg notes, critics 
have shown that “by 1800, Ireland had a fairly well-developed industrial sector…compared with 
all European countries except Great Britain. Even the Irish cotton industry which utilised the 
new technologies pioneered in the British cotton industry was more advanced than most 
European countries (other than Britain) by end [sic] of the eighteenth century.”22 Patrick F. 
Wallace enhances further this atypical, often unacknowledged history of Irish industries from an 
even broader perspective. Speaking of Ireland from the most ancient of times, he describes the 
common perception of Ireland’s absence of technological and scientific advancements and the 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
20 Kinealy, The Great Irish Famine, 2. 
21 Bielenberg, Ireland and the Industrial Revolution, 1. 
22 Ibid., 4. 
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geographic reasons that maintained this view. Yet he claims that this view overlooks Ireland’s 
success in creatively capitalizing on some of its natural resources, 
At first sign, Ireland in its island setting off the west coast of mainland Europe 
might be perceived of as not having had much opportunity to lead its neighbours 
in areas of technological innovation. Such an impression is further reinforced 
when it is remembered that this was one of the last parts of western Europe to be 
inhabited (as recently as 9,500 years ago), the island lacks significant 
mineralogical resources like tin (a vital alloy for the production of bronze), it 
never directly came under Roman domination and remained doggedly rural and 
non-urban until about the tenth century. And because of its geographical location 
it was one of the places most distant from south east Europe where the effects of 
the Neolithic revolution and the great civilizations of the Fertile Crescent and East 
Mediterranean, and the technological innovations connected with bronzeworking 
and ironworking, were first felt. The civilising effects of the Greeks and, after 
them, the Romans and even of Christianity itself could hardly have originated 
from locations more remote from Ireland. But this is to look at geography and 
communications in terms of road, rail, and air access and to ignore water—seas 
and rivers—as means of linkage and exchange. As we see, Ireland was not remote 
at all, and in some ways was witness to distinctive and original technological 
achievements.23  
 
Wallace distinguishes Ireland’s waterways, its “seas and rivers,” as essential elements and assets 
from which it forged an esteemed measure of development. As Bielenberg corroborates, these 
are the same waters used to develop Ireland’s premier shipping industry. Altogether, these 
various successes establish an alternative industrial history, a history that affirms that by the end 
of the nineteenth century, in contrast to common accounts, certain Irish industries had achieved 
some domestic and even international success. 
While some industries excelled during the nineteenth century, other industries stagnated, 
particularly as the Great Hunger took force midcentury. Statistics show that the work of the 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
23 Wallace, Patrick F. “Origins and Originals—The First Ten Thousand Years,” Irish Innovators 
in Science and Technology. Eds. Charles Mollan, William Davis, and Brendan Finucane. 
(Dublin: Royal Irish Academy, 2002), 3.  
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famine in these years, indeed, served as a catalyst for industrial decline.24 Bielenberg documents 
these shifts in Irish industries before, during, and after the famine, and he confirms that much of 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
24Andy Bielenberg makes the case that Ireland’s industrialization history has been a site of 
contention, with some historians viewing Ireland’s industrialization as actively suppressed by 
British policies and with other others stressing the successful sectors of industry that Ireland had 
already conquered, albeit admitting that these success stories were mainly located in Belfast, 
Dublin, and Cork. Bielenberg elaborates further by separating this account of Ireland’s 
industrialization into two strands of political history: a nationalist history and a unionist account. 
He writes, “Irish nationalists have historically had a negative view of the impact of British 
industry and industrial policy on Ireland during the Union.” He goes on to quote from George 
O’Brien, “Ireland’s leading economic historian in the inter-war years,” who “neatly summarised 
official nationalist thinking”: “‘The history of Ireland exhibits the most remarkable example of 
industrial repression of one nation by another. The policy of the British parliament throughout 
the 18th century aimed at the suppression of Irish manufactures, with the result that…Ireland 
was practically destitute of industry in the age of the industrial revolution.’” To Bielenberg, 
O’Brien’s sentiment pervades the nationalist perspective. On the Unionist side of the argument, 
Bielenberg points out the Unionists’ belief that this same time period leading up to the 1930s was 
the “golden era” of industrialization in Northern Ireland (2).  
Bielenberg, himself, claims no stake in nationalist or unionist accounts; however, if one 
were to categorize him based on his writings, he would fall in opposition to O’Brien’s position. 
He is sure to point out what he believes to be O’Brien’s reduction of history and his lack of 
attentiveness to the evidence. From O’Brien’s account of Ireland’s industrial history, Bielenberg 
concludes,  
O’Brien had essentially produced a distilled version of views which had gathered 
momentum during the nineteenth century. Daniel O’Connell’s Repeal Association 
went to great lengths to demonstrate the perceived links between the 
implementation of free trade following the Act of Union and the decline of a host 
of Irish trades and industries. This position was reiterated by a number of writers, 
including Behan, who argued in 1881 that ‘ ... the English government did 
deliberately in both a direct and an indirect way destroy our manufactures’. In the 
same year Blackburn bluntly asserted that ‘the impetus which the Union was to 
give to the trade and manufactures of the country, culminated in famine’. For 
many nationalists of this era, and indeed for some still today, the sad story of Irish 
industrial history provides strong proof of the malign impact of British 
mercantilism in the eighteenth century, and free trade in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries (2).  
 
What O’Brien overlooks, Bielenberg believes, is the evidence now available on Irish industries 
during the nineteenth century. From his perspective, the evidence suggests that Ireland, in fact, 
led in several industrial areas due, in part, to cooperation and support from Great Britain. 
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the century’s economic decline was a direct result of the famine.25 Pre-famine, for example, 
Ireland’s whiskey industry was unparalleled. This industry, however, experienced downturn 
during and after the famine. While the production of whiskey formerly served as a major sector 
of Irish employment and economic gain, “In the longer term, however, it is clear that the post-
famine decline in population” due to both deaths and emigration, in addition to British policies 
that raised the “duty on spirits in 1858[,]…contributed to a general fall in spirit consumption and 
production.”26 Construction and timber industries, too, were negatively affected by the famine. 
Bielenberg surveys their productivity throughout the nineteenth century concluding, 
“construction activity picked up a little from the first nineteenth century peak in 1825–6, through 
the 1830s. The highest peak in timber imports during the first half of the nineteenth century was 
in 1845–46, which indicates that the Great Famine probably interrupted the greatest boom in 
construction activity experienced since the Act of Union...”27 By the end of the 1840s, he writes, 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
25 Bielenberg summarizes “Ireland’s industrial development between the [Act of] Union and the 
Famine,” arguing that it “depended more than British industry on processing raw materials 
produced by the agricultural sector. With much lower labour costs than the rest of the United 
Kingdom, Ireland could provide raw materials derived from agriculture at lower costs to its 
industrial sector. These included corn and its derivatives for the brewing, distilling, milling, malt 
and baking industries and flax for the linen industry. The food and drink industries remained 
more concentrated in the south throughout the period in question but these agro-based industries 
were capital intensive, rather than labour intensive. The food and drink industries also yielded 
relatively lower added value compared to the more labour-intensive textile, clothing and 
shipbuilding industries which became progressively concentrated in Ulster during the second 
half of the nineteenth century, spreading the benefits of industrial development more widely 
across the social spectrum. In the south in contrast the industrial workforce was too small to 
make a wider impression on economic development” (158). 
26 Bielenberg, Ireland and the Industrial Revolution, 91. Bielenberg details more specifically that 
“the number of distilleries fell from 37 in 1857 to only 27 by 1862, which continued a general 
pattern of concentration within the industry, which was intensified by the fall in demand from 
1858. Production fell dramatically from almost 10 million proof gallons in 1857 to just over 4 
million in 1862” (91). 
27 Ibid., 151. 
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these industries had bottomed out, and “timber imports were at their lowest since 1823.”28 These 
assessments foster a better understanding of how Ireland’s industrialization process was 
interrupted and stunted by the famine, and they clarify what sectors were most impacted.  
Ireland’s environmental, economic, and industrial troubles were also political concerns. 
While British authorities implemented relief schemes during the famine years, these schemes 
offered a paltry pittance of aid in comparison to the massive scale actually needed to save lives. 
Michael Rubenstein furthers an understanding of these schemes, arguing that they resulted in 
“the famous ‘famine roads’ that ‘began nowhere and ended nowhere,’” and as such, these efforts 
effectively “insist[ed] that relief take the form of utility without function.”29 As a result, he 
describes the products of these projects as “emblems of and monuments to the mistreatment of 
the Irish at British hands.”30 Rather than pave the way—both literally and metaphorically—for 
Ireland’s continued development, Rubenstein argues that these meager gestures and their the 
implementation decried the haphazard, thoughtless, and casual carelessness at their root. On this 
point, however, Rubenstein acknowledges Roy Foster’s counterpoint. He recall’s Foster’s 
argument that the “absolute futility” of these relief schemes has been overstated in historical and 
critical accounts of the famine and, from a more realistic perspective, they served as “‘poignant 
metaphors for a policy that was neither consistent nor effective, but which expressed economic 
beliefs held by the governing classes of both countries.’”31 Conceding only partly to Foster’s 
argument, Rubenstein maintains that “even so,” the “ineffectiveness” of Britain’s policies 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
28 Ibid., 158. 
29 Michael Rubenstein, Public Works: Infrastructure, Irish Modernism, and the Postcolonial 
(Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 2010), 24. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Quoted in Ibid. 
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reinforced and perpetuated “the Irish underdeveloped identity”—the acceptance of images of 
Irish buffoonery alongside “the popular and literary fictions that [such an identity] produced.”32  
Today, we may understand the Great Hunger as Ireland’s singlemost significant 
economic, social, and cultural, etc., devastation—not only in the nineteenth century but in its 
modern history at large. Due to its catastrophic impact, the famine and its consequences are 
impossible to justly articulate, fully historicize, adequately theorize, or exactly convey with 
statistics. In effect, the famine instigated the death and emigration of an unimaginable number of 
Irish men and women. It hampered Ireland’s economic and industrial momentum, and it 
compounded Ireland’s grievances with British policies in Ireland, adding fuel to the rising of a 
tempestuous fire that had already been ignited for centuries. Through all of these various 
consequences, the famine symbolically cast a pall over the hope for Ireland’s further 
development, including its technological progress.  
This dark pallor marked not just Ireland’s efforts to modernize. John Waters suggests that 
the famine additionally worked—and continues to work—as a living force that, indeed, affected 
distant human lives in the history books yet also still strikes the evolving Irish creative 
imagination in concealed, veiled, unacknowledged, and even unrecognized ways. Waters writes: 
Viewed in its proper perspective, [the famine] reveals itself as the most powerful 
metaphor of life in modern Ireland. It is present as a hidden motif on much of our 
literature and music, for all that the creators of these works may deny it 
legitimacy. It casts a dark shadow over the way we live our lives both in private 
and public.33 
 
With this claim, Waters argues that the memory of Ireland’s blighted past is not buried in a 
settled grave. Over time, its dust routinely rises to distress the Irish consciousness in varied 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
32 Ibid., 24. 
33 John Waters, “Confronting the Ghosts of Our Past,” Irish Hunger: Personal Reflections on the 
Legacy of the Famine, edited by Tom Hayden (Dublin: Wolfhound Press, 1997), 28. 
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ways.34 It appears as the “famine struck” land where “the graves are walking” in Yeats’s The 
Countess Cathleen.35 It is suggested symbolically in Joyce’s Ulysses through the image of 
Leopold Bloom’s pocketed potato. In Seamus Heaney’s poem, “At a Potato Digging,” victims of 
the famine are grieved as “A people hungering from birth, / grubbing, like plants, in the bitch 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
34 These myriad representations in Irish art make it difficult for academics to approach the 
famine—and Ireland’s past more broadly—as an object of criticism; for, when studied 
effectively, its remnants in historical and artistic accounts reveal a diversity of experiences. 
These incongruous approaches to remembering and representing the famine have cultivated 
controversy about the scholarly means and methods for situating Ireland’s blighted past in its 
historical and cultural memory. According to Melissa Fagan, while some historians, particularly 
those in the 1980s, have criticized scholarly “neglect” of the famine, it “has never been far from 
the surface of Irish history-writing since 1847,” and has steadily increased in terms of scholarly 
attention to the point that now, as she quotes from Kinealy, so numerous are the “Famine 
historians…that they have even been granted their own collective noun—‘Faminists’” (“Faction: 
Historiography of the Famine,” Literature and the Irish Famine 1849-1919 [Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 2002], 10, 11). Critics like James S. Donnelly, Jr., have focused on the influence of 
nationalist politics on academic studies of the famine. He stresses that this viewpoint resonates 
so deeply in both Ireland and Irish-America “that a scholar who seeks to rebut or heavily qualify 
the nationalist charge of genocide is often capable of stirring furious controversy and runs the 
risk of being labeled an apologist for the British government’s horribly misguided policies 
during the famine” (in “The Famine in Ireland and the Irish Diaspora,” Éire-Ireland 31 [1996]: 
26). From another vantage point, Cormac Ó Gráda elucidates a different kind of criticism of 
scholarly and public accounts of the famine. As he opines, contemporary representations 
routinely reduce the famine to a single, shared experience, a “collective or communal memory of 
catastrophe” (in “Famine, Trauma and Memory,” Béaloideas 69 [2001]: 121). “Influenced” by 
“recent literature on psychotherapy and the historiography of collective memory,” he argues that 
a view of “famine history” as “‘collective memory’…is in large part artifact or myth;” for there 
is a “fundamental problem” in the attempt to “transfer” “individual” experience into “national or 
communal psyche” (122, 142). Rather than employ “inclusive and collective language” for 
discussing the famine, he maintains that scholars and Irish people at large must recognize the 
“uneven and divisive character of the famine;” for even in terms of its effect, the famine did not 
democratically touch all classes of the Irish population (138). As Ó Gráda reminds, it hurt the 
poorest and elderly, “beggars and vagrants,” first and foremost (123). Instead, the wide 
assortment of historical and artistic accounts of the famine should thus prompt contemporary 
thinkers to avoid offering uniform and encompassing accounts of the past. Rather, he stresses the 
need to implement into scholarly and public practice an understanding of the “range” and 
“kaleidoscope” of experiences of the famine as represented through the variety of “evidence” 
available (Italics original 132). In an effort to combat this practice, he calls for active 
assessments rather than casual avoidance of the trail of evidence that was left behind. 
35W.B. Yeats, “The Countess Cathleen.” The Collected Works of W.B. Yeats: The Plays, Vol II. 
Edited by David R. Clark and Rosalind E. Clark (New York, NY: Scribner, 2001), 27. 
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earth, were grafted with a great sorrow” and “wolfed the blighted root and died.”36 Yet in other 
iterations, the famine is memorialized from an explicitly nationalist point of view. This view 
indicts the British government for using the famine as an opportunity to enact a legislative 
method of mass genocide of the Irish people. We see this perspective unapologetically declared 
in Sinead O’Connor’s 1994 spoken-word ballad, “Famine,” which has become not so much an 
anthem of commemoration but more of a proclamation that the famine, viewed in conjunction 
with centuries of oppressive colonial policies in Ireland, continues to ripple hurtfully and 
harmfully through contemporary Irish society; for “this,” as the speaker in the song declares, “is 
what I think is still hurting me.”37 Here, O’Connor renders the aftereffects of the famine as a 
personal yet communal experience akin to posttraumatic stress disorder, where all Irish subjects 
are haunted by the memory of their survival, and she insists that “healing”—recovery—may only 
occur through deliberate acts of “remembering.”38  
This spectrum of representations of the famine reveals Irish writers routinely engaged 
with their historical backstory as they strive to write Ireland into the modern era. At times, this 
backstory materializes in obvious ways with blatant meanings and messages, while in other 
instances, as Waters emphasizes, it suggests itself almost imperceptibly. Most importantly for 
this dissertation, these examples evince that in literature Ireland’s blighted past spills over into 
subtle yet also overt artistic expressions of this elephant in the room of Irish history. As I have 
found, this elephant in the room maintains a forceful bearing on the perception of Ireland’s 
acquisition of and engagement with technological modernity. Irish modernists must have 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
36 Seamus Heaney, “At a Potato Digging,” Seamus Heaney: Poems 1965-1975 (New York: 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1966), 22. 
37 Sinead O’Connor, “Famine,” Universal Mother. Capital Records. 1994. CD. 
38 Ibid. 
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known—they must have been acutely aware—that all representations of machines within their 
texts would be scrutinized through the troubled lens of Ireland’s past. These machines would be 
examined critically by eyes accustomed to seeing Ireland in opposition to industrial and 
scientific success. Going further, these Irish writers must have anticipated, too, that their images 
of machines would challenge not just Ireland’s industrial reputation but perceptions of its 
broader modern culture. With these premises in mind, what strikes me as remarkable is that 
rather than deploy images of machines in order to laud Ireland’s achievement of modernity, Irish 
modernists sought to undermine it. They posited that modernism meant more than fancy 
mechanical trappings; it also meant reconceiving of the very standards of modernism itself. 
 
Irish Modernism and the Machine 
As I describe in the chapter descriptions below, for Irish modernists, machines become 
symbolic agents of change. On the one hand, they signal Ireland’s break from degrading old 
stereotypes and affirm Ireland’s participation in a broader Western technological modernity. Yet 
these machines are tools also for condemning oppressive ideologies of the age, including the 
time’s urge to place scientific progress on a pedestal, high above social and cultural 
advancement. With this novel method of storytelling, Irish modernists repurpose machines to be 
countercultural forces. They are no longer merely emblems of scientific progress but are 
paradoxically instruments of ideological resistance.  
My first chapter, “John Eglinton: An Irish Futurist,” claims that Irish essayist, John 
Eglinton (a pseudonym for William Fitzpatrick Magee), fashions an Irish Futurist outlook for the 
Irish Literary Revival. Distressed by the cultural nationalism that pervaded Irish art and politics, 
he sought to form a theory of art that might, in practice, forge connections between peoples 
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rather than emphasize differences. As literary subjects, Irish mythology, folklore, and history, he 
explains, do not adequately treat the “weariness and fret” of the age, and they reinforce 
separatism through their historical connection with Irish patriotism and acts of violence.39 
Instead, Eglinton asserts that ordinary material objects of the age—and machines in particular—
should be featured in narratives. He contends that they define the age best and allow Irish artists 
to convey, not their political loyalties, but creative expressions that are “the outcome…of a 
strong interest in life itself.”40 Eglinton’s attention to machines, here, shares similarities with 
Italian Futurism. His outlook differs, however, in terms of its motivation. While Italian Futurism 
became associated with chaos and fascism, Eglinton’s aesthetics were spurred on by his desire to 
break down barriers that divide people and to bring people together in greater unity.  
Eglinton connects this notion of unity with what he calls “cosmopolitan” literature.41 
Artists capture “cosmopolitan” art, he explains, when they treat the material “facts of life” in 
such a way as to garner “universal”42 appeal across diverse audiences. I call this striking 
commitment to bringing cosmopolitanism and materialism together in art “cosmomaterialism,” a 
term that refers to the international connections that Eglinton believes material objects may 
enable. Amidst a political climate that he saw as frequently co-opting art for nationalist 
propaganda, Eglinton promoted machines as politically impartial objects. As such, they might 
serve as literary subjects that emphasize Ireland’s shared material connections with other 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
39 John Eglinton, “National Drama and Contemporary Life,” Literary Ideals in Ireland (London: 
Fisher Unwin, 1899), 24. 
40 John Eglinton, “What Should be the Subjects of National Drama?,” Literary Ideals in Ireland 
(London: Fisher Unwin, 1899), 11.  
41 John Eglinton, “The De-Davisisation of Irish Literature,” Bards and Saints (Dublin: Maunsel 
& Co., 1906), 42.  
42 Eglinton, “National Drama and Contemporary Life,” 27. John Eglinton, “Mr. Yeats and 
Popular Poetry,” Literary Ideals in Ireland (London: Fisher Unwin, 1899), 42. 
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countries. In Eglinton’s view, perhaps technological tales will bring Irish and other European 
people together into a new awareness of their cosmomaterial connections. These connections, in 
turn, may foster a technological kinship rather than separatist sentiments based on political, 
religious, cultural, and/or other forms of difference. Viewed in this way, Eglinton’s technologies 
work as nonhuman ambassadors between people internationally by addressing concerns common 
to the modern rather than merely Irish condition. When looked at through this global lens, 
Eglinton’s Irish Futurism functions similarly to Gregory Castle’s assessment of the revivalism of 
the new century; Irish Futurism aimed to “enter into history and record it at the same time,” in 
the effort “to become the subjects of a living history, in which life is a struggle toward a future 
that redeems it. But that redemption was in part dependent on an attitude toward the past that 
sought to overcome misrecognition and nostalgia by reading history,” and I add, material objects 
of modern life, “as the record of a living present” (italics original).43 
Eglinton is the first and only revivalist to promote the aesthetic and cosmopolitan 
possibilities of a literary revival that engages with the “mechanical triumphs” of the age.44 While 
his ideas were singular among his coterie of fellow revivalists, his philosophies beg a pressing 
question for a scholar like myself: Did any Irish writers actually implement his cosmomaterial, 
futurist philosophies in their work? Although hotly resisted by such writers as Yeats and A.E., 
Eglinton’s ideas, I show, find resonance most notably in the work of James Joyce—and not just 
because Joyce acknowledges Eglinton directly by depicting him in “Scylla and Charybdis” in 
Ulysses. More than other Irish modernists, Joyce’s work embodies Eglinton’s inclination for a 
modernity that seeks not to make Ireland and Irish people distinct through mythology, folklore, 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
43 Gregory Castle, “Irish Revivalism: Critical Trends and New Directions,” Literature Compass 
8.5 (2011): 295. 
44 Eglinton, “Mr. Yeats and Popular Poetry,” 43. 
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or history but to express what makes them ordinary through common (material) conditions. This 
effort is also exemplified by Joyce’s aim to become the voice of his broader generation rather 
than merely a mouthpiece for the Irish people. Geert Lernout emphasizes this aspiration with his 
claim that Joyce “saw his work as part of a European context, not as the literature of Ireland.’”45 
In other words, Joyce wanted his words to matter and speak to people at large, not just to Irish 
people.  
With this in mind, my dissertation’s second chapter, “From ‘Dear Dirty Dublin’ to 
‘Hibernian Metropolis’: A Vision of the City through the Tramways of Ulysses,” argues that 
Joyce uses the cosomaterial characteristics of the tramways to create a picture of Dublin as a 
modern “Hibernian Metropolis.” This picture counters stereotypes of Ireland and Irish people as 
being backwards and connects them, in particular, to other Europeans and locations abroad. 
Joyce cultivates these connections by detailing aspects of Dublin’s tramways from a variety of 
tactical vantage points. First, through Leopold Bloom’s eyes, Joyce describes the tramways in 
language similar to the rhetoric of contemporaneous travel guides that appealed to international 
travelers to enjoy Ireland via the railways. Second, Joyce uses Bloom’s long list of future 
industrial schemes for Dublin to undertake to promote Ireland’s industrial potential. Finally, 
through a joke Bloom shares in “Circe,” Joyce posits that Dublin shares a technological kinship 
with Gibraltar—a stand-in for international destinations more broadly—through their shared 
reliance on rail support. Remarkably, rather than seem exaggerated, these three viewpoints 
correspond with historical records that declared Ireland’s tramway industry to be one of the most 
advanced in Europe. They also show that Dublin’s tramways were emblems of Ireland’s broader 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
45 Geert Lernout, “European Joyce,” A Companion to James Joyce, ed. Richard Brown (Malden, 
MA: Blackwell Pub., 2008), 102. 
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cosmomaterial connections with other European locales similarly outfitted with tram systems. 
Thus, in Ulysses, Ireland is no longer an outdated capital city. While readers may recall Ireland’s 
blighted past, they may also experience through Joyce’s tramways a technologically-progressive, 
modern metropolis. "
Joyce’s boosterism of Ireland through its railways, however, conflicts with some of his 
other characterizations of his homeland as less progressive. In “The Day of Rabblement,” for 
example, Joyce agonizes over the backwardness of Irish Catholicism and refers to the Irish as 
“the most belated race in Europe.”46 Joyce’s presentation of Ireland’s tram system nonetheless 
challenges any attempt to hold him to a single stance alone.47 For if there is one attribute that we 
should observe in Joyce’s writings, it is his emphasis on humanity’s ability to thrive on 
contradictory mixtures, on acts of holding a variety of opposing viewpoints simultaneously. By 
acknowledging this vital feature of Joyce’s worldview, I propose in this chapter that, for Joyce, 
Dublin is always a mixed hero and is portrayed much in the manner that he also depicts Bloom, 
the multifaceted and unconventional “hero” of Ulysses. While Joyce surely expresses grievances, 
contradictions, and hypocrisies that plague Dublin, he also acknowledges with adroit accuracy 
his native city’s railways as a technological achievement.  
Chapter three, “Divine Dynamos and Modern Irish Enlightenment,” examines the 
dynamo and electrification as they are portrayed in a variety of transatlantic modernist texts. By 
examining these “enlightenment narratives,” as I call them, I propose that Irish modernists 
construct a modern Irish enlightenment philosophy that is distinct from the enlightenment of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Furthermore, it counters the enlightenment described in the 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
46 James Joyce, “The Day of the Rabblement,” The Critical Writings of James Joyce, eds. 
Ellsworth Mason and Richard Ellmann (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1959), 70. 
47 Ibid. 
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texts of English and American modernists. In the works of H.G. Wells, Eugene O’Neill, and 
Henry Adams, the dynamo is depicted as a divine figure—usually a mother—with the power to 
overturn Christian religious practices and invalidate icons like the Virgin Mary. In these tales, 
however, “irrational” religious systems of the past are not displaced by the modern reason 
idealized by proponents of the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Enlightenment. Instead of 
fulfilling the Enlightenment’s aim of disenchanting the modern world, these texts show that 
emblems of modern science and reason cultivate new semi-religious “cults” around them, 
replacing past traditions with frightening alternatives. In these alternatives, scientific objectivity 
morphs into blind devotion to a totalitarian electric “God” that destroys human lives.48 With 
these portrayals, English and American modernists doubt humanity’s ability to become 
enlightened in the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century sense of the term. They disbelieve that 
the modern scientific and technological age can eradicate human irrationality. And they question 
whether technological inventions have advanced effectively the human condition at all. 
Irish modernists also consider the connection between electrification and modern 
enlightenment, but they configure enlightenment differently than their British and American 
counterparts. To demonstrate this argument, I draw from Joyce’s and Elizabeth Bowen’s studies 
of dynamos and electric lighting, and I make the case that Yeats’s double gyres may be viewed 
as metaphorical dynamos of history. Yeats’s metaphorical instruments function in a symbolic 
manner similar to dynamos. For these three Irish writers, like those mentioned in the paragraph 
above, the dynamo affirms symbolically the impossibility of ridding humanity of irrational 
impulses. Yet for Irish modernists, the capacity to hold opposing beliefs simultaneously—to trust 
both rationality and irrationality, materiality and immateriality, etc.—is not destructive but 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
48 Eugene O’Neill, Dynamo (New York: Horace Liveright, Inc., 1929), 78. 
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productive. Through the dynamo and electric lighting, Irish modernists suggest that opposite 
forces generate new knowledge, creativity, and, as Yeats insists, the practice of “active virtue,” 
an outcome that can only be realized amidst a battle between seen and unseen realities.49 These 
Irish modernists thus redefine enlightenment in terms that counter standards of the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries. In their view, modern enlightenment is the ability to embrace 
contradictions and difference. This modern outlook, for them, is liberating and necessary for the 
cultivation of meaningful art and ethical human beings.  
In chapter four, “Riding their ‘Bisexycle[s]’: Constructing Modern Femininity in James 
Joyce’s Finnegans Wake and Masculinity in Samuel Beckett’s Molloy,” I assert that Joyce and 
Beckett parallel bicycles and human bodies in order to upend the machine’s cultural association 
with male riders and masculine empowerment. In two passages from Finnegans Wake, Joyce 
counters gender and sexual conventions by capturing the subversive potential of the bicycle to 
empower women with a new brand of feminine sexuality that recalls characteristics of the late-
Victorian “New Woman.” Rather than condemn these female cyclists, Joyce’s narrative shows 
that women can be both skilled bicyclists on the road and, metaphorically, biological cyclists that 
physically enact a temporal self-propulsion similar to cyclists. These female bicyclists are 
therefore empowered both through their athleticism and abilities to “cycle” through childbearing. 
As these actual and metaphorical cyclists propel through various terrains and biological 
sequences, they simultaneously author(ize) their own personal narratives and, in doing so, the 
composition of all narratives involving human life. Moreover, Joyce’s female cyclists are not 
only figures of liberated female sexuality but also figures of artists themselves.  
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
49 W. B. Yeats, “Per Amica Silentia Lunae,” The Collected Works Of W.B. Yeats Volume V: 
Later Essays, ed. William H. O’Donnell (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1994), 10. 
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Samuel Beckett’s male bicyclist, Molloy, however, is disempowered through his 
relationship with his bicycle, and he fails to tap into the masculine prowess promised in Irish 
men’s cycling magazines. Not only does Molloy struggle to ride his machine properly but 
cycling also disorients him and hampers his clarity of thought. Altogether, his bicycle is 
awkward, uncomfortable, and even painful to ride. It cannot adequately complement his crippled 
body. Rather than empower Molloy, the bicycle disempowers him. It heightens his awareness of 
his body’s deficiencies, inabilities, and impotency. With this diminished picture of the male body 
and masculine authority, Beckett undermines social and cultural codes of masculinity, and he 
rejects the bicycle as a vehicle for realizing masculine power. Because Molloy cannot effectively 
cycle, Molloy cannot measure up to male fitness standards of his generation. Instead, in Molloy, 
Beckett places as the novel’s hero a character lacking in the traditional markers of masculine 
heroism. Molloy is thus an unfit hero through which Beckett rebukes idealized masculine heroes 
with exaggerated physical abilities and superlative athletic talents. Beckett undermines these 
forms of masculine exceptionalism by inverting cultural norms and denouncing conventional 
standards. Yet, at the same time, in placing a character with Molloy’s inabilities at the center of 
the narrative, Beckett strangely valorizes the poetic power of failure, weakness, and pictures of 
the emasculated male body. For Beckett, the figure worth studying is the one unable to conform 
to the ideals of the age.  
These chapters in total demonstrate that machines in Irish modernist texts are symbolic 
arbiters between Ireland’s past, present, and future. These instruments are not merely embraced 
as signs of the future, as in Dos Passos’s Manhattan Transfer. Nor are they disturbing 
affirmations of the futility of human progress, as seen in enlightenment narratives of American 
and English modernists. As arbiters between temporalities, machines in Irish texts are tools of 
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(counter)cultural possibility. Yet through their stories, these writers show that their goal is not to 
work in deference to the past but in tension with it and in spite of it, much in manner of the 
revivalism described by Castle below:  
The point is not to retrieve a lost world through representation but to use 
representation to open up the world of the future, to invent souls for that world. 
The temporal goal is always the ‘coming times’…In order to arrive at this future, 
Revivalists acquired a new orientation to the past, one that transformed their 
relation to it. As so often in revivalist discourse, the past is not the touchstone and 
destination of thought or a repertoire of mistakes, but the starting point of an 
aesthetic education framed in terms of imaginative historiography and national 
Bildung. Revivalism does not seek to recover the past, though it uses all the 
modalities of memory and remembrance, and of public commemoration. Its basic 
principle is to give or make life again, to give life anew to language and texts—
not simply a repetition or return...Revivalism is a dynamic, often contradictory 
process, newly original, in which poetry and drama, history and legend, oration 
and essay, folktale and song are all regarded as beautiful, productive errors.50 
 
Likewise, for the writers studied here, Irish history and new machines become cruxes from 
which to resurrect not the past as it was purported to be but a remolded rendering that might take 
Ireland forward differently into the new age. Thus, through machines, these writers stake a claim 
in directing not only Ireland’s artistic future—they also stake a claim in shaping Ireland’s 
ideological future.  
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50 Castle, “Irish Revivalism,” 301-2. 
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CHAPTER 1: JOHN EGLINTON: AN IRISH FUTURIST  
 
 “John Eglinton is our one Irish critic. He is permanently in friendly opposition to our national 
literary movement. He has influenced us all I think even though we curse him at times.”1 ~ W. B. 
Yeats 
 
“I know John Eglinton, one of our most thoughtful writers, our first cosmopolitan…”2 ~ A.E. 
(George Russell) 
 
“It is the dogmatism of Irish life which is responsible for [John Eglinton’s] own skepticism. It 
has forced into a negative, purely critical position one who might have been a great 
transcendental teacher. As it is, he remains one of the most beautiful prose-writers in modern 
English.”3 ~ Earnest A. Boyd 
 
There once was a Celtic librarian 
Whose essays were voted Spencerian 
His name is Magee 
But it seems that to me 
He's a flavour that's more Presbyterian4 
~ James Joyce 
 
Today we know John Eglinton (a pseudonym for William Fitzpatrick Magee) best as a 
librarian in the “Scylla and Charybdis” episode of James Joyce’s Ulysses.5 In this episode, 
Stephen Dedalus wanders into Ireland’s National Library and winds up debating the in-house 
librarians about his provocative theories on Shakespeare.6 As Stephen attempts to argue via 
“algebra that Hamlet’s grandson is Shakespeare’s grandfather and that he himself is the ghost of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Quoted in William M. Schutte, Joyce and Shakespeare: A Study in the Meaning of Ulysses 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957), 40. Schutte clarifies that this note was scribbled on a 
“flyleaf of a copy of Some Essays and Passages by John Eglinton; Selected by William Butler 
Yeats (Dundrum, Dun Emer Press, 1905) which is now in the Garvan Collection of the Yale 
University Library. The note is signed and dated ‘Dec. 31 1905.’” 
2 A.E., Imaginations and Reveries (Dublin: Maunsel and Company, Ltd., 1915.), 20. 
3 Earnest A. Boyd, “John Eglinton,” The North American Review 198.696 (1913): 687. 
4 James Joyce, Poems and Shorter Writings: Including Epiphanies, Giacomo Joyce, and ‘A 
Portrait of the Artist,’ eds. Walton A. Litz, John Whittier-Ferguson, and Richard Ellmann 
(London: Faber and Faber, 1991), 112. 
5 Eglinton also makes a brief appearance alongside the other librarians in “Circe.” 
6 This event is documented as a version of an actual encounter between Joyce, Eglinton, Best, 
and Gogarty in Richard Ellmann, James Joyce, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1959), 155. 
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his own father,” the library’s intellectual cohort finds little in his argument to take seriously.7 
Richard Best and Thomas Lyster8 are polite but unconvinced and contribute few memorable 
comments to the discussion. Library patron, A.E. (George Russell), however, voices strong 
resistance and “oracle[s] out of his shadow,” 
I mean, whether Hamlet is Shakespeare or James I or Essex. Clergymen's 
discussions of the historicity of Jesus. Art has to reveal to us ideas, formless 
spiritual essences. The supreme question about a work of art is out of how deep a 
life does it spring. The painting of Gustave Moreau is the painting of ideas. The 
deepest poetry of Shelley, the words of Hamlet bring our minds into contact with 
the eternal wisdom, Plato's world of ideas. All the rest is the speculation of 
schoolboys for schoolboys.9  
 
A.E. dismisses Stephen’s ideas as the “speculation of schoolboys,” and he emphasizes his 
disbelief in autobiographical readings. Instead, he promotes his belief that art should follow 
Platonic ideals and unearth great “spiritual essences.” As the scene continues to unfold, however, 
Eglinton takes a different stance than A.E. In contrast, Eglinton reveals interest and amusement 
in Stephen’s propositions and prompts Stephen to develop further his ideas. Although, at first, 
Eglinton resists the notion that Shakespeare identified not with Hamlet but with his father’s 
ghost, as he continues to listen to Stephen’s argument, he is somewhat persuaded. In the end, 
Eglinton concludes the debate by “sum[ing] up” Stephen’s argument with acceptance that “the 
truth is midway”; “[Shakespeare] is the ghost,” Eglinton concedes, “and the prince,” but even 
more, “he is all in all.”10 
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7 James Joyce, Ulysses (New York: Vintage Books, 1986), 1.555-7. 
8 In 1904, Richard Best, a scholar of Celtic Studies, worked as the assistant director of the 
National Library. Thomas Lyster served the director of the National Library from 1895 to 1920 
and was known for his writings on the works of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. As a Quaker, he 
was (like Eglinton) not a part of the mainstream Anglo-Irish Protestantism. 
9 Ibid., 9.46-53. 
10 Ibid., 9.1017-19. 
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Joyce’s homage in this episode places Eglinton, unlike the other intellectuals in the 
library, in a prominent role of authority. While snide comments on Eglinton’s status as a 
bachelor and Presbyterian fill the chapter, Joyce presents him as the librarian most willing to 
entertain Stephen’s ideas. In such an advisory role, Eglinton neither chastises Stephen as 
immature nor dismisses his opinions entirely; rather, in an episode about fathers, Eglinton 
becomes a father-like figure to Stephen. Here, we find Eglinton not needlessly coddling his 
“son,” but pushing him to know his own mind and to further develop his original ideas. Through 
his final submission to Stephen’s philosophies, Joyce differentiates Eglinton from his colleagues, 
and he shows that Eglinton maintains a willingness to consider untraditional notions, an 
openness to instruction and learning, and an ability to compromise—all traits that resonate in 
Joyce’s own outlook on life and within his oeuvre. In this characterization, however, Joyce 
distinguishes also a real, historical and ideological divide between Eglinton and A.E. on the 
function of art. While A.E. supports an art inspired by “spiritual essences,” Eglinton’s 
summation that Shakespeare shares a relationship with both “the ghost” and “the prince” exposes 
his belief that real life and art may influence each other, that the material and historical world of 
tactile encounters may inform and enliven the production of art. 
This is Joyce’s rendering of “John Eglinton,” viewed in his true-to-life role as a librarian 
in the National Library.11 But who was John Eglinton really—beyond his caricature in Ulysses? 
And what unique perspective does he offer a dissertation focused on the connection between 
Irish modernism and machines?  
In this chapter, I answer these questions by examining a combination of Eglinton’s 
biography and philosophical writings. By first glossing his life, we may see that historically, 
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Eglinton was known for operating in an array of influential capacities that allowed him to 
contribute publicly to emerging revivalist discourses. Through his writings, Eglinton affirmed his 
affinity for transcendentalism, cosmopolitanism, materialism, and, more generally, humanism. 
He advanced these philosophies as an essayist, poet, critic, biographer, and publisher. Through 
these avenues, Eglinton served as an avid spokesperson for the Irish Literary Revival, a supporter 
of the Abbey Theatre,12 and a resistor to Ireland’s civil war and partition. Because of his 
unwillingness to shy away from controversy, George Moore called him “Contrairy John”13 while 
Austin Clarke dubbed him “the necessary advocatus diaboli of the Irish literary revival.”14 
Through uninhibited, forthright prose, Eglinton expressed his countercultural ideas in numerous 
periodicals, including in his own short-lived and co-edited magazine, Dana: An Irish Magazine 
of Independent Thought. Co-edited with Frederick Ryan, this periodical sought to develop a 
nonpartisan forum for fresh, critical conversation in Ireland. Following the civil war, however, 
Eglinton became disillusioned with the direction of Irish politics and left his job at the National 
Library. He moved to Bournemouth, England where he died in exile at the age of 93 in 1961.15  
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12 Ernest Augustus Boyd, Ireland’s Literary Renaissance (New York: John Lane Company, 
1916), 290. George Moore notes in his memoir that Eglinton was one of few to continue to 
patronize the Abbey when many became discontented with its unpopular plays such as John 
Millington Synge’s Well of the Saints. Moore writes: “Saints had very nearly emptied the Abbey 
Theatre. The audiences in the stalls had always been scanty—fifty or sixty spectators—but after 
the performance of The Well of the Saints we were but twenty, the patrons being the Yeats 
family, Sarah Purser, William Bailey, John Eglinton, A.E., Longworth, myself, and dear Edward, 
who supported the Abbey Theatre, believing himself in duty bound to do so (Hail and Farewell: 
Vale (London: William Heinemann, 1914), 191). 
13 Moore, Hail and Farewell: Vale. 238. 
14 Austin Clarke, Reviews and Essays of Austin Clarke, ed. Gregory A. Schirmer (Gerrards 
Cross: C. Smythe, 1995), 79.  
15 Rebecca Creasy Simcoe, “John Eglinton,” Modern Irish Writers: A Bio-critical Sourcebook, 
ed. Alexander G. Gonzalez and Emmanuel S. Nelson (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 
1997), 77. 
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This brief survey of Eglinton’s biography distinguishes him as a prominent figure of his 
generation and as a committed revivalist. In this chapter, I study Eglinton’s turn-of-the-
twentieth-century essays and highlight the manner through which they developed a brand of Irish 
revivalism that challenged Irish artists to break from the popular cultural nationalism of the day 
and from the impulse to find within it a distinctly Irish characteristic. Apprehensive about the 
consequences of cultural nationalism and notions of Irish distinctiveness—the implicit 
separatism and violence that they often entailed—Eglinton encouraged Irish artists to look to the 
iconic material elements of the modern age. Amidst an atmosphere that defaulted almost 
exclusively to nationalist ideology, Eglinton made it his life’s objective to seek an artistic 
alternative to cultural nationalism. This search for an alternative resulted in Eglinton operating in 
yet another role—that of “Irish Futurist.” As I show, Eglinton envisioned a literary revival 
inspired not by the glamour of Irish patriotism or the allure of traditional literary subjects like 
Irish mythology, folklore, and history. Instead, Eglinton envisioned a movement that would 
create a national literature out of the material components that uniquely shaped modern life, 
particularly its technological elements. Eglinton believed that an artistic movement grounded in 
these elements would promote cosmopolitan life practices and aesthetic principles that would 
privilege the human over the Irish condition.16  
Eglinton’s combination of machines and modern art anticipates later artistic movements 
such as Italian futurism, but unlike Italian Futurists, who admired chaos, violence, and extremist 
politics, Eglinton’s sought through his philosophy to articulate a cosmopolitan outlook. He aimed 
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16 It is my opinion that because Eglinton was a Presbyterian, he was placed in a unique position 
from which to promote cosmopolitan viewpoints. As neither a member of the Catholic majority 
nor the Anglo-Irish protestant asendency, he was always “in-between.” His desire to break down 
distinctions was rooted in a desire to see a cultural shift make Ireland a more hospitable home for 
people whether they are in the majority or, like him, in the minority. 
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to bring people into a recognition of their shared cosmopolitan material connections—or 
“cosmomaterial” connections, as I call them—despite their marked differences in culture, 
religion, language, geography, and more. In other words, Eglinton’s Irish Futurism is rooted in 
the idea that material objects may serve as nonhuman ambassadors that speak on behalf of the 
modern age, connecting people through similar tactile encounters. Eglinton’s artistic outlook, 
therefore, centers itself around a principle of material solidarity rather than ideological 
difference. While this controversial stance caused Eglinton to be branded as a “Unionist” or 
traitor to the Irish national cause in the eyes of many, he saw his point of view as imperative for 
bringing Ireland into a meaningful relationship with the modern age.17 Artistic renderings of 
lived, material experiences, he felt, might ignite what Eglinton always hoped Irish literature 
would fuel—a revolutionary “thought movement” rather than a language, religious, or violent 
political movement.18  
 
Rejecting the Past 
John Eglinton’s futurist outlook was already brewing before the turn of the century. In 
the 1890s, when the Irish Literary Revival was still a dream, Eglinton joined a group of thinkers, 
including W. B. Yeats, A.E., and William Larminie, who felt it to be their role to spearhead this 
anticipated artistic movement. After a recent past ravaged by famine, failed rebellions, and 
political disappointments, they felt implicitly that a national literary movement would distinguish 
a fresh Irish identity and establish a modern literature that would secure for Ireland a place 
among the great literatures of the world. The Irish Revival, in this way, was a consciously-
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18 John Eglinton, “Dublin Letter,” The Dial 73 (1922): 619. 
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constructed artistic movement, and it gained momentum through a public debate19 on what 
subjects, characteristics, and ambitions were most vital for a national literature. Earnest A. Boyd 
summarizes that this “discussion gradually covered all the conflicting theories held by various 
Irishmen as to the true function of Irish literature.”20 Declan Kiberd specifies that the “real 
debate” of this burgeoning “revivalist generation was about whether the literature it created 
should be national or cosmopolitan in tone.”21 The result of this significant “controversy,” 
Kiberd concludes, “established Yeats as the upholder of nationalism” and “Eglinton as the 
defender of cosmopolitanism.”22  
Eglinton was the first to contribute to this public debate with his essay, “What Should be 
the Subjects of National Drama?,” published in the Daily Express on September 18, 1898. In this 
first of what might be termed his series of “Irish Futurist Manifestos,” Eglinton questions what 
broader themes national drama should champion: 
Supposing a writer of dramatic genius were to appear in Ireland, where would he 
look for the subject of a national drama? This question might serve as a test of 
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19 These early revivalist debates of the 1890s became so popular and well-known that in 1899, 
the essays were bound in a collection called Literary Ideals in Ireland. The title of this collection 
emphasizes the issues waged in the debate—different “literary ideals.” The editor’s note 
preceding the collection writes of their sensational effect, claiming: “The following articles 
constitute a controversy which was not intended when the first article was written, but which 
spontaneously grew from week to week in the Saturday issues of the Daily Express, and 
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possible chapter of Irish literary history.” Boyd stresses in Ireland’s Literary Renaissance the 
debate’s importance as a “chapter of Irish literary history” arguing, alongside the editor’s note to 
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20 Boyd, Ireland’s Literary Renaissance, 234. 
21 Declan Kiberd, “Nationality or Cosmopolitanism?,” Inventing Ireland (Harvard University 
Press: Cambridge, Mass., 1995), 156. 
22 Ibid. 
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what nationality really amounts to in Ireland—a somewhat trying one, perhaps, 
yet it is scarcely unfair to put the question to those who speak of our national 
literature with hardly less satisfaction in the present than confidence in the future. 
Would he look for it in the Irish legends, or in the life of the peasantry and folk-
lore, or in Irish history and patriotism, or in life at large as reflected in his own 
consciousness?23 
 
In this loaded question, Eglinton lists subjects familiar to and beloved by Irish writers. Irish 
mythology, folklore, and national history each make up significant components of Ireland’s 
literary history. Rather than end the list there, however, Eglinton adds one further option: Might 
the artist also consider “life at large” as personally experienced? Saving his best for last, Eglinton 
makes it his ideological ambition to promote “life” and “the present” as the most suitable 
subjects for a national literature. He concludes by stating that although many may have only 
“sober hopes for the future” due to the “hatreds and despondencies of the past,” already a 
“positive feeling of encouragement” is stirring in the new age.24 Eglinton feels that this sentiment 
has the potential to bring about great changes for Ireland’s present and future. In these lines, 
Eglinton’s futurism simmers to the surface as he hopes to shift the artist’s gaze from the past, 
from tradition, and to focus instead on the elements of the present. If, Eglinton argues, the Irish 
artist can successfully shift his gaze, perhaps he will recognize, like the “Saxon,” that “the 
present…belongs to him,” and that it is a stimulating foundation for the cultivation of a national 
literary revival.25  
To shape his rejection of the past, Eglinton debunks popular literary subjects by 
emphasizing their lack of presentism and pertinence. A truly inspired artistic revival, he argues, 
will turn away from Irish mythology, folklore, and national history because they cannot treat “the 
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(London: Fisher Unwin, 1899), 9. 
24 Ibid., 10. 
25 Ibid., 12. 
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weariness and fret” of the age.26 Although “we may admire” them, they “refuse to be taken up 
out of their old environment and be transplanted into the world of modern sympathies.”27 This 
declaration long-anticipates M.M. Bakhtin’s famous assertion (and play on words) that “an 
absolute epic distance separates the epic world from contemporary reality.”28 As Eglinton insists, 
the old tales resist appropriation, contain “a secret lost with the subjects themselves,” and should 
remain admired as artifacts of another age; not as artifacts of the present age.29 By comparing 
them to Greek tragedies passed down through the generations, Eglinton insists that heroic tales 
of old cannot mean to turn-of-the-century Dubliners what they meant to their writers, original 
storytellers, and ancient audiences. In these lines, Eglinton privileges Ireland’s pertinent present 
as imperative for bolstering the Irish Revival. Under this banner, modern art should draw not 
from an idealized, unreal, or unrelatable (or necessarily “foreign”) past but rather from the lives 
and experiences of contemporary people at large. For Eglinton, the well of Irish history and 
mythology had run dry, had become irrelevant to modern needs, and had too often, as I show 
below, resulted in encouraging violence and methods of exclusion. Out of his fear of history 
repeating itself, Eglinton avows that the present is the doorway for ensuring for Ireland a better 
future. 
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26 John Eglinton, “National Drama and Contemporary Life,” Literary Ideals in Ireland (London: 
Fisher Unwin, 1899), 24. Eglinton adds a caveat to this claim, writing in response to Yeats’s 
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Eglinton’s opposition to retellings of legends and history in literature contrasts with 
Standish O’Grady’s popular promotion of the utter pertinence of tales both heroic and historical 
to the Irish people. Unlike Eglinton’s proposals, O’Grady’s ideas garnered popular support, even 
making an impression on young Yeats.30 For O’Grady, “What the present age demands upon the 
subject of antique Irish history…will be demanded forever. It will never be supplied.” 31 It is a 
constant need that treats an ever-gaping hole in the Irish (artistic) consciousness. Despite the 
vastness of this gap, O’Grady describes the effort to fill it as a collective imperative for Irish 
artists; for “such a work it is evident could not be effected by a single individual. It must be a 
public and national undertaking, carried out under the supervision of the Royal Irish Academy, at 
the expense of the country.”32 This literary movement, when supported by Irish leaders and 
intellectuals, for O’Grady, will accomplish a national triumph and will put into international 
exchange the glories of Ireland’s past in a way that “no other European national can supply an 
example” of similar magnitude.33 For these reasons, O’Grady argues that if such a fitting, heroic 
Irish masterpiece were composed, it would have an effective reach that would extend beyond 
Ireland like never before; in fact, “every public library in the world will find it necessary to 
procure a copy.”34  
Altogether, Eglinton disagrees with O’Grady and insists that heroic tales of the past have 
little pertinence in the present. But even more, if the forthcoming revival relies on these subjects, 
Eglinton warns that it will result in an anachronistic literature where the artist turns to belle 
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letters, which “seek[s] a subject outside experience” and conflicts with the effort to represent 
“life at large.”35 In belle letters, Eglinton opines, “the poet looks too much away from himself 
and from his age, does not feel the facts of life enough, but seeks in art an escape from them. 
Consequently, the art he achieves cannot be the expression of the age and of himself—cannot be 
representative or national.”36 This expression of art captures only a private, singular expression 
shared by a few rather than the encompassing realities that people actually experience. Inverting 
O’Grady’s argument, Eglinton suggests it is actually the “facts of life” that enable people to see a 
mirror of the nation; not the heroic past. 
Taken together, Eglinton’s rejection of Irish mythology, folklore, and national history as 
suitable subjects for a literary revival put him at odds with the more prominent figureheads of 
this movement. In Yeats’s essay, “John Eglinton and Spiritual Art,” published shortly after 
Eglinton’s article on national drama, Yeats eschews the study of pedestrian “lusts of the 
marketplace” in literature in favor of an art inspired by the struggles of past generations.37 With 
such sources of inspiration, Yeats takes a position motivated by symbolist philosophies, 
explaining that artists should seek an expression that will transcend time through its 
reinvigoration of the past; “for the only permanent influence of any art is an influence that flows 
down gradually and imperceptibly, as if through order and hierarchies”38—as if shared 
prophetically by the “saints and sages”39 of previous generations. Joyce uses this phrase, “saints 
and sages,” not altogether admiringly to describe his belief that “even a superficial 
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consideration” of Ireland “will show us that the Irish nation’s insistence on developing its own 
culture by itself is not so much the demand of a young nation that wants to make good in the 
European concert as the demand of a very old nation to renew under new forms the glories of a 
past civilization.”40 As Joyce sees it, this belief encapsulates an unfortunate attitude toward the 
past that many Irish people clung to unwaveringly. In the 1890s at least,41 Yeats believed that 
reconnecting with the past would incite a national “renewal,” a baptism of sorts, and wash the 
forthcoming literary movement with a timeless art that may establish Ireland as “a holy land to 
her own people.”42 As Yeats avows, “I believe that the renewal of belief,”  
which is the great movement of our time, will more and more liberate the arts 
from ‘their age’ and from life, and leave them more and more free to lose 
themselves in beauty, and to busy themselves, like all the great poetry of the past 
and like religions of all times, with ‘old faiths, myths, dreams,’ the accumulated 
beauty of the age.43  
 
Yeats argues that these renewed studies of the past will allow artists to create not “the poetry of 
the utilitarian,” “rhetorician,” “sentimentalist,” “popular journalist,” or the “popular preacher,” 
but rather, the poetry that captures the “great passions that are not in nature…‘the beauty that is 
beyond the grave,’ as Poe calls them.”44 Sean Mannion reminds us here that this view reiterates 
Matthew Arnold’s view “that the Celtic temperament revealed itself in an utter incompetence ‘in 
the outer and visible world of material life’ and in a corresponding intimacy with beauty and 
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spirit.”45 Norman Jeffares adds that Yeats, in this moment, expresses through his collection, The 
Wind Among the Reeds, a belief that “the arts were to lead men back to their true path by filling 
their thoughts with the essences of things and not with the things themselves. Poetry was to 
become a search for disembodied ecstasy.”46 
A.E. follows Eglinton’s and Yeats’s essays with two contributions that, in large part, 
recycle Yeats’s popular47 point of view. In these essays, A.E. affirms that heroic Irish tales hold 
great pertinence for modern audiences. In art, ancient events are transmuted from memory into 
symbolic expression, and time will only enhance their symbolic power: 
These dreams, antiquities, traditions, once actual, living, and historical, have 
passed from the world of sense into the world of memory and thought; and time, it 
seems to me, has not taken away from their power nor made them more remote 
from sympathy, but has rather purified them by removing them from earth unto 
heaven: from things which they can see and the ear can hear; they have become 
what the heart ponders over, and are so much nearer, more familiar, more suitable 
for literary use, than the day they were begotten. They have now the character of 
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symbol…and now each dream, heroism, or beauty, has laid itself nigh the divine 
power it represents, the suggestion of which made it first beloved; and they are 
ready for the use of the spirit…48 
 
Just as Joyce represents him in “Scylla and Charybdis,” A.E. maintains a belief here in the 
separation between spiritual and material worlds, between the world of “essences” and the 
historical world of common experiences. In symbolist fashion, he argues that art should be 
“liberate[d]” from common life and the “common man.”49 This separation might allow artists to 
use their creations to help Ireland “regain” its “spiritual consciousness with its untramelled [sic] 
ecstasy.”50 For this “is the hope of every mystic.”51 Like Yeats, A.E. believes that humans are 
not like themselves when they are “normal;” humans most resemble themselves when they are 
“exalted.”52  
To Eglinton, symbolism, “essences,” and exaltations are too far removed from reality. 
Responding directly to Yeats and A.E., Eglinton probes: “But really, what do the symbolists, 
who talk so much of the ‘exaltation of the senses,’ mean exactly by saying that the ‘poetic 
passion is not in nature,’ and that art is to be ‘liberated from life.”53 For “life is nothing but what 
we make it, and we do not alter its substance by twisting it into an abnormality.”54 Adamantly, 
Eglinton exclaims that he cannot take seriously aesthetic ambitions that aim to reach a symbol or 
meaning outside of ordinary human experiences. He addresses “Mr. Yeats” directly, claiming 
that “if the transcendant [sic] realities do not exist in the normal human consciousness, they do 
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not exist in ‘poetry, music, and painting,’ or at all.”55 Taking Shakespeare as a case study, 
Eglinton argues that “Mr. Yeats” misunderstands what inspired and motivated Shakespeare’s 
art.56 While Yeats claims that Shakespeare looked to humanity only insofar as it enabled him to 
create art for art’s sake, in Eglinton’s “opinion,” Shakespeare’s attention to ordinary life reveals 
his “broadly human and representative interest, and…this was the source and power of his art.”57 
For Eglinton, Shakespeare’s lasting appeal lay in his capacity to capture “life at large.” Eglinton 
pushes his views further, positing that any art that reaches beyond human experience itself will 
never transcend time; for “art which only interests itself in life and humanity for the sake of art 
may achieve the occult triumphs of the symbolist school, but humanity will return its 
indifference in kind, and leave it to the dignity and consolation of ‘unpopularity.’”58  
Eglinton elaborates on another facet of his resistance to the subject of national history in 
perhaps his most famous essay, “The De-Davisisation of Irish Literature,” where he expresses 
trepidation about the disadvantageous connection between the artist and Irish “patriotism.” 
Although he would later lament that Ireland became a country “whose poets all made the mistake 
of going into politics,” at this time, he was optimistic about artists breaking from this status 
quo.59 Eglinton leverages his argument on the legacy of national hero Thomas Davis, who, he 
asserts, solidified the connection between the poet and politics. Through this linkage, Davis 
privileged concerns of the Irish “race” above all others. Davis’s poetic efforts were further 
energized after his death by revolutionary John Mitchel, who emphasized not “the soul of a 
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people, still less the emancipation of the national mind by means of individual utterance,” but 
rather, “sentiments” that “exalt an Irishman’s notion of the excellence and importance of the race 
to which he belongs.”60 Gregory Castle calls this form of self-aggrandizement a 
“misrecognition,” a “foundation of Irish society, wherein individuals are led to believe in blatant 
fantasies about themselves.”61 By seeking refuge in “fantasies,” Irish people may overcome their 
sense of collective degradation—a byproduct of centuries of colonial rule and dispossession. 
While Eglinton, in many ways, admires both Davis and Mitchel, he believes that their legacies 
have been co-opted and twisted by emerging national organizations like the Gaelic League to 
reinforce practices of “misrecognition” in order to emphasize the superiority of the Irish “race” 
as a justification for practicing exclusionary national politics. Eglinton writes that in this choice 
of national politics, “all private differences are sunk” and a form of enforced patriotism emerges 
where “the Irishman has to speak in his national rather than in his human capacity.”62  
As a result, Eglinton argues that Ireland’s only memorable literary tradition, which was 
spearheaded by Davis who was himself “driven to adopt” “nationalism,”63 now forces Irish 
artists to choose between their loyalty to Ireland or art.64 This (false) dilemma results in two 
paths for Irish artists to take: the path of the patriot or the path of the exile. If an artist chooses 
the first path, he or she pledges to follow in Davis’s footsteps, becoming an “Irish Nationalist” 
who makes a “true religion” out of “patriotism” and assigns in art “a sort of religious or idealistic 
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status to modern Irish patriotism.”65 Alternatively, the “literary men and men of thought” who 
reject this “compromis[ing]”66 mantle, those who refuse to enlist poetry for political ends, may 
be “compelled to leave [Ireland] in order to ‘find themselves.’”67 They become exiles and 
wandering “victims of modernity… bereft of those comforts and customs of national belonging,” 
as described by Sheldon Pollock et al.68 
The path of the exile that Eglinton describes was an especially potent issue during his 
lifetime. It takes little searching to draw up a list of Irish artists who established distinguished 
careers abroad; Oscar Wilde, George Moore, and George Bernard Shaw are only a few. Shaw 
explains the reasoning behind his decision to leave Ireland in his autobiographical preface to 
Immaturity, stating, “every Irishman who felt that his business in life was on the higher planes of 
the cultural professions felt that he must have a metropolitan domicile and an international 
culture: that is, he felt that his first business was to get out of Ireland.”69 Shaw’s account aligns 
with Eglinton’s charge that Ireland was stuck in “the Middle Ages,” thought little of international 
culture, and never took “much pride in pure intellectual achievement.”70 George Moore affirms 
similarly that Ireland had not “inspired any art since the tenth or twelfth century” and had 
become, for an artist, “a country to which it was fatal to return.”71 As if taken from the same 
page in Shaw’s text, Moore concludes that before such writers as Synge, “Irishmen [had] written 
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well…by casting off Ireland.”72 They shook off the elements deemed “Irish” if they sought to 
create innovative literary expressions.  
 Later notable writers of the modernist generation continued this tradition of furthering their 
careers from abroad, such as James Joyce, Elizabeth Bowen, and Samuel Beckett. Gordon 
Bowker specifies of Joyce that “Many of the Irish authors he took as literary forebears—Swift, 
Goldsmith, Congreve, Sheridan, Shaw and Wilde—had left their native shores in search of a 
more creative climate, and their examples afforded a more attractive prospect than anything on 
offer at home.”73 Bowker tops off this insight with the well-known fact that Joyce found Irish 
Catholicism to be especially oppressive—that he believed the Catholic tradition “hated ‘human 
beings’.”74 Due to these circumstances, Joyce left Ireland and sought sanctuary abroad. Or as he 
bites in his bitter broadside, “Gas from a Burner,” it is Ireland, “This lovely land[,] that always 
sent / Her writers and artists to banishment.”75 In this turn of phrase, Joyce proclaims, like 
Eglinton, that Ireland is the culprit that victimizes “writers and artists” and, because they are 
viewed as traitors at home, sends them as refugees in flight to safehouses abroad.  
 Also persistent in Joyce’s mind, Bowker argues, was the life of poet James Clarence 
Mangan, to whom Joyce dedicated two speeches. A contemporary and friend of Davis and 
Mitchel, Mangan maintained an ambiguous relationship to Young Ireland, suffered from 
depression and substance abuse, and died a tragic, premature death from the effects of 
malnutrition and cholera during the height of the famine. The sad story of Mangan’s life, for 
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Joyce, struck a chord of warning. As Joyce saw it, Mangan modeled the doomed fate of an Irish 
writer held captive by Ireland’s oppressive national and religious culture. With “no native 
literary tradition to guide him,” Mangan wrote “for a public which cared little for the matters of 
the day.”76 Of even greater concern, however, was the question of Mangan’s patriotism. Because 
Mangan “was little of a patriot,” Joyce posits that he became “a stranger in his country, a rare 
and unsympathetic figure in the streets, where he [went] forward alone like one who does 
penance for some ancient sin.”77 The irony, as Joyce exclaims, is that Mangan dedicated his 
poetry to addressing Irish concerns through unconventional images; he brought together “East 
and West”—opposing and distant traditions—“whether the song is of Ireland or of Istambol[,] 
[sic] it has the same refrain, a prayer that peace may come again to her who has lost her peace.”78 
Through this commitment to Ireland, Joyce writes that Mangan accepted the Ireland he was born 
into, “with all its griefs and failures.”79 Bowker sums up that Joyce fearfully “saw Mangan’s 
failure as his own likely fate;”80 for Mangan was to Joyce, “the type of his race.”81  
 While Joyce’s assessment of Mangan is compelling, Joyce omits mentions of Mangan’s 
rather apparent sense of betrayal by Ireland in poems that are accepted as autobiographical. 
Composed in his final year of life, Mangan’s haunting poem “Nameless One”—the title of which 
Joyce parodies in “Circe” as he gives voice to this “Nameless Once”—states that “with genius 
wasted,/ Betray'd in friendship, befool'd in love,/ With spirit shipwreck'd, and young hopes 
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blasted” this lonely figure “still, still strove,” even while “his mind grew dim.”82 Here, the 
isolated speaker, Mangan himself, claims to have struggled against incredible odds that 
eventually defeat him. In another gripping poem, “Siberia” (a term he adopts for a famine-
stricken Ireland), the speaker describes Ireland’s chilling silencing and annihilation of its 
subjects: 
Lost Siberia doth reveal 
Only blight and death. 
… 
 
Pain as in a dream, 
When years go by 
Funeral-paced, yet fugitive, 
When man lives, and doth not live. 
Doth not live—nor die. 
… 
 
And the exile there 
Is one with those; 
They are part, and lie is part, 
For the sands are in his heart, 
And the killing snows. 
 
Therefore, in those wastes 
None curse the Czar. 
Each man's tongue is cloven by 
The North Blast, that heweth nigh 
With sharp scymitar. 
 
And such doom each sees, 
Till, hunger-gnawn, 
And cold-slain, he at length sinks there, 
Yet scarce more a corpse than ere 
His last breath was drawn.83 
 
Mangan’s use of “exile” in the poem refers not to a foreign visitor to Siberia’s “wastes” but to 
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the unaccepted—and perhaps unacceptable—figure, the one who Siberia/Ireland refuses to 
cherish as child, the one whom Ireland silences by abandoning, inflicting disease, incapacitating 
the “tongue,” and freezing to death. This “exile” thus “sinks” and submits to a frozen death, 
“cold-slain” and enveloped in “killing snows,” subsumed by the destructive forces of nature and 
the human powers that lord over him. Melissa Fegan writes that “in ‘Siberia’, the exile becomes 
one with the landscape which destroys him.”84 I would add, however, that these descriptions 
parallel the purported writing conditions of Irish artists, as mentioned above by Eglinton, Shaw, 
Moore, and Joyce. While Mangan’s portrayal of Russian landscapes and royal authorities code 
his discontent with Ireland and British rule through distancing language that softens his 
indictments, the poem’s meditation on the effects of “famine”—composed during the Great 
Hunger itself and not in retrospect (for it was the famine Mangan would die of and in)—cannot 
help but to, at the same time, always invoke it. In doing so, Mangan joins the subject’s unmet 
physical appetite with the unmet metaphorical hunger of the artist brutalized in every physical 
and psychological way by an inhospitable homeland.  
In an effort to combat Ireland’s oppressive artistic atmosphere, Eglinton challenges its 
very basis; the assumption that artists are intrinsically—from the cradle—indebted to Ireland and 
must pledge to it their total allegiance. As he asserts, “In all ages poets and thinkers have owed 
far less to their countries than their countries have owed to them.”85 He resists the idea that Irish 
writers must dedicate their lives and art to paying this illegitimate debt. Rather than reinforce this 
model, Eglinton proposes an inverse, insisting that it is actually the country itself that is indebted 
to artists. Joyce very likely consciously riffs on this radical claim in Ulysses when Stephen 
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declares to Private Carr: “But this is the point. You die for your country…But I say: Let my 
country die for me.”86 Stephen echoes this view again in the text while in conversation with 
Leopold Bloom. Bloom affirms: 
…You have every bit as much right to live by your pen in pursuit of your philosophy as 
the peasant has. What? You both belong to Ireland, the brain and the brawn. Each is 
equally important.  
—You suspect, Stephen retorted with a sort of a half laugh, that I may be 
important because I belong to the faubourg Saint Patrice called Ireland for short.  
—I would go a step farther, Mr Bloom insinuated.  
—But I suspect, Stephen interrupted, that Ireland must be important because it 
belongs to me.87 
 
Like Eglinton, Stephen inverts the popular belief that Irish writers must assume allegiance to 
Ireland in “brain and brawn.” With a bit more brashness than Eglinton, Stephen insists that 
Ireland benefits from its association with him. In Eglinton’s and Stephen’s subversions of 
traditional, patriotic values, it is the artist who informs the national culture even more than the 
national culture informs the artist, and it is Ireland who should give thanks to the artist rather 
than the artist to Ireland. It is also worth noting that in a rather Eglintonian fashion, Stephen’s 
most famous claim in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man reinforces this same stance: that it 
is only by throwing off his national identity and Catholic education that Stephen may “forge” 
“the uncreated conscience of [his] race.”88  
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Eglinton pushes his argument beyond this inversion of patriotism and national loyalty, 
however, further radicalizing his position. Although he is keenly aware of the absolute reverence 
with which Davis’s legacy was at that time held, he writes that Ireland should foster a new 
literary tradition that opposes this legacy in the effort to create a more hospitable culture for 
artists. In other words, Ireland should enact a  
de-Davisisation of Irish national literature, that is to say, the getting rid or the 
notion that in Ireland, a writer is to think, first and foremost, of interpreting the 
nationality of his country, and not simply of the burden which he has to deliver.89 
 
In these lines, Eglinton recommends that Ireland purge itself of Davis’s nationalist legacy, that it 
cleanse the national mindset from the inside out. Yet de-Davisising will not preclude the creation 
of a national literature, Eglinton assures: for “the expression of nationality, literature cannot fail 
to be; and the richer, more varied and unexpected that expression the better.”90 If achieved, he 
argues that this cleansing will allow for a national literature that “spring[s] from a native interest 
in life and its problems and a strong capacity for life among the people. If these do not, or cannot 
exist, there cannot exist a national drama or literature.”91 This is the point where Eglinton’s Irish 
futurism becomes more apparent, specific, and directed. He suggests that ridding Ireland of 
Davis’s legacy—eliminating its foundation of cultural nationalism—will reorient the present age. 
It will allow for a reconstitution of Irish traditions and practices so that Irish people, looking at 
the here and now, can appreciate and anticipate an entirely different picture of Ireland’s future. 
In this picture, a new Irish culture is born, one that allows artists to flourish in an atmosphere of 
free thought within Ireland’s borders and one that welcomes a diversity of expressions of modern 
life. Eglinton declares that these shifts, in turn, will redefine Irish patriotism. In a statement at the 
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core of his futurism, Eglinton issues a call to Irish people: “Ireland must exchange the patriotism 
which looks back for the patriotism which looks forward.”92 Only with this turnabout in values 
can the artist work in a “human” rather than patriotic capacity. Only then can the artist create 
products that are “the outcome and expression of a strong interest in life itself.”93  
 
Embracing the Future 
In this section of the chapter, I home in on Eglinton’s essay “Mr. Yeats and Popular 
Poetry” and highlight specific subjects that he endorses for a national literary movement. 
Prompted in his debate with Yeats and A.E. to identify viable alterative subjects for Irish 
literature, Eglinton names technological inventions as ideal. Instead of artists who rely on 
symbols, acting as “dreamers who walk with their heads in a cloud of vision,” they should “apply 
their visionary faculty and quaint rhythmic trick to a treatment of the mechanical triumphs of 
modern life, as Homer treated the manners and customs of an heroic age.”94 As Eglinton 
contends: 
The epics of the present age are the steam-engine and the dynamo, its lyrics the 
kinematograph, phonograph, etc., and these bear with them the hearts of men as 
the Iliad and Odyseey [sic] of former days uplifted the youth of antiquity, or as 
the old English ballads expressed the mind of a nation in its childhood.95  
 
In these lines, Eglinton pluralizes the term “epic,” emphasizing his support of not a single 
technological tale, but many. These many tales are the great national narratives of his generation. 
In this modern iteration of the epic, however, the quintessential “heroes” are not divine, half-
divine, or mortal humans; they are steam-powered vehicles, electric generators, photographic 
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instruments, and electromagnetic machines. They are metaled bodies, artfully constructed by 
inventors, engineers, mechanics, and electricians in warehouses, factories, laboratories, and 
more. They transport people, animals, and objects from afar, generate power, snap two-
dimensional images, preserve sound, and, as they grow in prominence, scale, and use, they will 
drive forward Ireland’s—and the modern world’s—infrastructure. 
I. The Search for a Modern Literature of “Epic” Proportions 
Eglinton’s choice of the term “epic,” however, is both complex and revealing. As a genre, 
the “epic” functioned in the role of a national literature, a connection that thinkers such as 
Bakhtin readily acknowledge. Bakhtin stresses that the epic is nation-building at its core. 
Through its relationship with “the national heroic past,” it serves to express a “national 
tradition.”96 It captures “a world of ‘beginnings’ and ‘peak times’ in the national history,” 
“‘firsts’ and ‘bests,’” as experienced by “a world of fathers and of founders of families.”97 The 
ancient poets thus seized the genre as a vehicle for shaping national identity. The ballad, too, 
functioned in a similar manner, narrating significant moments of the past, lyricizing protests of 
“persons or institutions,” and altogether expressing publicly concerns at the heart of a 
community.98 Yet these genres of literature depended deeply on a historical or imagined past, a 
relationship, as I showed above, that Eglinton eschews; for the epic, by definition, honors in 
narrative form the “achievements” “of one or more heroic personages of history or tradition.”99 
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Bakhtin, however, resituates the genre within past temporalities, arguing that “the epic was never 
a poem about the present, about its own time…the epic, as the specific genre known to us today, 
has been from the beginning a poem about the past, and the authorial position immanent in the 
epic and constitutive for it…is the environment of a man speaking about a past that is to him 
inaccessible, the reverent point of view of a descendent.”100 As Bakhtin suggests, while the 
exactness of the past is inaccessible to this “man,” he still strives to capture it for his age. 
Broadly speaking, Eglinton’s philosophies anticipate Bakhtin’s position that the past cannot 
accurately be represented in the present, and Eglinton’s endorsement of epic poetry reveals his 
approval of a nation-building Irish literary movement. Yet Eglinton’s repudiation of art that 
relies on the past perhaps contradicts his invocation of these genres. In the light of Bakhtin’s 
definition, how can Eglinton describe a literary revival that might adopt classical literary genres 
yet avoid the very subjects that undergird and define them?  
Natasha Moore offers a counterpoint to Bakhtin’s position that provides insight into how 
we might characterize Eglinton’s late-Victorian assessment of epic poetry. In “Epic and Novel: 
The Encyclopedic Impulse in Victorian Poetry,” she assures, like Bakhtin, that the epic served as 
a vehicle for representing history as well as a “repository” for “encyclopedic” knowledge of its 
age—from facts about “the gods to military history to geography, ship-building, and agricultural 
practices,” etc.101 The Victorians were attracted to this ability to encapsulate knowledge. 
Supporting Moore’s argument, Eglinton confirms that “the moderns, perceiving a certain void in 
their lives” and in the search for “an ideal poetic art springing directly out of modern life,” 
“found [it] necessary to investigate the origin and nature of poetry” by turning to literary forms 
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of the past.102 For them, the epic form seemed like an answer to a question that they were still 
forming. Despite this attraction to epic poetry, however, Moore interjects that with the rise of the 
novel, the Victorians sought its less-restrictive form as a space to contain the collective 
complexities, contradictions, and trivialities of their time. As a whole, however, they were 
interested in advancing the form of the novel rather than poetry and were curious about whether 
the epic could be “fus[ed]” with the novel.103 Such a synthesis, they speculated, might grant their 
literature a measure of esteem comparable to that commonly attributed to epic poetry. It might 
also accommodate the “heterogeneity,” “fragmentation,” and “miscellaneousness” that 
characterized their age and dizzied their sensibilities.104 For the Victorians, Moore writes, 
the question of the modern epic or the novel-in-verse [was] at heart the same 
question: could the mundane realities and miscellaneous detail of contemporary 
life, which by mid-century had proved so congenial to the form of the modern 
novel, be shown to compass the dignity, cohesion, and sheer importance felt to be 
requisite to poetry and, above all, epic poetry? From this perspective, the use of 
modern material to construct an epic poem became itself a means of dispelling the 
inferiority complex that haunted this age of progress.105  
 
Moore adds an anecdotal account of Thomas Carlyle in which he purportedly claimed that the 
past “‘is all too old for this age of progress,” and if “‘an epic poem would present itself,’” it 
would display “‘the Business of Life as it actually is, with all its passions and interests, hopes 
and fears. A poem, whether in verse or prose, conceived in this spirit, and impartially written, 
would be the epic of the age.’”106 As if taken from a page of Eglinton’s own writings,107 Carlyle 
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articulates his belief that an epic, whether bound in “verse or prose,” would engage best with the 
real, material circumstances of modern life. In other words, for Victorians like Eglinton and 
Carlyle, the plastic “spirit” of the epic—rather than its form or focus on the past—appealed as an 
ideological vehicle for both modernizing literature and best representing “life as it actually is.” 
 In a similar vein, Eglinton’s choice of the epic genre stands as an instance of this late-
Victorian urge to see the progressive times captured authentically in literature, and through such 
renderings, to bring a fresh coherence to the age. This parallel also suggests that Eglinton’s 
interest in the development of a technological epic is perhaps symptomatic of his age and not as 
subversive as it might seem to our contemporary eyes accustomed to associating the genre with 
classical poetry rather than the modern novel (of course, Joyce disrupts this notion for us). Yet, I 
would add that Eglinton’s imagined technological epic is indeed subversive in that he aimed for 
it to function as not just a mirror of the age, but as a mirror through which the age scrutinizes 
itself with greater intensity. Eglinton uses the appealing form of the epic and ballad, revered 
literary genres of the past, to assert that if they “live again,” they must have “something new 
added to them out of the author’s age and personality.”108 With “some new and transforming 
element,” a modern epic or ballad will resonate with its audience while unsettling it.109 In this 
regard, Eglinton is highly attentive to what he perceives as his audience’s wants and needs, 
expressing his belief that his generation wants to see a picture of themselves, a picture of 
“normal human consciousness,” and needs these realistic encounters in order to critique 
themselves better as they appear in their own time.110 
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Eglinton’s modernized iteration of epic poetry, then, parallels better the ambitions of 
“epic theatre,” a later modernist style of drama where plays are “characterized by realism and an 
absence of theatrical devices.”111 Spearheaded by Bertolt Brecht, epic theatre became a mode of 
performance in which artifice and ornamentation were replaced with acts of self-reflection and 
scrutiny. Although Eglinton writes before Brecht’s school of drama, his essays invoke a similar 
motivation and intention—a desire to see Irish people entertain “skepticism” and to rid 
themselves of dogmatism.112 For as Eglinton would later write, “to embrace a dogma is the 
acknowledgment of intellectual failure.”113 Yet unlike Brecht, Eglinton aims not to alienate his 
audience but to draw it together, to produce a heightened yet unified examination of itself and its 
own age. Perhaps by reorienting Irish people’s vision, he felt, they could make sense and order 
out of the fragments and miscellany that, as Moore mentions, marked the collective 
consciousness of the late-Victorian period.  
II. A Technological Art: In Theory and Practice 
Eglinton’s references to epics and ballads specify concrete, established literary traditions 
for late-Victorian Irish writers to emulate in the Irish Revival. In the end, however, Eglinton 
offers, at most, lofty rhetoric rather than examples. He is always a theorist; not a practitioner, not 
an artist. Although he received praise for his poetry collection, Pebbles from a Brook, Eglinton’s 
effectiveness was in the role of innovative thinker and compelling essayist rather than innovative 
artist. We are left with a question, then, when assessing his aesthetic theories: What might an 
Irish technological epic look like?  
Let me consider briefly a subtle but resonant example in Joyce’s short story, “The Dead.” 
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Although not an epic, “The Dead” captures something of the epic “spirit” endorsed by Carlyle, 
as Joyce showcases the power of new innovations to invoke scrutiny of the modern age. To 
begin, it first needs mentioning that this story takes place during a time of infrastructural 
transition, a time where Dublin gradually shifted from relying on gaslight to electric lighting. 
During this transition, in a single day, Dubliners were exposed to both forms of lighting in public 
settings, and they would have been aware of these shifts in technology as the light forms looked 
and felt different; gaslight was softer than the piercing brightness of electric light.114 As Joyce 
shows us in “The Dead,” this gradual turn from gaslight to electric lighting proves significant in 
understanding the climax of the story when Joyce literally spotlights Gretta Conroy as she listens 
to “The Lass of Aughrim.” This spotlight foregrounds her form both for her husband, Gabriel, 
and for the reader. This same light later infiltrates their bedroom through the window, bringing 
with it an aura of disturbance for Gabriel as he surveys the landscape outside of their home and 
watches the streetlight illuminate the snow where so long ago Michael Furey, Gretta’s childhood 
lover, died. An awareness of Dublin’s evolving electrification process, then, might prompt us to 
ask: what kind of “ghostly light”115 and “dusty fanlight” lit the streets and illuminated “the rich 
bronze of [Gretta’s] hair?”116 And how might our reading of this scene shift if the light is 
identified as gaslight or electric lighting? 
Luke Gibbons, in “‘Ghostly Light’: Spectres of Modernity in James Joyce’s and John 
Houston’s ‘The Dead,’” argues that Joyce consciously cues the reader to the use of gaslight in 
the story through the “tap[ping]” sound: “the word ‘tap’…alludes to ‘the tap of electric light’ 
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whose failure has permitted the gaslight, or its ghostly shade, to infiltrate the room.”117 Some 
kind of short circuit—a common occurrence in this period (incorporated more explicitly in 
Joyce’s later work, Ulysses118)—prevents the switch to electric lighting. Because the electric 
light fails to turn on, the gaslight persists and brings with it a darkening of the tale’s tone. 
Although Gabriel was previously consumed with shallow worries about how he might appear to 
his fellow partygoers, as the electric light fails to turn on, his attitude dims and he despondently 
reflects on his estranged relationship with his wife’s past. As Gabriel perceives it, in the gaslight 
resides the “ghostly shade” of Furey, who was a “boy in the gasworks,” a product of the 
traditional space from which Ireland was transitioning and which Gabriel rejects.119 Joyce uses 
the gaslight to heighten Gabriel’s sense of defeat as Furey, contained in the gaslight, declares 
victory in the moment. Gabriel feels pushed out of Gretta’s reverie; he is an anachronistic 
intruder on her remembrance of her youth. It is a time from which Gabriel will always be 
alienated. The gaslight’s insistent thrust into the room, however, not only affirms the 
uncomfortable presence of Furey, but also, to Gabriel, the triumph of traditional Ireland over 
modern Ireland. Thus, Gabriel is made aware of his further alienation, not just from Gretta’s 
past, but from Ireland’s old ways. While it is never thought or spoken aloud, Gabriel, as a 
progressive and cosmopolitan Irish man, would prefer electric lighting to gaslight. Although he 
balks at being labeled, Gabriel is more the “West Briton” that Miss Ivors accuses him of being 
than a devotee to the traditions and ideals of Ireland’s past.120 Yet in the final moments of the 
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story, Joyce uses the aura of the gaslight to capture Gabriel’s attention and to accelerate his 
acceptance of this old Ireland. Still positioned at the window, Gabriel looks, not to the east and to 
the hopeful dawning of a new day, but to the west, the region most adherent to Ireland’s 
traditional customs and the region where modern amenities and ideas were considered out of 
reach. The falling snow, now “general” throughout Ireland, freezes and preserves this Ireland, 
not spurring it forward but capturing it in time. Although Gabriel does not embrace this rugged, 
stilled Ireland, he is compelled by it and resigns himself to its power and place in his and 
Gretta’s marriage and their future together.  
While Gabriel’s encounter with Dublin’s gaslight may not constitute a narrative of “epic” 
proportion to us (although Ulysses surely should), his experience affirms both the relevance of 
Ireland’s shifting technological age to national narratives and the capacity for these tales to 
prompt, even within the stories themselves, instances of self and collective-scrutiny, scrutinies 
that brings with them new awareness and revelation. Gabriel’s experience of the gaslight gives 
us insight into not just Ireland’s transition in lighting technologies but also Gabriel’s 
psychological state and his challenged relationship with Gretta’s past, their shared present, and 
the modern age. The workings of the gaslight amidst a moment of infrastructural transition and 
turnover thus dramatizes Gabriel’s startled shock at the ghostly past’s invasion of modernity, and 
it shakes his faith in the modern age’s ability to truly lock out the past. With all of their 
advancements and newfangled ways, in this moment, Gabriel senses that the moderns did not 
find a way to rid the present of the past, its palpable presence, and perhaps, as Gabriel fears, its 
preeminence. These shifts correspond to changing attitudes toward Irish traditions, politics, and 
perceptions of modernity. Even more, they magnify Irish people’s changed relationships with 
themselves and the world. Which world are they a part of—old Ireland or new? What place do 
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the traditions and materials of the past hold in the present? And must they choose between these 
temporalities and their traditions, principles, practices, and ideals? In this moment in “The 
Dead,” Joyce’s representation of Ireland’s shifting electrical technologies illuminates pressing 
concerns of living in an evolving age, an age still calculating its ideological and material 
relationship to the past, present, and future.  
III. Futurisms at War: Coherence and Chaos in Irish and Italian Futurism 
Eglinton’s desire to see new technologies captured in art, however, shares a more striking 
relationship with a later modernist artistic movement rather than with epic poetry, as it aligns in 
part with the aesthetic theories promoted by Italian Futurists. Although composed at least a 
decade or more after Eglinton’s writings, many texts critical to Italian Futurism share a similar 
ideological basis. Vexed with Italy’s devotion to the past, the movement’s founder, Filippo 
Tommaso Marinetti, explains that Futurism seeks an artistic practice that will put to pasture the 
modern time’s dependence on outdated literary forms and practices. Shaken further by Italy’s 
industrialization and the deployment of new technologies during World War I, Italian Futurists 
believed that the study of innovations might develop “a great and strong scientific literature 
which, set free from every sort of classical claptrap, from every sort of erudite purism, will extol 
the most recent discoveries, the new intoxication with speed and the heavenly life of the 
aviator.”121 They looked not only to “the beauty of speed” and “the sleek flight of planes” but 
also to “greedy railway stations,” “bridges,” and “deep-chested locomotives.”122 In idolizing this 
array of mechanical advancements, Italian Futurists exhibited technophiliac impulses that 
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Eglinton’s brand of Irish Futurism does not display. Nonetheless, both Italian and Irish futurisms 
challenged conventional thinking by naming technologies as sources for artists to tap into for 
creative inspiration. As I describe in the section below, while Eglinton’s Irish Futurism shares 
features key to this famous movement, he seeks for Ireland an alternative ideological and 
political end. Rather than the chaos and radical politics revered by Italian Futurists, Eglinton 
strove to cultivate a cohesive and progressive vision for artists of the Irish Revival that he hoped 
would result in a literary movement that would bring unity to his generation—and not just for 
Irish people; Eglinton sought a literature that might compel people even beyond Ireland’s 
borders to recognize shared human experiences of the modern age.  
Like Eglinton, Marinetti undergirds his proposed movement with a repudiation of the 
past. With even greater gusto than Eglinton, he declares in “The Founding and the Manifesto of 
Futurism,” “the refined and mendacious mind tells us that we are the summation and 
continuation of our ancestors—maybe! Suppose it so! But what difference does it make? We 
don’t want to listen!”123 Marinetti’s abhorrence of the past originates not out of a fear of its 
irrelevancy but more in his belief that his ancestors have failed the modern age. Yet his words 
strike a chord similar to Eglinton’s as he questions: “Do you wish,” Marinetti asks, “to waste 
your best strength in this eternal and useless admiration of the past, an activity that will only 
leave you fatally spent, diminished, crushed?”124 Addressing his audience, Marinetti expresses 
assurance that maintaining unwavering “admiration” of the past will not only bring about 
disappointment and despair; it will “fatally” impact artists’ creative lives.  
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Marinetti’s grievances with the past aim to hit two targets in particular: 1) the tradition of 
male artists idealizing women for inspiration and 2) linguistic conventions that imprison creative 
thinking. By liberating the artist from these binds, Marinetti reconfigures the relationship 
between history, art, and the modern age. In his essay, “Multiplied Man and the Reign of the 
Machine,” Marinetti argues that the time has come to look away from “the two ideas Woman and 
Beauty, which has [sic] reduced all of romanticism to a kind of heroic assault leveled by a 
bellicose and lyric male against a tower that bristles with enemies who cluster around the divine 
Beauty-Woman;” instead, he asserts that artists should turn toward “mechanical beauty.”125 
Technological muses provide an alternative beauty through their composition of fused metals 
and shiny surfaces pulsating with electrical life. These metal forms give artists new images to 
adore. This adoration, as such, reconstitutes the experience of love. In Italian Futurism, modern 
love no longer describes the relationship between a man and a woman. Rather, modern love is a 
picture of a “mechanic lovingly at work on the great powerful body of his locomotive,” showing 
the “knowing tenderness of a lover caressing his adored woman.”126 From the bond between 
these lovers might spring an unconventional art that truly reflects the time. With this description, 
Marinetti upends customary descriptions of romantic encounters yet, at the same time, he mimics 
their conventions, subverting altogether the roles and standards of the most basic of human 
relationships. The result is an uncanny emotional relationship between humans and nonhuman 
machines. 
Marinetti also thumbs his nose at linguistic and rhetorical traditions in his 1912 essay, 
“Technical Manifesto of Futurist Literature.” In this partly narrative work, Marinetti describes a 
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scene in which a man flies his biplane over the city of Milan. As his body lifts higher above the 
ground, his thoughts also rise. With this dual experience of elevation, he suddenly recognizes 
“the ridiculous inanity of the old syntax inherited from Homer” and feels the “need to liberate 
words” in order to remove them “from the prison of the Latin period.”127 By removing the 
burden of linguistic tradition, the narrator opens himself to experiencing new forms of 
communication and new rhetorical expressions. In his fresh state of awareness, he hears the parts 
of the plane itself communicating with him. In particular, the plane’s “propeller” conveys a 
series of revelations that he lists in numerical fashion.128 Among the propeller’s decrees is a 
denunciation of “analogy,” which, Marinetti exclaims, was adopted in the past to join “remote” 
“things.”129 Instead, the “life of matter” should be “embraced,” not through associative language, 
but, instead, as a network and concert of sounds, “an orchestral style, at once polychromatic, 
polyphonic, and polymorphous...”130 Through these sonic innovations, new meanings and 
messages will issue forth into the world. The propeller’s final resolution rejects the core of 
linguistic tradition—the rhetorical codes that ensure human subjectivity:  
Destroy the ‘I’ in literature: that is, all psychology. The sort of man who has been 
damaged by libraries and museums, subjected to a logic and wisdom of fear, is 
absolutely of no interest anymore. We must abolish him in literature and replace 
him once and for all with matter, whose essence must be seized by strokes of 
intuition, something which physicists and chemists can never achieve.131  
 
Matter must replace these personal pronouns, not merely to disrupt traditions in speech and 
thought, but to topple actual hierarchies maintained between humans and material objects. 
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Futurist practitioner and follower of Marinetti, Umberto Boccioni, affirms that such a “renewed 
consciousness” will no longer “permit us to look upon man as the center of universal life.”132  
With such views, Italian Futurists thus decentralize the human subject, coronating 
technological “matter” in its place. Here, as Lawrence Rainey writes, is “an assault against the 
notion of a unitary subject” that leaves the subject searching for “words-in-freedom, a new idiom 
synchronized to the radios, telephones, phonographs, airplanes, and cinemas inundating the new 
century.”133 I would pivot from Rainey’s claim, however, nuancing his statement to specify that 
this “assault” strikes the “unitary [human] subject” alone. What is most stark about Marinetti’s 
claim is not the fact that he disrupts the notion of a unitary human subject but the fact that he 
redistributes subjective powers to objects, reinforcing his belief in a unified nonhuman subject. 
Through this nonhuman additive, Marinetti lends power and authority to a group of objects 
conventionally understood to be inanimate, objects thought to be incapable of expressiveness and 
assertion.  
By eliminating the female muse, analogy, and the “I” at the core of language, Marinetti 
argues for a shift in art that breaks utterly with the familiar and enables the creation of new forms 
of nonhuman subjectivity. This radical notion is not merely a theory for Marinetti but an actual 
lived experience. He sees in automobiles distinct personalities and exertions of individual 
agency: 
…they seem to have personalities, souls, or wills. They have whims, freakish 
impulses. You must caress them, treat them respectfully, never mishandle or 
overtire them. If you behave like this, your machine of fused iron and steel, this 
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motor built to exact specifications, will give you back not only what you put into 
it, but double or triple, much more and much better than the calculations of its 
builders—its father—made provision for.134  
 
These automobiles display characteristics that please yet mystify their human parents. They are 
not limited, however, to their makers’ designs. They hold the capacity to exceed and surpass 
these bounds, surprising creators. Boccioni furthers Marinetti’s perspective by describing the 
emotional lives of objects as mirroring those of humans; an electric lamp, for example, also “can 
feel pain, suffer tremors, and shriek with the most heartrending expressions of torment.”135 These 
machines are thus not lifelike for Italian Futurists but life themselves as they, too, exert energy 
and experience pain and sorrow. Although Riley calls this declaration a “gauche formulation,” he 
asserts that “it points to a vision of the nonhuman world as the preeminent site of art’s activity, a 
way of imagining the world as a machine of infinite productivity.”136 Boccioni sums up a 
different perspective, however, not emphasizing the idea of productivity but possibility. The aim, 
he articulates, is to enable artists to “reenter into life,”137 a “life” not rooted in the power of 
bloodflow but in voltages of electricity. Boccioni perhaps imagines here that if artists “reenter” 
into this mechanical, electrical realm, they will partake in the material “facts of life” rather than 
waste away in the effort to capture an idealized and an ungraspable past. They saw this doomed 
effort as the road many an artist before them traveled and failed to conquer. 
To be sure, with each turn of phrase, Marinetti and Boccioni dramatize and sensationalize 
their futurism with ideas beyond the scope of Eglinton’s interest and imagination. Nonetheless, 
Eglinton’s philosophies touch on similar points. Eglinton also describes an artistic outlook that 
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rejects implicitly—through its repudiation of mythology, folklore, and history—the tropes of 
traditional Irish literary genres, including the popular motif of relying on portrayals of female 
Irish icons such as Ireland’s mythic sovereignty goddess, the imprisoned young woman (Róisín 
Dubh), the old abandoned hag (the Shan von Vocht), and more. Eglinton peppers his language 
with further flavor as he locates, similar to Marinetti, a meaningful vitality within technological 
objects that is independent of human hands. As he exclaims, “the kinematograph, the bicycle, the 
electric tramcars, labour-saving contrivances, etc., are not susceptible of poetic treatment, but 
are, in fact, themselves the poetry.”138 In an unexpected maneuver, Eglinton breaks with analogy, 
metaphor, and traditional notions of vital life, insisting that modern inventions are not merely 
objects to be rendered into modern epics and ballads. They are not merely passive instruments 
that the poet may reduce to a pithy phrase and casual brush of the quill. Quite boldly, he declares 
that they are already “poetry” in and of themselves, within their discrete and carefully assembled 
material forms.  
Taken together, these Irish and Italian futurisms promote a shift in humans’ relationships 
with the material world. Instead of seeing technologies as dead instruments, fully subordinate to 
human design, they make the case for a vitality and efficacy inherent in them. Through this 
stance, these Irish and Italian thinkers originate an outlook that anticipates contemporary theories 
in New Materialism. Broadly understood, New Materialism refers to a spectrum of ideas that 
seeks to recognize and theorize an active rather than passive power in things.139 Often 
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subscribing to a “flat ontology,” using Manuel De Landa’s term, they support a space “made 
exclusively of unique, singular individuals, differing in spatiotemporal scale but not in 
ontological status.”140 In this view, entities are arranged according to their historical interactions 
with other entities rather than through an assumed relationship or lack of relationship with a 
transcendental subject such as God. A “flat ontology” then is an ontologically-leveled playing 
field for new study and reformulation of subjective activity in the world. 
This strand of critical theory, like the philosophies offered by the futurists studied here, 
completely breaks with traditional ontological formations. In Vibrant Matter, Jane Bennett 
acknowledges the radical nature of New Materialism and anticipates resistance to the basic 
principles of the movement. Clearly and directly, she asks and then argues,  
Why advocate the vitality of matter? Because my hunch is that the image of dead 
or thoroughly instrumentalized matter feeds human hubris and our earth-
destroying fantasies of conquest and consumption. It does so by preventing us 
from detecting (seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, feeling) a fuller range of the 
nonhuman powers circulating around and within human bodies. These material 
powers, which can aid or destroy, enrich or disable, ennoble or degrade us, in any 
case call for our attentiveness, or even ‘respect.’141 
 
According to Bennett, this act of emptying matter of meaning keeps it under humans’ heels, 
while at the same time, it desensitizes people to the “material powers” at work in the world. 
Matter, when so subdued, becomes always a means to an end rather than an end in and of itself 
that may affect human lives. This manner of fulfilling “earth-destroying fantasies,” however, is 
often a doomed endeavor. Bennett emphasizes that “things,” whether we want them to or not, 
may become “recalcitrant[t],” with the capacity to encounter and surprise us by operating outside 
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of our determination.142 This “recalcitrance” is the moment when a formerly unobtrusive 
“object” transforms into a conspicuous “thing” with which humans are forced to contend. In a 
similar vein, Bill Brown writes that we often overlook matter until it offers resistance. Human 
subjects confront the “thingness of objects” when they “stop working for us: when the drill 
breaks, when the car stalls, when the windows get filthy, when their flow within the circuits of 
production and distribution, consumption and exhibition has been arrested, however 
momentarily.”143 Only when the object denies human will is the subject humbled before the 
object, conscious of its hindrance of human design, and forced to deal with its power. This 
encounter, then, initiates a “story of objects asserting themselves as things,” a story where the 
“thing” redefines “a particular subject-object relationship.”144 As Bennett looks to these stories 
and subject-object relationships, she argues that they not only push us to “articulate a vibrant 
materiality that runs alongside and inside” us but they also may illuminate “how analyses of 
political events might change if we gave the force of things more due.”145 
Bennett’s insistence on the political forces at work in things gets at the heart of notions 
implicit in Eglinton’s disruption of human-centered ontology. When studied alongside the body 
of his work, Eglinton’s materialism fits into his revivalist vision for a movement that, in the 
words of Bennett, offers “more attentive encounters between people-materialities and thing-
materialities.”146 Such encounters might prompt Irish men and women to confront a stark 
material realism that may change for the better (in his opinion) the course of Ireland’s artistic, 
political, and cultural impulses. It may shift the artist’s gaze away from nationalist ideology and 
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may activate a cosmopolitan outlook, teased out in the section below, that binds humans together 
in material solidarity rather than separating them through ideological differences.147 In my view, 
Eglinton’s (admittedly cryptic) “philosophy of things” aims not to remove human subjects from 
positions of authority or to argue for the “reign of the machine,” as do Italian Futurists, but to 
unsettle humans’ glorification of their own authority so that they might reappraise the pertinence 
and value of the material world in art, Irish culture, and ordinary life.148 Eglinton feels that these 
“facts of life,” including its technological facts, might communicate new meanings and messages 
that will transform Irish society from being one that relies on a “patriotism” that “looks back” to 
one that “looks forward.”149  
IV. A Cosmomaterial Literature as “free as the elements” 
As studied above, both Eglinton’s and Marinetti’s futurisms offer what Rainey ascribes to 
the work produced by Italian Futurists: they shaped “a coherent body of theoretical precepts 
grounded in not just arbitrary aesthetic preferences, but a systematic reading of contemporary 
society.”150 Yet in Eglinton’s case, his Irish Futurism seeks an alternative end; while the Italians 
retreated into fascist ideology, Eglinton sought cosmopolitan expressions in literature and life. 
Such artistic products, rather than inspire exclusionary practices or new hierarchies of 
subjectivity that subordinate humans to things, might instead create a bond between humans and 
objects that instigates new aesthetic practices that foster unity—even in spaces of difference. 
This alternative end charges Eglinton’s futurist philosophy with characteristics unique to 
Ireland’s colonial history, a history marked by an oppressive imperial hand and, as a result, 
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nationalist politics that often relied on violent methods of communication. Uneasy with the 
currents of cultural nationalism and its influence on Irish art, Eglinton believed that cosmopolitan 
art might assuage the sting of historical troubles and offer “faith and hope” in their stead.151  
Eglinton defines cosmopolitan literature by comparing it to “the elements” in nature. He 
argues that “literature must be free as the elements; if that is to be cosmopolitan it must be 
cosmopolitan.”152 Persistent here in Eglinton’s mind must be the ancient elements: earth, water, 
air, and fire.153 This “free,” cosmopolitan literature then bears basic qualities similar to these 
entities. Bennett writes of “the elements” that they are “strong, diffuse, and durable” (italics 
original).154 They “won’t be exhausted by our attempts to use them.”155 With these descriptions, 
she brings attention to their material composition. Even air,156 although without a finite form, is 
physically experiential and deeply sensual. Yet, at the same time, Bennett acknowledges that the 
term, “‘the Elements’” itself, is “wonderfully vague with regard to the question of whether it 
refers to something exclusively ‘outside’ of the human body like the weather, or also refers to 
something that, as the basic building block, is (inside) us as well;”157 for even the human body is 
made up of tiny molecules of substances like water and air. I would argue that Eglinton relies on 
this sense of ambiguity in the phrase in order to charge his description of cosmopolitan art with a 
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sense of malleability and variety. Unlike the similarities shared in many nationalist narratives,158 
a cosmopolitan literature cannot unfold in one singular way or as one concrete story. It may 
manifest in many different shapes and forms and through many different narrative arcs and 
literary devices. This preference for plurality and generality follows Boyd’s claim of Eglinton’s 
philosophical ambitions: “…[Eglinton] sees an effort towards effecting a thought revival in 
which the outworn shibboleths of intellectual stagnation will be cast into the melting-pot, whence 
will emerge a new and living creed. This creed must not harden into dogma, it must be flexible, 
the ever-changing expression of the human soul.”159 
At the same time, however, knowledge of Eglinton’s devotion to American 
Transcendentalism (he was called both “the Irish Emerson” and “the Irish Thoreau”160), adds a 
new component to his philosophy; that of democracy. American Transcendentalism was known 
for its celebration of democracy and elements of the ordinary and natural world.161 Ralph Waldo 
Emerson speaks of the stars162; Henry David Thoreau of apples.163 And Walt Whitman, in his 
most famous poetry collection, Leaves of Grass—a collection revered for its celebration of 
American democracy—brings these attributes together best under its banner, “grass,” which 
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becomes for him a charged symbol that people should admire.164 By binding his collection 
together with “grass,” Whitman boasts of its neutrality, universality, and democratic power. 
Grass will grow anywhere. It is free of bigotry. And the natural world showcases these 
characteristics in ways that people should emulate. There is a whisper here, too, of another 
thinker Eglinton admired and published on, Friedrich Nietzsche, and his fascinating refrain in 
Thus Spoke Zarathustra to not rely on “extraterrestrial hopes” (for “they are mixers of poisons 
whether they know it or not”) but to instead “remain faithful to the earth” (italics original).165 In 
this repeated turn of phrase, Nietzsche urges people to not merely honor the natural world but, as 
similarly evidenced in Whitman’s poetry, to acknowledge the material components that 
complement, trouble, and enliven the human condition. Eglinton’s invocation of “the elements,” 
therefore, aligns with Whitman’s use of grass as an emblem of democracy and Nietzsche’s call to 
look not to the heavens but to the abundant table already set before humans on earth. Like 
Whitman and Nietzsche, Eglinton wanted a sense of liberty, simplicity, and realism in Irish 
writing: for, as he writes, “literature is the faithful and unbiased rendering of the individual 
impression.”166 This kind of “faithful” and “unbiased” literature will privilege the “human” over 
the “national” elements of life.167   
Eglinton’s approval of the natural elements, however, does not preclude them from 
having miraculous and even “spiritual” powers, so long as this “spiritualism” is redefined 
through a rather unconventional and irreligious lens. Bennett remarks that the symbolic power of 
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“the elements” may evince for some “an enchantment” at work in the world, even “in the 
absence of any grand or intelligent cosmological design.”168 This enchantment does not laud 
traditional religious views but the miraculous forces already alive in the natural world, 
experienced through the normal human senses rather than the “‘exaltation of the senses,’” which 
Eglinton loathes of the symbolists’ aesthetic ideals.169 Quite ardently, Eglinton’s essays 
(alongside the work of the transcendentalists’ and even Nietzsche’s Zarathustra) affirm this 
view, sliding not wholly into a bleak pragmatism but into an anticipation of glimpsing the 
marvelous power already active in the ordinary objects and activities of every day life. What 
enchantment will be discovered in a literature that studies humans digging in earth, clipping 
grass, or riding across town in a tramcar? What powers are arrested in encounters between 
humans and material forces? Eglinton’s cosmopolitan literature—“free as the elements”—is thus 
defined as a blend of symbolic, spiritual, and material influences.  
Eglinton broadens his theory by deploying another term as a close synonym for 
cosmopolitanism; “universal[ism].” He uses the term “universal” to express his approval of art 
that achieves popularity in the eyes of the public, drawing people together into a state of 
connection. In “Mr. Yeats and Popular Poetry,” for instance, note the relationship Eglinton 
establishes between universalism, materialism, literature, and people. On a more formal level, 
note also how often the term “universal” is adopted: “The facts of life with which poetry is 
concerned are not the complex and conventional facts, but the simple and universal”170; the 
poetry most concerned with the “fact[s] of life of the nineteenth century England…has been most 
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universal in its appeal”171; “the poetry of thought in this century—the poetry of Wordswordth, 
Tennyson, Browning—is more important than the poetry of art and artifice—the poetry of 
Coleridge, Rossetti, Swinburne—because of its higher seriousness and more universal appeal”; 
“…man has only to be original to be universal.”172 In these declarations, Eglinton admires 
literature that draws together a broad universalism with the “conventional” “facts of life,” and he 
argues that this kind of art not only garners a popular local appeal but the admiration of people at 
large.  
With this assessment, Eglinton suggests that a cosmopolitan, universal literature may 
transcend its national setting and geography by amassing an interested audience that is drawn 
together in its shared consideration of familiar images of ordinary life. Altogether, these ideas 
lend a special, cosmopolitan power to specific material artifacts of life, whether they are classical 
elements, blades of grass, or, as this dissertation explores, tramcars, dynamos, and bicycles. 
These objects, through their very materiality, may hold cosmopolitan effects. They may act as 
cosmopolitan material—or “cosmomaterial,” as I call them—agents, drawing people together 
across geographic, linguistic, social, political, religious, and other boundaries through their 
shared experience of the object. In Eglinton’s view, people need not share a language, political 
affiliation, or religion, etc., in order to relate to a narrative that describes an encounter with a 
common object of the age. Although these objects may be embedded across a spectrum of 
literary genres, within comedy, tragedy, poetry, or satire, etc., although they may frighten, 
intimidate, enlighten, amuse, or inspire, etc., these cosmomaterials may be recognized as sites of 
shared experiences. Eglinton’s cosmomaterialist philosophies thus provide a way for us to view 
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objects as tactile and symbolic ambassadors that can enhance national and international relations 
through their reproductions in art. As nonhuman, artistic ambassadors, they speak not on behalf 
of a country but on behalf of a cosmopolitan—and more broadly human-centered—ideal. In 
literature, therefore, renderings of common objects may activate a frank realism, not by adhering 
to the broader category of everyday realism theorized by Henry James and depicted by such 
writers as George Eliot and Mark Twain. Instead, by embodying material points of connection, 
these objects shape relatable narratives in various artistic genres from which a cosmomaterial 
solidarity that transcends points of ideological difference may be born, nurtured, and developed.  
The cosmopolitan power Eglinton identifies in material objects, however, challenges the 
positions of contemporary cosmopolitan theorists who typically associate cosmopolitanism not 
with an object but with a human body and human attitudes, values, and practices. Pollock et al, 
for example, argue that “the spirit of the cosmopolitical community” lies in “refugees, peoples of 
the diaspora, and migrants and exiles.”173 Cosmopolitans are often those people and practices 
unwelcome at “home.” While Eglinton would not spurn this idea (in fact, his assessment of 
patriotism studied above reinforces it), he extends cosmopolitanism to include also the effects of 
material objects in art. Eglinton’s cosmomaterialism, however, poses another significant 
philosophical challenge for contemporary cosmopolitan theorists. By connecting material objects 
to cosmopolitanism, Eglinton omits mentions of the manner through which many objects have 
served as sources used to instigate violence and war and to generally heighten differences and 
divides. Because of these contentious possibilities inherent in objects, some cosmopolitan 
theorists situate objects as impediments to cosmopolitanism. Anthony Kwame Appiah, for 
instance, reminds us of controversies concerning property and ownership. People fight over 
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artifacts such as “Viking treasure and Nok art” in an attempt to establish who retains rightful 
ownership.174 Things, in this light, hold mighty but destructive powers that sever and degrade 
relationships between humans. This counterpoint to cosmomaterialism hits especially close to 
home in Ireland where debates over land ownership before and during Eglinton’s lifetime were 
an ever-present source of tension. When so charged, the effects of these controversial objects 
challenge a theory of cosmomaterialism. I want to include one additional and pressing 
counterargument to Eglinton’s cosmopolitanism drawn from his fellow revivalist, A.E. A.E. 
viewed cosmopolitanism as a threat to Ireland’s national movement. He elaborates these 
misgivings, stating his belief that “the cosmopolitan spirit” will “hastily obliterat[e] 
distinctions.”175 It will flatten, sacrifice, and eliminate differences. Furthermore, he fears that it 
will render moot the national movement.  
While Eglinton does not specifically attend to all of these counterarguments, his writings 
address A.E.’s rebuttal directly. For Eglinton, cosmopolitan literature seeks not to elide 
differences. In fact, he points his finger back at A.E., arguing that it is nationalism that disallows 
difference. In nationalism, he declares, “all private differences are sunk,” and in 
cosmopolitanism, the artist can serve as the prophet to his generation, not by bringing mystical 
ideals to his audience, but by addressing the spectrum of pertinent controversies and actual 
demands of the age:176 
For the questions which divide household and nation against themselves, 
religious, political, fundamental questions, these are the questions in respect to 
which the literary man must have the license of a prophet; it is these which he 
looks on as his peculiar region; it is these upon which literature, more than an 
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other agency, can hope to shed some light. Literature…proceeds quietly in the 
pursuit of truth and wisdom, and occasionally attracts attention to itself as an 
elemental force by an electric discharge of thought.177  
 
In these lines, the artist begins with the concerns of a “peculiar region.” These concerns, 
however, are not collapsed into a single experience. Rather, they are treated with great care and 
sensitivity. Out of these treatments of differences, for Eglinton, may spring a universal, 
“elemental force” that functions among people much like “an electric discharge.” Yet instead of 
shedding literal light, the artist’s product revolutionizes people’s interior lives, bringing them 
into similar wavelengths of thought while still honoring their sense of regional distinction. In the 
statement above, Eglinton thus promotes an interdependent relationship between the local and 
universal in cosmopolitan literature. This relationship recalls Joyce’s famous quip that “in the 
particular is contained the universal.”178 It also shares an affinity with Richard Fallis’s belief that  
a strong national literature must be both particular and general; it must speak 
directly out of a particular place to a particular people, but it must also have a 
significance which goes beyond that place and those people. If the literature goes 
too far away from its place and people, it loses its nationality, but if it focuses 
exclusively on one place and one people, it will quickly become too narrow.179   
 
Like Fallis, Eglinton uses similar rhetoric to describe a productive balance between the particular 
and general in art. He affirms it as the best path for creating an effective national literature that 
might also transcend national boundaries.  
Moreover, sparked by local, material encounters, Eglinton elaborates a style of 
cosmopolitanism where artists may express a spectrum of particular material experiences that 
may resonate regionally and beyond. This alternative, more plastic definition sets Eglinton’s 
cosmopolitanism apart from A.E.’s criticisms (as well as from Italian futurists whose ideas of 
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“internationalism” and “cosmopolitanism” were co-opted for exclusionary politics that we regard 
today with suspicion).180 Yet rather than turn to natural elements like stars, apples, or grass—and 
rather than turn to Irish land and property, materials that simply cannot hold cosmomaterial 
effects in the Ireland of his day—Eglinton turns to machines, technological instruments not yet 
firmly tied to battles concerning rightful ownership. Just as Nok art may inspire controversy and 
difference, a Dublin tramcar may inspire cosmopolitan material connections, a technological 
kinship, with those who ride tramcars in Dublin and in other locales. Such technological tales 
may blend local experiences within a broader community of such narratives as they spring up 
within Ireland’s borders and beyond. They may form fresh material alliances and spur on “the 
emancipation of the national mind by means of individual utterance” rather than promote the 
Irish as an “exalted” “race.”181 Eglinton’s Irish futurism boils down here to a cosmopolitan hope 
for Irish literature to seek points of connection through emblems of its technological modernity 
instead of distinctions through Ireland’s national debates, mythology, folklore, or history.  
With these aims, Eglinton’s cosmopolitanism aligns more with Appiah’s definition, 
which posits that cosmopolitanism affirms valuing “particular human lives” and “taking an 
interest in the practices and beliefs that lend them significance.”182 Such goals are accomplished, 
he argues, through acquiring “habits of coexistence,”183 “get[ting] used to one another,” and 
recognizing “what is human in humanity.”184 Overall, it requires “intelligence and curiosity as 
well as engagement.”185 Like Appiah’s cosmopolitanism, Eglinton’s cosmomaterial literature 
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seeks a practice of critical engagement. It encourages people to adopt an outlook that would 
leave them in a more attentive and attuned relationship with each other.  
 
Eglinton’s Legacy  
While spurned by many of his peers, Eglinton’s cosmopolitanism is perhaps the most 
compelling thread that runs throughout his oeuvre, and it becomes his proscribed medicinal 
treatment for his generation. Cosmopolitan literature, he feels, is the antidote to the plague of 
Ireland’s cultural nationalism. Although he was branded a skeptic,186 Eglinton was, at heart, 
optimistic. As I see it, Eglinton’s Irish Futurism springs from a latent desire to see realized a new 
kind of Irish unification founded upon technological modernity—or, more broadly understood, 
cosmopolitan material connections displayed in art. Such a cosmomaterial technological art may 
help Irish men and women relate to themselves, others, and their own time in a more tolerant yet 
critically engaged way. “‘The true destiny of Ireland,’” Eglinton later writes in 1919, “is to be a 
composite nationality,” where connections are found despite Ireland’s varied composition.187  
As a whole, Eglinton’s writings offer a lens through which to consider all of my 
following dissertation chapters. He establishes a connection between technologies and modern 
literature and makes it an imperative for Irish modernists to take this association seriously. In all, 
Eglinton saw the “untrodden future” of Ireland as resting the hands of its artists, its 
storytellers.188 Boyd boasts that Eglinton “turn[ed]…to the poet who alone can give us trouble 
and wisdom.”189 Here, both “trouble and wisdom” and cosmopolitan literature go hand in hand. 
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And here, the poet’s ability to offer “trouble and wisdom” is his or her greatest strength. At the 
same time, however, I must acknowledge Eglinton’s precarious place amongst his peers and in 
contemporary Irish criticism. How could someone so prominent during his day, so enmeshed in 
the artistic development of the Irish Literary Revival, fall so completely by the wayside in 
current criticism? In truth, due to his strange ideas, Eglinton was a fish out of water, swimming 
awkwardly through an age that did not know quite how to appreciate him.190 He was simply too 
modern for his moment, a fact that not only made him unique in his lifetime but difficult for 
scholars to contend with today. Moreover, part of my objective in this chapter has been to 
redeem John Eglinton from the Revival’s shadows and to demonstrate that he is a figure of great 
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critical interest. As I will show in the following chapters, Eglinton’s Irish Futurist philosophies 
elaborate a renegade ideology that that became a reality in the unfolding of Irish literature in the 
new century. In other words, Eglinton forecasts and anticipates the subjects of texts now 
quintessential to Irish modernism and, even more, literary modernism at large.  
In particular, as I have shown here and will develop further in the next chapter, Eglinton 
captivated one audience member in particular: James Joyce. Joyce respected Eglinton and sought 
out his published essays.191 Joyce was drawn to Eglinton not only because he was one of the first 
to publish his work and not only because Eglinton was an early commentator (albeit an 
unfavorable commentator) on early drafts of Stephen Hero.192 Rather, Eglinton’s emphasis on a 
cosmopolitanism that sought inspiration in day-to-day material experiences instead of “spiritual 
essences” appealed to Joyce’s own desire to break down the barriers that separated people and to 
display in art what is human about humanity. While Ellmann writes of Yeats that he “was 
aristocratic and demanded distinctions between men,” he acknowledges that, like Eglinton, 
“Joyce was all for removing them.”193 Joyce is thus a direct part of Eglinton’s ideological and 
aesthetic lineage. Yet in this kinship, Eglinton is the human cousin, sitting so far in the shadow 
of Joyce’s radiant figure that it is difficult for us to see Eglinton’s obscure presence. Nonetheless, 
as his older cousin, Eglinton was like the literary revival’s John the Baptist, crying out in a 
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wilderness of troubled but modernizing times to make way for an artist that might change 
Ireland’s literary order. This artist would lead the new age into a redeemed relationship with the 
cosmomaterial “facts of life” rather than regurgitate the burdensome baggage of the past.  
With his works, Joyce fulfilled Eglinton’s prophetic vision in a way that he recognized. 
As Eglinton acknowledges, Joyce “discover[ed]…a new method in literary art, in which the pen 
is no longer the slave of logic and rhetoric.”194 And through Leopold Bloom, Joyce originated a 
“jumble of ordinary human consciousness in the city” but also “in any city.”195 Here, Eglinton 
shows keen insight into what we are still realizing about Joyce’s works today. At the same time, 
however, Joyce fulfilled Eglinton’s vision in a way that was unexpected to Eglinton. While he 
foresaw Joyce’s appearance, and while he even recognized his arrival, Eglinton could not 
understand the complete depth of Joyce’s work, even admitting to taking Stephen, at first, as the 
hero of Ulysses. He also confessed to finding Joyce’s “later work” inscrutable.196 We must not 
fault Eglinton too heavily here as he speaks of Finnegans Wake, a text that that no individual has 
mastered. Nonetheless, Eglinton praised Joyce as “an heroic figure,” a “man of genius,” and 
“Dublin’s” “Dante with a difference.”197 It is thus in Joyce that Eglinton’s ideas especially 
reverberate, and through Joyce, continue to echo in modern literature.  
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CHAPTER 2: FROM ‘DEAR DIRTY DUBLIN’ TO ‘HIBERNIAN METROPOLIS’: A 
VISION OF THE CITY THROUGH THE TRAMWAYS OF ULYSSES1 
 
 “season tickets available for all tramlines”2 ~ James Joyce, Ulysses 
The “Wandering Rocks” episode in James Joyce’s Ulysses functions as a microcosm of 
the text and a panorama of 1904 Dublin. Among the episode’s nineteen vignettes, almost all of 
the novel’s major characters make a cameo in various settings of the city. Readers encounter 
Father Conmee riding a tramcar bound for Howth Road, Blazes Boylan scheduling a delivery of 
wine and pears for Molly while flirting with Thornton’s shopgirl, Lenehan showing M’Coy the 
manhole where Tom Rochford rescued some “poor devil stuck down in it, half choked with 
sewer gas,” Leopold Bloom perusing the offerings of a bookshop before purchasing the Sweets 
of Sin for Molly, Stephen Dedalus considering the rhythmic music of the electric generators as he 
ambles past the powerhouses, and Gerty MacDowell, while delivering her father’s letters to the 
post office, attempting to assess the Lady Lieutenant’s fashion, if only the tramcar and furniture 
van were not blocking her view (10.1-1282). Although this panorama of Dublin includes 
instances of economic exchange, private reflection, flirtation, curiosity, danger, and travel, 
Dublin’s material affordances, its industry, infrastructure, commodities, and cultural artifacts, 
take center stage in the episode as they enable these human activities. As Frank Budgen notes, 
“not Bloom, not Stephen is here the principal personage, but Dublin itself. Its houses, streets, 
spaces, tramways and waterways.”3 Joyce’s care in showcasing Dubliners’ active relationships 
with the physical environment of the city is not limited to “Wandering Rocks.” While this 
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episode brings these relationships to the forefront, Ulysses as a whole explores the material 
building blocks that construct Irish urban life at the turn of the twentieth century.  
Among the materials described in Ulysses, Dublin’s tramways are the focus of this 
chapter, both as Joyce represents them in third-person accounts and through the eyes of Leopold 
Bloom. As I will elaborate, Joyce depicts the tramways as being highly developed. This picture 
refutes stereotypes of Ireland as being technologically backwards and, instead, presents Ireland 
as a progressive participant in an emerging technological modernity. While Vincent J. Cheng 
asserts that “Ireland at the turn of the century—devastated by centuries of famine, poverty, and 
rule by English landlords—was virtually a Third World country under British domination,” I will 
show that Joyce’s portrayal of Dublin’s railways as sophisticated and advanced generates a 
picture of the city as a modern metropole.4 In the new century, Dublin’s technologies serve as 
markers of modernity, signs of modernity’s activation in Ireland. This surprising view of Dublin 
conflicts with Joyce’s more derogatory references to the backwardness of Irish Catholicism and 
to his decision to go into self-imposed exile. While in “The Day of Rabblement” Joyce refers to 
the Irish as  “the most belated race in Europe,” in Ulysses, he depicts the tramways as features of 
national pride.5 With this complex appraisal, it becomes a challenge to understand Joyce’s 
criticism yet boosterism of his homeland. I propose, however, that we may better understand 
Joyce’s assessment of Dublin in Ulysses by regarding it as analogous to his depiction of Bloom. 
Neither is idealized or flawless, but just as Bloom is admirable for his compelling human 
sympathy, so Dublin is raised up by Joyce’s portrayal of technological advancement. As such, 
Joyce’s representation of the city’s tramways demonstrates his reluctance to present the Irish 
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people as merely “belated.” Instead, he casts these machines as metaphorical vehicles of 
modernity, as symbolic yet tactile expressions of Ireland’s achievement in industrial innovation. 
 
First serving Dublin in the 1890s and becoming almost fully electric by 1901, Dublin’s 
electric tramways dominated inner city and suburban travel until the 1940s when the bus system 
became more popular and fashionable.6 In Ulysses, these machines bolster Joyce’s representation 
of Dublin as a metropolis. While Budgen recalls that Joyce wrote “Wandering Rocks” with a 
map of the city in front of him, it might be claimed, similarly, that he drafted Ulysses as a whole 
while consulting pamphlets containing itineraries and routes of Dublin’s tramways.7  
Joyce’s vast knowledge of the tramways is most visible in the text when this system is 
described outside of the minds of characters. In “Aeolus,” the episode that is interrupted through 
the use of eye- and ear-catching headlines, Dublin’s trams mark the first image as the scene 
opens “IN THE HEART OF THE HIBERNIAN METROPOLIS” (7.1-2). As the episode details, 
the tramcars 
slowed, shunted, changed trolley, started for Blackrock, Kingstown and Dalkey, 
Clonskea, Rathgar and Terenure, Palmerston Park and upper Rathmines, 
Sandymount Green, Rathmines, Ringsend and Sandymount Tower, Harold’s 
Cross. The hoarse Dublin United Tramway Company’s timekeeper bawled them 
off: 
 
—Rathgar and Terenure! —Come on, Sandymount Green! Right and left parallel 
clanging ringing a doubledecker and a 
 
singledeck moved from their railheads, swerved to the down line, glided parallel. 
 
—Start, Palmerston Park! (7.3-13). 
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With keen specificity, Joyce tracks the tramcars’ physical movements, their shifting speeds on 
the tracks, and their reorientations as they change directions. They head “for or from Rathmines, 
Rathfarnham, Blackrock, Kingstown and Dalkey, Sandymount Green, Ringsend and 
Sandymount Tower, Donnybrook, Palmerston Park and Upper Rathmines” (U 7.1044-7). Even at 
the Mabbot Street entrance to Nighttown “stretche[d] an uncobbled tramsiding set with skeleton 
tracks, red and green will-o’-the wisps and danger signals” (U 15.1-2). In the “Aeolus” passage, 
Joyce also draws the reader’s attention to the human role in running the tramways: the 
timekeeper’s repeated announcements, the toll his job takes on his vocal chords, and his 
affiliation with his employer, the “Dublin United Tramway Company.” This single term was 
adopted locally to refer to the three companies that directed and managed the tramways. It 
included the Dublin United Tramways Co., Ltd., The Dublin United Tramways Co., and the 
Dublin Southern District Tramways Co.8 In combining these features of the tramways, Joyce 
touts the efficiency, productivity, and size of Dublin’s passenger railway system. These 
transportation machines shape a “skeleton” of the city, forming part of the sturdy body of 
Dublin’s infrastructure and mapping its popular pathways (15.2). 
 Later in “Aeolus,” Joyce depicts flaws within the tram system. Near the episode’s end, he 
draws our attention back to the machines, only in this instance, we encounter a momentary 
hiccup: “At various points along the eight lines tramcars with motionless trolleys stood in their 
tracks…all still, becalmed in short circuit” (7.1043-7). At the turn of the century, the tramways’ 
coal-fired power plants were known to occasionally black out, paralyzing the cars on the tracks, 
stunting the acceleration of the trams as the plants struggled to provide sufficient power for the 
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(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008), 128. 
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network. Joyce contrasts these “motionless” cars with the rush of “hackney cars, cabs, delivery 
wagons, mailvans, private broughams, aerated mineral water floats with rattling crates of bottles, 
rattled, rolled, horsedrawn, rapidly” (7.1047-9). As Joyce observes, when short circuits paralyzed 
the tramways, these non-mechanized transportation alternatives kept the city in motion. 
Altogether, Joyce shows that these rail networks, while highly developed and central to city life, 
were not completely infallible. 
First person accounts of the tramways in Ulysses illuminate further the way that 
Dubliners not only ride tramcars but also mull over their mechanical function and purpose. In 
“Hades,” for example, Bloom critically assesses a tramcar from the pavements. “Couldn’t they 
invent something automatic so that the wheel itself much handier?” he inwardly reflects, only to 
conclude, “Well but that fellow would lose his job then? Well but then another fellow would get 
a job making the new invention?” (6.176-79). In these musings, Bloom considers not only the 
effectiveness of the tramcar’s design and the industry’s enabling of local employment; he also 
contemplates potential technological enhancements that could improve the drivability of 
tramcars. Shortly following these reflections, Bloom shares a carriage ride to Paddy Dignam’s 
funeral with Martin Cunningham, Mr. Power, and Simon Dedalus. During their journey, he 
voices his idea that Dublin could benefit from using the tramways for more than transporting 
people. The city could install a tramline that would move cattle across the city to ships waiting 
on the quays, revolutionizing Dublin’s cattle export industry (6.400-2). Because they sit in a 
horse-drawn carriage bound for the Glasnevin Cemetery, another idea occurs to Bloom. A 
similar infrastructural development could also include, he tactlessly suggests aloud, “municipal 
funeral trams like they have in Milan” (6.406). These tramlines would “run…out to the cemetery 
gates and have special trams, hearse and carriage and all” (6.406-7). Sharing Bloom’s 
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enthusiasm, Cunningham alone jumps on the idea, excitedly proclaiming that with this funeral 
tramway, “we wouldn’t have scenes like that when the hearse capsized round Dunphy’s and 
upset the coffin on to the road” (6.15-16). Later, at the day’s end, while Bloom tallies his daily 
budget in “Ithaca,” he twice9 notes his “Tramfare[s]” (17.1461, 17.1469) before posing a 
question: “What facilities of transit were desirable?” The answer: “When citybound frequent 
connection by train or tram from their respective intermediate station or terminal” (17.1573-5). 
In these selected moments among dozens mentioned in Ulysses, the tramways move characters 
such as Bloom through their days by shaping their interior preoccupations, preferences, and 
productivity. They contribute to their trains—or rather “trams”—of thought, their material 
worlds, and their confluences. 
Joyce’s representation of the tramways seamlessly blends the machines into the city’s 
landscape and contrasts them with contemporaneous and later depictions by other writers. 
Readers experience none of the technophobia, for example, displayed in the memorable opening 
to Iris Murdoch’s Under the Net, whose English protagonist claims: “Trains are bad for the 
nerves at the best of times. What did people have nightmares about before there were trains?”10 
Walter Benjamin records similar anxieties, noting arguments made in southern Germany that 
railway construction should include the erection of “a wooden barrier five feet high on both sides 
of the track.” Without this barrier, “the rapid movement would cause…cerebral disorders (the 
mere sight of a train rushing by could already do this).”11 On the other hand, Joyce also eschews 
the technophilia notable in the writings of Italian Futurist Filippo Tommaso Marinetti. For 
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9 While Bloom lists two tram fares, he actually took three tram rides during the day. 
10 Iris Murdoch, Under the Net (Harmondsworth, England: Penguin, 1954), 7. 
11 Walter Benjamin, “The Flâneur,” Arcades Project, trans. Howard Eiland and Kevin 
McLaughlin (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1999), 428. 
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Marinetti, modern love no longer concerns a man’s feelings for a woman, and artists of the day 
need no longer submit to classical practices of finding inspiration in a female figure. Instead, 
Marinetti declares that modern artists should be inspired by “mechanical beauty.”12 Likewise, 
Elizabeth Bowen challenges tradition in a scene that captures a similar attitude toward 
transportation technologies in her novel To the North. Here, Lady Waters observes of Celia, her 
niece that she “never seems to be happy when she is not in a train—unless, of course, she is 
motoring.”13 Unlike these historical and fictive accounts of humans’ relationships with new 
technologies, Joyce resists depicting tramcars either as objects of fear or desire. In the words of 
Donald F. Theall, Joyce, more broadly, “treat[s] the new science and technologies as elements of 
daily life.”14 By normalizing tramcars into Dublin’s landscape, Joyce positions them as essential 
features of the turn-of-the-twentieth-century Irish experience. 
 
Reinventing Irish Tourism through Transportation Technologies 
While the tramways are readily assimilated into Dublin’s landscape in Ulysses, they are 
not merely mundane urban features. Instead, Joyce highlights, for example, the extraordinary 
changes they bring to Irish life, including the way they revolutionize Ireland’s appeal as a 
getaway destination for tourists. Although Bloom confesses that tourism in Ireland is still in 
development—that “uptodate tourist travelling was as yet merely in its infancy”—Bloom 
describes in detail the manner through which the tramways enhance such experiences (16.564-5). 
While in the cabman’s shelter, Bloom considers summer travel in Ireland, affirming,  
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Selected Writings, ed. R.W. Flint (New York: Farrar, Straus And Giroux, 1972), 90. 
13 Elizabeth Bowen, To the North (New York, NY: Avon Books, 1979), 11. 
14 Donald F. Theall, James Joyce's Techno-Poetics (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997), 
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There were equally excellent opportunities for vacationists in the home island, 
delightful sylvan spots for rejuvenation, offering a plethora of attractions as well 
as a bracing tonic for the system in and around Dublin and its picturesque 
environs even, Poulaphouca to which there was a steamtram, but also farther 
away from the madding crowd in Wicklow, rightly termed the garden of 
Ireland… (16.547-52). 
 
With these descriptions, Bloom not only accentuates what may be seen, Ireland’s “picturesque” 
panoramas, but he also discloses how they may be seen, the fact that these “attractions” are 
accessible by such amenities as a “steamtram.” Even though Bloom’s ruminations may read as 
rather exaggerated and naive—for as Peter C. L. Nohrnberg notes, Bloom ignores the fact that 
Ireland’s countrysides are charged with historical acts of violence such as the 1798 Rebellion, 
which was centered in Wicklow—Bloom’s vivid descriptions reflect his occupation, his knack 
for composing stimulating advertisements intended to whet the appetites of consumers.15  
 Bloom’s focus on Ireland’s natural attractions also mirrors facts noted in historical 
accounts that explain why and how Ireland’s appeal as a tourist destination improved during the 
nineteenth century. As Williams H. A. Williams writes, “The century or so prior to the Great 
Famine (1845-1852) saw the emergence of modern tourism based primarily on 
landscape…Ireland was in the forefront of the development of the scenic pleasure tour. In fact, 
the foundations of Irish tourism were laid during the century from 1750-1850.”16 This “pleasure 
tour,” superseding the tradition of the “Grand Tour,” capitalized on Ireland’s “scenic attractions” 
such as “the Lakes of Killarney, the Giant’s Causeway and the Glens of Wicklow,” the last of 
which Bloom himself promotes.17 The appeal of these natural attractions, alongside the 
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Anthem Press, 2010), iv. 
17 Ibid., xi. 
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institution of the railways, helped establish Ireland’s tourism infrastructure.18 In particular, the 
early implementation of steam travel during this period, Williams argues, initiated Ireland’s new 
“age of mass tourism.”19 
This age of tourism in Ireland brought with it the composition of travel brochures catered 
toward interested visitors. In Ulysses, Joyce charges Bloom’s idyllic descriptions of Ireland’s 
countrysides with realistic rhetoric similar to the language adopted in these guides. One such 
travel brochure, written by Samuel A. Ossory Fitzpatrick20 in 1907, also occludes mentions of 
Ireland’s history of violence as it focuses, like Bloom, on Ireland’s wide variety of scenic 
attractions. These attractions include both the natural beauty found in Dublin’s suburbs and 
countrysides and the cultivated beauty situated within the city’s limits. According to Fitzpatrick, 
Dublin  
possesses in Kingstown, Dalkey, and Bray, wateringplaces accessible within an 
hour from the centre of the city; and the bold cliffs of Howth, the pastoral 
loveliness of Lucan, the beautiful coast scenery of Killiney, and the wild defiles 
of the Dublin mountains are all within easy reach of the resident or visitor. 
[Dublin’s] citizens have in the Phoenix Park a playground in extent and variety, 
rarely if ever equalled in the immediate vicinity of a city of equal population.21  
 
The guide continues, adding, “The whole system of electric tramways, being in the hands of one 
Company, affords a convenient and speedy mode of access to almost any locality of the city or 




20 Fitzpatrick (c1850 - May 8, 1918) was an Anglo-Irish protestant, and is buried in Dublin’s 
Mount Jerome Cemetery. In 1907, the year his travel guide was published, he was noted as the 
First Clerk for the Intermediate Education Board of Ireland, having served there for 21 years. 
This information may be found in House of Commons Papers Vol 68 (London: Eyre and 
Spottiswoode, 1907), 23. 
21 Samuel A. Ossory Fitzpatrick, Dublin: A Historical and Topographical Account of the City 
(New York: Dutton, 1907), 328. 
22 Ibid., 341. 
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as an alluring holiday retreat, both through its charming attractions and its modes of accessing 
these venues. Like Bloom, the guide is attuned to the fact that Ireland’s sophisticated rail system 
serves as a marketing feature that enhances the appeal of Ireland’s picturesque landscapes. As 
both sources demonstrate, these rail services became an international sign of Ireland’s 
acquisition of modern amenities. With the institution of these machines into its transportation 
networks, Ireland becomes, in the opinion of Bloom and Fitzpatrick, a center for modern 
vacations.  
Joyce shows, however, that the tramways not only change the Irish holiday experience 
but also people’s notions of distance and proximity. When Bloom imagines his dream home, 
located “1 statute mile from the periphery of the metropolis,” he is sure to note that despite this 
distance, his two-story villa would still reside “within a time limit of not more than 15 minutes 
from tram or train line” (17.1514-6). Fitzpatrick’s travel guide similarly stresses the way the 
railways shorten people’s concepts of distance and alleviate the physical strain of traveling. As 
he writes, rail services spread across the region, from the entrance of Phoenix Park to the seaside 
village of Howth, nine miles outside of the city center.23 Furthermore, he boasts that the 
“convenient and speedy” tramways take travelers beyond Howth as “an electric tram now runs 
from Sutton station to the summit of the hill, returning to the Howth terminus of the railway.”24 
This “Hill of Howth Tram,” perhaps Dublin’s most famous and popular tramline among tourists, 
operated from 1901 to 1959 and allowed panoramic views of Dublin Bay from the magnificent 
vista of Howth Head.25 For much of the nineteenth century, such an excursion to the peak of the 
hill would typically involve an arduous day in transit and a physically strenuous hike. With the 
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25 Kilroy, “‘Galleons of the Streets’: Irish Trams,” 44. 
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Howth Hill tramline, however, the journey became so close in proximity to Dublin and so easy to 
conquer for visitors that it could be enjoyed in a single leisurely afternoon. This ease contrasts 
with pilgrimages to Howth Head in decades past. As Williams notes, “prior to the age of steam, 
anything beyond a trip to the next village required careful preparation, a good bit of time and 
endurance.”26 With the invention of steam-powered and (later) electric transportation machines, 
these excursions for locals and tourists shifted from physically taxing to relaxing. Both Bloom’s 
daydreams and the travel guide’s descriptions, then, highlight the way that these tramways at the 
turn of the century not only improved “vacationists[’]” navigation of the island but also reshaped 
public perceptions of the accessibility of these destinations. 
 This purported enjoyment in traveling through Ireland diverges greatly from the 
documented experiences of tourists published in previous centuries. Williams notes that between 
1750 and 1850 around “570 travel accounts” were published, largely by British and Anglo-Irish 
writers.27 While travel writing, as a genre, differed from the tourist guidebook, it served a similar 
purpose—to offer international readers a personalized introduction to a country, a point of view. 
For visitors to Ireland, these publications proved especially essential as the popular guidebook of 
the period, Baedeker’s Great Britain, covered England, Scotland, and Wales, but omitted 
Ireland. In fact, Ireland never appeared in English or French language Baedekers, making an 
appearance in only a single 1906 German Baedeker.28 With such difficulties in accessing 
information on Irish tourism, these travel memoirs held the power to give international readers 
rare insight into the island.  
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Sir Richard Colt Hoare’s 1806 Journal of a Tour in Ireland, written one hundred years 
before Fitzpatrick’s travel guide, reflects a similar concern about limited access to tourist 
information on Ireland. As he remarks, “the Island of Hibernia still remains unvisited and 
unknown.”29 “And why?,” he asks the reader, “because from the want of books, and living 
information, we have been led to suppose its country rude, its inhabitants savage, its paths 
dangerous.”30 From this conclusion, Hoare views his publication as a response to this dearth of 
information. “The traveller,” he begins,  
who makes Ireland the object of his excursions, will experience a double 
mortification, in finding the books relating to that country so few, when compared 
to those descriptive of every other part of our kingdom; and in finding so few 
amongst the natives who are able to give him such general information as he 
could wish, concerning the objects more worthy of his attention; but he will every 
where find a hand ready to assist, and a heart open to receive, him in all his 
difficulties.31 
 
With each turn of phrase, Hoare offers a surprisingly sympathetic and generous view of Ireland 
and Irish people at a time when such views were rarely indulged by British travelers. His use of 
the pronoun “our” furthermore embraces Ireland as a welcome extension of a British “family” 
rather than a troublesome, reluctantly-accepted stepchild. Even though the Irish, he concludes, 
are ill-informed about their own tourist attractions, he finds that they show an eager hospitality 
that will delight tourists, if given the chance. With these descriptions, Hoare’s travel journal 
heartily recommends the island to his non-Irish readers.  
Despite Hoare’s praise of Irish geniality and hospitality, he nonetheless highlights 
common transportation inconveniences. Because he writes in the age preceding steam and 
electric travel, he stresses that tourists will find Ireland’s poor provisions of horses and carriages 
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a frustration. The tourist “must not expect to find post chaises and post horses, ready at a 
moment’s notice, to waft him from the Lake of Killarney to the Giant’s Causeway; for these 
accommodations are to be found only on the great roads of communication from one city to 
another. On the cross roads, he must bear with patience the delays of postboys, and the 
indifference of postmasters; his purse will be taxed, and his time lost.”32 To prevent these 
hassles, Hoare recommends that a visitor “travel with his own carriage, and with his own 
horses.”33 Hoare’s array of travel tips reads like the helpful instructions included in Fitzpatrick’s 
guidebook; however, his emphasis on Ireland’s limited and, at times, costly transportation 
methods conflicts with Bloom’s and Fitzpatrick’s alternative emphasis on the ease and efficiency 
of navigating the island. Without steam or electric travel devices, the transportation annoyances 
in Hoare’s Ireland make travel more arduous than the Ireland depicted by Bloom and Fitzpatrick 
one hundred years later.  
Hoare’s encouraging account of travel in Ireland is at odds with the derogatory views of 
most eighteenth- and nineteenth-century memoirs. In one such work, Journal of a Tour in 
Ireland,34 published in 1835, almost thirty years after Hoare’s text, traveler G. F. G. Mathison 
begins his text with a confessional observation about Ireland: “I wish to love her, not to quarrel 
with her; but only let me tell the truth.”35 This defensive qualification sets the tone of the work as 
he describes the “disagreeable” port cities, “noisy and troublesome vagabonds,” “poor wretched-
looking beggars,” “ill-paved streets,” and “such dirty—that is a mild term—such filthy and 
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tattered garments on all the common people.”36 These early observations make for an 
uncomfortable “first impression” that, as he surmises, is “more easily made than overcome.”37 
Later in his tour, these impressions of Cork provoke a question and sharp answer: “Do I like 
Cork better than at first? No! rain, noise, filth, drunkenness, and distress in all her streets. The 
cars are detestable; the hotel, albeit the best, is comfortless; and the beggary, a perpetual source 
of misery.”38 Here, Mathison addresses more than a shocking and repulsive material deprivation; 
he also complains of Cork’s egregious lack of sophistication. For him, Ireland’s material 
deprivation is a symptom of its broader cultural and social deficits. While he later mentions such 
enjoyable moments as his steam-powered journey through Clare, his encounter with “cheerful” 
and “happy” workers serving in the potato fields, and his meeting with “poor children” who were 
“not only educated, but fed and clothed” at the expense of their protestant benefactor, Mrs. 
O’Brian, his overall assessment of Ireland and the Irish people exposes his belief in English 
superiority (italics original).39 This superiority is based not only in his perception of England’s 
material developments and comforts but also in his view of its more modern attitudes and 
civility. 
Because of Mathison’s critical view of Ireland, he would likely not recommend the island 
to faint-of-heart tourists. The particular disturbances he mentions—the hungry and poor people, 
their “tattered” clothing (all of which soon accelerated with the onset of the Great Famine)—




38 Ibid., 16. 
39 Ibid.,130-131. 
40 Williams’s survey of Irish tourism hints at but does not unpack the political reasons why 
travelers might want to avoid tours of Ireland. The nineteenth century was littered with heated 
and occasionally violent events. The end of the eighteenth century witnessed the United 
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interests, travel writings themselves presented complex and often paradoxical evaluations of 
Ireland; for the scenic vistas did not override the fact that “visitors could not completely distance 
themselves from Irish poverty.”41 These dual encounters with natural splendor and economic 
devastation resulted in “visitors often perceiv[ing] a contradiction between Irish society and Irish 
nature.”42 As Williams surmises, “In a travel narrative one page might describe a magnificent 
waterfall; on the next, Paddy’s miserable cabin. Or rhapsodic comments on the Irish sublime 
may be followed by attempts to unravel the Irish character.”43 These perceptions, then, account 
for part of the reason why Bloom and Fitzpatrick’s representations of Ireland signal a shift in 
Irish travel rhetoric, a shift away from focusing on the inconveniences mentioned in Hoare’s 
journal, a shift away from the derogatory summation of Irish people and culture in Mathison’s 
narrative, and a shift toward optimizing Ireland’s allure through descriptions promoting and 
commending tourism through Ireland’s highly developed and far-reaching tramways. 
 
A “Backwards” Glance: Subverting Irish Stereotypes 
Bloom’s and Fitzpatrick’s use of transportation technologies in order to promote tourism 
thus presents an appealing picture of Ireland in an unexpected manner absent (and perhaps 
impossible) in previous travel publications such as Hoare’s or Mathison’s journals.  In particular, 
with Joyce’s positive descriptions of the tramways, he reveals a flattering picture of Ireland’s 
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Irishmen’s failed revolution. Just before Hoare’s publication, Ireland saw Robert Emmet lead the 
1803 rebellion. Mathison’s narrative, while coming before the 1848 Young Irelander Rebellion 
and the Great Famine, skirts the fringes of these devastations. With these events in mind, the 
truth is that Ireland was likely not a top recommendation for British—or other international—
tourists. Even with its picturesque landscape, it was likely perceived as a potentially dangerous 
country to visit.    
41 Williams, Creating Irish Tourism: The First Century, 1750-1850, xiv. 
42 Ibid., xv. 
43 Ibid. 
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railways at a time when Ireland was still perceived as lacking in industrialization and modern 
amenities. His depiction more broadly contrasts with Ireland’s longstanding reputation, verified 
in Mathison’s account and explicitly acknowledged in Hoare’s text, as backwards—as being 
undeveloped and immature in everything from intellect to industrialization. Sydney Owenson 
(Lady Morgan) is one nineteenth-century Irish writer who represents this negative perception in 
her best-known novel, The Wild Irish Girl (1806), only to subvert it. A brief analysis of 
Owenson’s subversion, as I will elaborate later in this section, enables a fuller view of how 
Joyce’s portrayal of Dublin’s tramways in Ulysses counters clichéd labels of Ireland. Joyce’s 
picture of Dublin’s emerging industries, like Owenson’s, subverts expectations; however, as I 
will show, this maneuver achieves an alternative end, connecting Dublin not to classical ideals of 
“civilization,” as expressed in Owenson’s work, but instead to the shared facts of urban life in 
Joyce’s present age.44 
For Horatio, The Wild Irish Girl’s English protagonist, the “wild” Irish serve as 
quintessential foils to the English. He recounts his critical perception through a childhood 
memory:  
I remember, when I was a boy, meeting somewhere with the quaintly written 
travels of Moryson through Ireland, and being particularly struck with his 
assertion, that so late as the days of Elizabeth, an Irish chieftain and his family 
were frequently seen seated round their domestic fire in a state of perfect nudity. 
This singular anecdote (so illustrative of the barbarity of the Irish at a period when 
civilization had made such a wonderful progress even in its sister countries), 
fastened so strongly on my boyish imagination, that whenever the Irish were 
mentioned in my presence,…the image which presented itself to my mind; and in 
this trivial source, I believe, originated that early formed opinion of Irish ferocity, 
which has since been nurtured into a confirmed prejudice.45 
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Shocked by Fynes Moryson’s first-hand account, Horatio adopts a preconception that links the 
Irish to “barbarity” instead of “civilization” and to stagnation instead of advancement. Horatio 
elaborates on his bias and all-encompassing intolerance when he receives news that he must 
visit—and live—in Ireland. He explains his misgivings: “But sent to a country against which I 
have a decided prejudice—which I suppose semi-barbarous, semi-civilized; has lost the strong 
and hardy features of savage life, without acquiring those graces which distinguish polished 
society…”46 The horror Horatio describes derives from his belief that Ireland occupies an in-
between space as a “semi-barbarous, semi-civilized” society. Rather than upholding a noble, 
classical model of ancient “savage[ry],” he suggests that the Irish are a grotesque impersonation 
it. They are out of touch with admirable times of the past yet they are equally distant from the 
esteemed characteristics of the modern age, wholly lacking the cultivated cosmopolitanism of 
nearby “sister countries.” In sum, to Horatio, Ireland meant “exile” and a fate worse than 
“Siberia.”47  
 L. Perry Curtis Jr.’s seminal work, Apes and Angels: The Irishman in Victorian 
Caricature, establishes that many “educated and respectable” Victorians viewed the Irish as 
“belonging to a distinct order of mankind or ‘race.’”48 He goes on to argue that “most respectable 
Victorians believed in a natural opposition between an Anglo-Saxon ‘Us’ and a Gaelic or Celtic 
‘Them,’ which was reinforced by the great religious divide between Protestantism and (Roman) 
Catholicism.”49 Cheng affirms that this association between race and religion became an 




48 L. Perry Curtis Jr., Apes and Angels: The Irishman in Victorian Caricature (Washington DC: 
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1997), xi. 
49 Ibid., xi-xii. 
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virtually inseparable as pejoratives.”50 As Curtis concludes, it was not simply that the Irish were 
“other” to the English; it also included the Victorian belief that they were “lesser,” that they were 
sub-human, even “associated with not only the facial features but the imagined ferocity of 
apes.”51 Though Horatio speaks just before the Victorian age, his point of view echoes Curtis’s 
and Cheng’s evaluations of English sentiments toward the Irish.  
Overall, Horatio’s perspective represents a view of Ireland that pervaded English 
rhetoric, both in travel memoirs, such as Moryson’s, and in other similar texts, such as William 
Makepeace Thackeray’s account of his four months spent in Ireland in The Irish Sketch Book. As 
Thackeray observes of two Irish texts: 
Two of the little yellow volumes purchased at Ennis are entitled ‘The Irish and 
Hibernian Tales.’ The former are modern, and the latter of an ancient sort; and so 
great is the superiority of the old stories over the new, in fancy, dramatic interest, 
and humour, that one can’t help fancying Hibernia must have been a very superior 
country to Ireland.52  
 
In his assessment of old and new Ireland and Irish literature, Thackeray extols ancient Hibernia 
over contemporary Ireland. This view of Irish culture corresponds to British tourists’ “well-
established” stereotypes of Irish behavior and character.53 As Williams explains, in the 
nineteenth-century British imagination, the Irish were often given a “pre-modern” status that 
stigmatized them, like the peasants of the middle ages, as “half-civilized,” both through their 
enslavement to English landlords and through allegedly “genetic” character traits inherited 
through their forefathers.54 This “pre-modern,” “half-civilized” status was distinct from a more 
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honorable proto-modernity often attributed to ancient Greek society. The particular pre-modern 
stature of Irish men and women was associated not with classical ideals, but more typically with 
demeaning stereotypes.  Williams elaborates on these stereotypes of the Irish, showing that they 
were viewed as “primitive” savages, as blundering idiots, with such character flaws as 
emotionality, drunkenness, carelessness, laziness, indolence, slovenliness, superstitiousness, 
passion for fighting.55  Overall, they were understood to be effeminate next to English 
masculinity and childlike as opposed to English maturity. These supposed characteristics, Cheng 
points out, represented “the traits most feared or despised in respectable English society.” 56 They 
furthermore created a view of the Irish personality as an example of an “anti-modern” or 
“amodern” persona. More broadly understood, these pervasive biases resulted in a diminished 
view of modern Irish culture, and they coded in the British imagination the Irish people as 
figures of ridicule, as humorous butts of jokes. 
This history of Irish stereotypes shows that the “backwards” nature of Ireland was 
dependent on perceptions of Irish intellect and character as being unmanageable. In The Wild 
Irish Girl, however, Owenson subverts Horatio’s presupposition upon his first encounter with 
Dublin Bay, a “picturesque” scene that his fellow traveler likens to the Bay of Naples.57 
Horatio’s first glimpse of Irish men, however, shocks him far more than Ireland’s geography. 
Instead of the barbarous creatures he anticipated, as his ship pulls into the harbor, he admires 
“six men, whose stature, limbs, and features declared them the lingering progeny of the once 
formidable race of Irish giants.”58 Their great bodies, their “sinewy contexture of forms,” he 
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resolves, suit the Grecian ideal of beauty. They “might have individually afforded a model to 
sculpture, for the colossal statue of an Hercules, under all the different aspects of strength and 
exertion.”59 While he is still reeling from this magnificent sight, one of the men speaks to 
Horatio, astonishing him with “courtesy, cheerfulness, and respect…such civilization of 
manner.”60 Following this first encounter with Ireland and Irish people, Horatio becomes the 
charmed and “colonized” visitor instead of assuming the anticipated role of the colonizer. With 
this unexpected turn of events, Owenson uses Horatio’s experience to undermine Moryson’s 
representation of naked Irish families relaxing comfortably around the fireside, and she refutes 
Horatio’s earlier assertion of the Irish as “semi-barbarous, semi-civilized.” Rather than 
exemplifying an disreputable status in between classical and modern ideals of civilization, 
Owenson’s Irish people embody both the physical strength and beauty of ages past and the 
admired “manner” and civility of the modern individual. Through Horatio’s experience, 
Owenson thus suggests that a live encounter with Ireland and Irish people—not hearsay indulged 
in travel memoirs—will contest such critical and commonplace stereotypes. 
Owenson’s treatment of Irish stereotypes in The Wild Irish Girl offers a significant point 
of reference for understanding Joyce’s version of Dublin as a modern metropolis in Ulysses. 
Through its study of the city’s tramways, Joyce’s text similarly subverts traditional typecasting 
of Irish industries as being, like hackneyed views of the Irish people themselves, underdeveloped 
and immature. While Owenson embellishes the real, however, in order to counter degrading 
views of Irish people, Joyce refuses to romanticize Ireland. Although Ulysses, as a whole, 





complex and modern form of myth-breaking—including British myths about the Irish—than 
with forging an idealized version of the present. Joyce portrays Dublin’s railway technologies 
mimetically, revealing what Ireland’s technological tools mean to Dubliners in the immediate 
present. He shows, for example, how the tramways enable Father Conmee’s avoidance of 
unsavory footpaths such as “the dingy way past Mud Island” and influence Bloom’s preference 
for his ideal residence (10.114). Assessing Joyce’s relationship with the Irish past and present, 
Kevin Whelan argues that the idea of “a deep past opposed to a shallow present was not 
available to Joyce because, for his generation, an Irish deep past no longer existed. It had been 
eviscerated by a dual colonialism—‘The English tyranny and the Roman tyranny’—that curious 
complicity of British imperialism and Roman Catholicism which made Ireland ‘the scullery maid 
of Christendom’ and the home of ‘the gratefully oppressed.’”61 Therefore, to represent modern 
Ireland in a truthful homage of the age, Joyce needed to probe the depths of the present. He 
needed to emphasize not an idealized or sentimental version of Irish history, but the profound 
nuances of living in 1904 Ireland and the actual tools that constructed Irish life and made it 
modern.  
 
“Deep[ening]” the Present  
With his focus on deepening the present, Joyce captures Irish men and women at the turn 
of the twentieth century witnessing a new era of rapid infrastructural development in his detailed 
descriptions of Dublin’s tramways. Cheryl Herr points out that Joyce’s privileging of the realistic 
was important to his evolving approach to writing. She cites his 1905 letter to his brother, 
Stanislaus, where he “denounced ‘contemporary Irish writing’ as ‘ill-written, morally obtuse 
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formless caricature.’”62 Joyce lambasts these texts, Herr posits, because they depicted common 
Irish experiences as awkward, exaggerated, and unnatural, and whe supports this claim through 
Joyce’s own observations:  
‘I have read Moore’s ‘Untilled Field’...A lady who has been living for three years 
on the [tram] line between Bray and Dublin is told by her husband that there is a 
meeting in Dublin at which he must be present. She looks up the table to see the 
hours of the trains. This on DW and WR [the Dublin, Wicklow, and Wexford 
Railway] where the trains go regularly: this after three years. Isn’t it rather stupid 
of Moore.’63  
 
In Joyce’s denouncement of Moore’s inauthenticity, Herr argues, “The point is not that Moore 
disregards the everyday but that he does not exercise the finesse required to bring the reader into 
the taken-for-granted context of social experience in the Dublin that Joyce knew.”64 More 
specifically, Joyce believed that the “lady” of Moore’s story should have exhibited an 
understanding of the common local knowledge associated with her neighborhood, and Moore 
should have naturally laid this knowledge bare within his narrative. Positioning Joyce in this 
manner, Herr’s analysis gives us insight into the ethical imperative that Joyce believed should 
motivate Irish writers. This imperative included his conviction that Irish authors should fluently 
convey in literature the true complexities comprising people’s engagement with the material 
world.  
To this end, Joyce aimed to encapsulate in Ulysses the historical reality of Dublin’s 
sophisticated tram system. Scholars such as Andrew Thacker verify the authenticity of Joyce’s 
depiction of Dublin’s highly developed tramways. He reports that “the Dublin tram system grew 
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until it was considered in 1904 as one of the most impressive in the world.”65 Hugh Kenner, too, 
refers to the tramways as “the most advanced electric tram system in Europe.”66 He proclaims, 
Dublin “entered the twentieth century”  
thanks to some entrepreneurs from Cork, who came up to a seaport city with the 
worst slums in Europe, one of the world’s most notorious red-light quarters, and 
an infant mortality rate surpassed only by Calcutta’s, and managed through their 
genius with creative finance to equip it with the most advanced electric tram 
system anywhere. In the process, of course, electric power stations got built, and 
the habit of maintaining the lines got established.67 
 
As Kenner argues, the installation of Ireland’s tram system brought further infrastructural 
development through its need for steady and reliable electric power stations. The 
interdependence among these industrial sectors thus encouraged greater schemes and 
innovations. More broadly understood, Thacker and Kenner affirm Dublin’s remarkable 
technological achievement, supporting my assertion that Joyce’s tramways display Dublin’s 
industrial history-in-the-making. By incorporating the tramcar into broad and individual accounts 
of the city, Joyce puts forward the machine as a Dublin triumph, an emblem of the city’s 
significant accomplishment in modern transportation, a tribute to the ambitions of “entrepreneurs 
from Cork,” and an achievement that outshone other European capitals typically perceived as 
more advanced, sophisticated, and cosmopolitan. Moreover, Joyce’s portrayal of the railways 
and their interdependent relationships with other industries allow readers to experience in 
Ulysses not a pre-modern, semi-modern, or uber-modern city, but rather an accurate picture of 
Dublin’s successful acquisition of technological modernity. Readers encounter on the page a 
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realistic representation of what it looked like to experience the height, the heyday, of the Dublin 
tramways. 
Joyce depicts Ireland’s industries, however, in a manner that offers more than a spectacle 
of urban verisimilitude. He moves beyond merely showcasing the depths of the present by 
laboriously documenting industrial advancements that the city might undertake in the future, 
including railway “schemes.” In doing so, Joyce gestures beyond Dublin’s actual technological 
achievements and emphasizes Dublin’s potential for further industrialization. In “Ithaca,” the 
narrator asks and then answers a question about Bloom’s forward-looking ideas: 
Were there schemes of wider scope? 
 
A scheme to be formulated and submitted for approval to the harbour 
commissioners for the exploitation of white coal (hydraulic power), obtained by 
hydroelectric plant at peak of tide at Dublin bar or at head of water at 
Poulaphouca or Powerscourt or catchment basins of main streams for the 
economic production of 500,000 W. H. P. of electricity. A scheme to enclose the 
peninsular delta of the North Bull at Dollymount and erect on the space of the 
foreland, used for golf links and rifle ranges, an asphalted esplanade with casinos, 
booths, shooting galleries, hotels, boardinghouses, readingrooms, establishments 
for mixed bathing. A scheme for the use of dogvans and goatvans for the delivery 
of early morning milk. A scheme for the development of Irish tourist traffic in and 
around Dublin by means of petrolpropelled riverboats, plying in the fluvial 
fairway between Island bridge and Ringsend, charabancs, narrow gauge local 
railways, and pleasure steamers for coastwise navigation (10/- per person per day, 
guide (trilingual) included). A scheme for the repristination of passenger and 
goods traffics over Irish waterways, when freed from weedbeds. A scheme to 
connect by tramline the Cattle Market (North Circular road and Prussia street) 
with the quays (Sheriff street, lower, and East Wall), parallel with the Link line 
railway laid (in conjunction with the Great Southern and Western railway line) 
between the cattle park, Liffey junction, and terminus of Midland Great Western 
Railway 43 to 45 North Wall, in proximity to the terminal stations or Dublin 
branches of Great Central Railway, Midland Railway of England, City of Dublin 
Steam Packet Company, Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company, Dublin 
and Glasgow Steam Packet Company, Glasgow, Dublin and Londonderry Steam 
Packet Company (Laird line), British and Irish Steam Packet Company, Dublin 
and Morecambe Steamers, London and North Western Railway Company, Dublin 
Port and Docks Board Landing Sheds and transit sheds of Palgrave, Murphy and 
Company, steamship owners, agents for steamers from Mediterranean, Spain, 
Portugal, France, Belgium and Holland and for Liverpool Underwriters’ 
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Association, the cost of acquired rolling stock for animal transport and of 
additional mileage operated by the Dublin United Tramways Company, limited, 
to be covered by graziers’ fees (17.1709-1743). 
 
In this passage, Joyce shows off his familiarity with Dublin’s industrial center as he notes 
accurately a handful of the city’s major companies by name. He then intermixes these real 
companies with Bloom’s imagined improvement initiatives. For example, Bloom returns to his 
idea, first mentioned in “Hades,” that “Cattle Market tramlines” would benefit Irish industries. 
As he reasons, cattle tramlines would more efficiently transport large animals for export and 
would prevent them from blocking traffic in the city’s roadways (6.400-2). These imagined 
schemes, as Don Gifford and Robert J. Seidman acknowledge, were not necessarily far-fetched; 
for instance, Bloom’s plan for a hydroelectric scheme at Poulaphouca, though imagined in 
Ulysses, would be realized in 1937.68 Although, from another vantage point, this list may invite 
criticism (for as Nohrnberg points out, “Bloom’s utopian tourism scheme vaguely recalls the 
tourist development plan for the Irish town of Ruscullen envisioned by Tom Broadbent, the 
English capitalist in George Bernard Shaw’s John Bull’s Other Island”), the intricate details 
Joyce provides capture a hope and vision for taking Ireland’s developing technological industries 
forward.69  
While Bloom describes his grand ideas for Ireland’s industrial future, his list of potential 
schemes does not address the question of who will instigate, finance, and engineer these projects. 
Some scholars, when reading passages in Ulysses like the preceding one, emphasize Britain’s 
political power in shaping Ireland’s industrial development. Michael Rubenstein, for instance, 
argues that Ireland’s electrification process relied on an Irish-engineered grid system while the 
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railways depended on British installation.70 Thacker, in a more figurative vein, points out that 
because the tramlines were oriented around Nelson’s pillar, the city’s transportation epicenter 
resided beneath a monument of English imperialism, declaring through it British authority.71 
Nevertheless, I would argue that through Bloom’s imaginings, Joyce conveys a hope that Irish 
people will not only seize opportunities for further infrastructural development but that they will 
also put into action these initiatives—that these improvement plans might originate in local 
minds and be instituted by Irish hands.  By placing real industries and achievable development 
schemes within Bloom’s creative imagination, Joyce suggests that such industrial preoccupations 
engage the minds of Dubliners, that technological advancement schemes can be formulated by 
Irish thinkers themselves—even born within a figure like Bloom whose occupation has nothing 
to do with such industries. Perhaps from Joyce’s perspective, if Bloom can imagine a realistic 
hydroelectric scheme, if Bloom can envision “petrolpropelled” riverboat cruises successfully 
catering to traveling tourists, then perhaps other Irish minds can as well (17.1721).  
This hope for industrial innovation from Irish thinkers was not just a far-fetched pipe 
dream; it was already a historical fact. By the time Joyce wrote Ulysses, Ireland had inaugurated 
many “firsts” with the tramways. As James Kilroy documents, Ireland had opened “the world’s 
first full scale electric tramway and the first operated by hydro-electric power” with the 
installation of the 1883 Giant’s Causeway electric system.72 Ireland was also the first to employ a 
woman operator for an electric tramcar, the first to provide windscreens to safeguard drivers 
from the elements, the first to “operate the now worldwide Quaney safety link to prevent the 
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overhead power cable from falling on the roadway,” and more.73 Even in the United States, an 
Irishman, John Stevenson, was the first to initiate New York City’s tramway system in 1832.74  
With this knowledge, then, Bloom’s musings in “Ithaca” take part in a trend of progressive and 
innovative Irish thinking that has led in the past and potentially will lead in the future to further 
Irish-led industrial developments.75 The institution of these developments, as with the Quaney 
safety link, held the potential to permanently alter industrial materials and practices used 
internationally. Moreover, in the passage from “Ithaca,” Joyce weaves representations of 
Dublin’s railways and other industries into a narrative that celebrates Ireland’s modernity as a 
potentially Irish-inspired phenomenon, both in terms of its technological reality and in terms of 
its technological possibilities.  
 
Cultivating Cosmopolitan Material Connections 
With this multifaceted depiction of the tramways, Joyce demonstrates that turn-of-the-
century Dubliners encountered an acutely altered post-famine capital city. Dublin no longer 
wears “the mask of the capital,” as the narrator in “After the Race” suggests, but instead shines 
as a modern and technologically advanced capital city through its tramways.76 Or as Fitzpatrick’s 
travel guide claims, “The ‘dear, dirty Dublin’ of Lady Morgan is now a thing of the past. Her 
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streets are wide, well kept, and well lighted, and she possesses in her electric trams a system of 
internal communication unsurpassed in any European city.”77 Here, Fitzpatrick proposes that 
these modern advancements shift Dublin’s reputation from being “dirty” to technologically 
savvy. He also compares Dublin to other European metropoles, concluding that Dublin’s 
sophisticated tram system places the city into a position of leadership and international 
prominence.  
Like Fitzpatrick, Joyce uses Ireland’s railway industry to compare Dublin to other 
regions of Europe, not to suggest that Dublin is superior to these places but to acknowledge that 
they share a kinship through their reliance on railways. A pun in “Circe” advances the promise of 
an international technological kinship. Recycling a joke of Lenehan’s, Bloom asks: “What 
railway opera is like a tramline in Gibraltar? The Rows of Casteele. (Laughter.)” (15.1731-2).78 
With this play on words, Bloom links two regions of Spain (Castile and Gibraltar) with two of its 
products (the famous opera, The Rose of Castile, and Gibraltar’s railways).79 Further, by infusing 
his pun with a play on local tramlines, Bloom implies that Gibraltar holds technological 
connections with Ireland, that tramways in Molly’s childhood home are like those in Dublin. 
Although the joke does not mention Dublin’s tramlines specifically, it relies on the premise that 
both tram systems are made from the same materials and use similar methods of installation—
lining rows of steel into railway tracks. Without knowledge of these materials, the joke would 
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not be funny or make sense to its listeners. In effect, however, Bloom’s supposition gestures 
beyond Irish and continental trains. It assumes technological material connections among 
tramlines everywhere. Or, as he suggested in the “Ithaca” passage, because railways are similar 
internationally, Ireland’s industrial schemes could involve cooperation and coordination with 
“agents…from Mediterranean, Spain, Portugal, France, Belgium and Holland…” (17.1739-40).  
In these examples from Ulysses and Fitzpatrick’s travel guide, the tramways themselves 
are represented as forces that establish and epitomize international connections. These 
cosmopolitan material connections, or “cosmomaterial” connections, as I call them, display the 
power of material objects to function as lively and connective forces that have an effect that 
extends across international boundaries. My use of the term “cosmopolitanism,” here, is inspired 
by Ulrich Beck’s compelling “cosmopolitan outlook,” which stresses the need for breaking down 
distinctions between “us” and “them”—the kind of distinctions that Curtis argues pervaded 
Victorian perceptions of an “Anglo-Saxon ‘Us’ and a Gaelic or Celtic ‘Them.’”80 As Beck 
assures, however, this internationalist perspective “does not signify altruism or idealism.”81 It 
does not “herald the first rays of universal brotherly love” or serve as a “supplement” for 
“nationalism and provincialism.”82 Instead, in light of the “crises and dangers produced by 
civilization,” it adopts a new kind of “realism” that Beck sees as “an unforeseen social effect of 
actions directed to other ends performed by human beings operating within a network of global 
interdependence risks.”83 This “cosmopolitanization of reality,” for Beck, ultimately “gives rise 
to transnational forms of life and communication, allocations of responsibility, and internal and 
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external representations of individual and collective identities.”84 It is out of this cosmopolitan 
outlook, therefore, that people are better able to recognize and assume their position in both a 
local community—“their local situations and histories”—and a greater global community in 
flux.85  
While Beck’s cosmopolitan outlook applies to human subjects, in the context of this 
chapter, I am interested in the way his theory also illuminates the potential roles of material 
objects and their local and global effects. If understood as cosmopolitan material forces, Joyce’s 
tramways emerge as both emblems and agents of technological kinship. As such, these machines 
forge a language, a history, an exchange of shared material encounters that function in a 
centrifugal fashion, as the tramways do within Bloom’s imagination, interacting both locally 
within their environments and also figuratively across cultural, linguistic, and geographic 
boundaries. In other words, these technological cosmomaterials in Ulysses operate as material 
interlocutors, connecting users, like Bloom, to those riders of Gibraltar’s tramways through the 
shared experience—however varied or nuanced their experiences might be—of utilizing them. 
Such cosmomaterial connections hold the power to enliven studies of Ireland’s 
technological kinship with other countries at large, and by emphasizing Ireland’s technological 
kinship, perhaps it will stimulate acknowledgements of broader forms of kinship. Fitzpatrick’s 
travel guide displays this logic when he assures that the institution of Ireland’s railways radically 
alters international perceptions of Dublin as being different, in the pejorative sense, from 
admired communities abroad. He believes that this recognition will foster awareness and 
appreciation of Dublin’s shared commonalities with other international cities. As he describes it,  
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the Dublin of to-day differs essentially not only from the city of the palmy days of 
the eighteenth century, but even from that of the first half of the nineteenth. She 
has cast off the idiosyncrasies of a provincial metropolis, and has put on the 
cosmopolitan sameness characteristic of modern European capitals.86 
 
No longer distinguished by its dirtiness, as Lady Morgan declares, or its “slums,” “red-light 
quarters,” and poor “infant mortality rate,” as Kenner documents, the transformed city is 
characterized by the same material amenities as those of other major European cultural centers. 
According to the guide, these characteristics alter Dublin’s status as a “provincial” city and 
establish it, from Fitzpatrick’s point of view, as a “modern” “metropolis” fit to meet the demands 
of expectant travelers. These travelers, the guide’s subtext suggests, are not looking for cultural 
experiences that are too far removed from their own in other esteemed European cities; rather, 
they are seeking a getaway destination cloaked in the appealing “cosmopolitan sameness” found 
in other attractive locales abroad.  
Fitzpatrick’s enthusiastic promotion of kinship based on Dublin’s technological and, 
more broadly, cultural “cosmopolitan sameness,” however, may at first appear to be grounded 
negatively in what Joseph Valente calls “the pejorative Marxist sense of a view from nowhere.”87 
Likewise, it may conflict with philosophies of cosmopolitanism, such as Kwame Anthony 
Appiah’s description of effective cosmopolitanism as a practice that creates harmonious “habits 
of coexistence,” while acknowledging the particular facets of “human lives” and the unique 
elements “that lend them significance.”88 Or, perhaps the guide’s affirmation of sameness may 
seem to exemplify what Joyce’s and Fitzpatrick’s contemporary, A. E. (George Russell), 
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articulates as a “cosmopolitan spirit” that “is hastily obliterating distinctions.”89 For A. E., this 
dangerous spirit annihilates without care for preservation, capitalizing in literature, as “Professor 
Dowden” does, on the “wealth of universal ideas” to appeal to a large audience.90 A. E. warns 
that this language attempts “to obliterate all nationality” in the cosmopolitan spirit, rather than 
“preserv[ing]” a country’s “individuality.”91 Pitting these national and cosmopolitan forces 
against each other, A. E. proposes that a country’s “soul,” its fundamental core, should rely on a 
national spirit that acknowledges distinctions over a universal spirit that eradicates differences.92 
With these views of cosmopolitanism in mind, I suggest that Fitzpatrick’s seemingly reductive 
valuation of Dublin’s “sameness” over its native distinctiveness is not intended to flatten 
difference but to fashion connections with locations abroad at a time when inhabitants of other 
European cities may have been reluctant, and perhaps horrified, to be likened in any form 
(material, technological, cultural, or otherwise) to Dublin. Moreover, I view Fitzpatrick’s claim 
of “cosmopolitan sameness” as a creative rhetorical maneuver that attempts to cultivate and 
activate international connections through the cosmomaterial power of technological 
advancements. This gesture reveals a conscious awareness of an audience of potential travelers 
seasoned in viewing Ireland contrarily, and it displays for these travelers a surprisingly attractive 
and technologically familiar picture of Dublin.  
Joyce’s representation of Dublin’s tramways, however, defies yet exceeds Fitzpatrick’s 
proclamation of Dublin’s “cosmopolitan sameness” and A. E.’s precarious, universalizing 
cosmopolitanism and revered nationalism. Instead, Joyce’s depiction in Ulysses charges the 
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machines with all of these energies; adopting both a cosmopolitan spirit that acknowledges the 
tramways’ power to establish material connections and kinships abroad and a national spirit that 
values Ireland’s railway industry as an expression of cooperative, domestic ingenuity. Through 
this double charge, Joyce offers a dynamic portrayal of Dublin as a modern city. While Joyce’s 
Dublin may be at once a place still struggling with a history of colonial subjugation and the 
heavy baggage of Irish Catholicism, it is also a city that has achieved a measure of technological 
innovation and advancement that he esteems. By representing both elements of distinction and 
sameness, the national and the cosmopolitan, Joyce’s tramways allow for a fresh image of 
Ireland, both for international viewers and for Irish people themselves. 
 
Like Bloom, Dublin itself is a flawed yet compelling hero. While Joyce felt that religious 
strictures held Ireland back, Dublin’s railways moved it forward, creating a picture of Dublin as 
Ireland’s “HIBERNIAN METROPOLIS” (U 7.1-2). Thacker sums up this effort, writing:  
The reference to trams radiating outwards from Nelson’s pillar at the start of 
‘Aeolus’ shows Joyce exploring the vexed perception of Dublin as a modern 
European city. Are the Dublin trams a true indication of the modernity of Ireland, 
demonstrating what Bloom terms ‘the velocity of modern life…and what Joyce, 
in ‘After the Race’, had thought was absent from his native city?93  
 
In Ulysses, Joyce shows that this “velocity of modern life” is experienced through Dubliners’ 
relationships with new urban technologies such as tramcars. Through his representation of the 
tramways, Joyce redefines modern Irish life, concluding that, for Ireland, modernity in action 
looks like an encounter with emerging urban technologies. Such an encounter not only reshapes 
European perceptions of Irish industries but also views of Irish culture and Irish people 
themselves. Going further, Joyce reimagines modern life beyond Ireland’s borders, showing that 
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modernity in action also includes an awareness of cosmomaterial connections, technological or 




CHAPTER 3: DIVINE DYNAMOS AND MODERN IRISH ENLIGHTENMENT  
 
“Above her, beneath her, and around her, the Machine hummed eternally; she did not notice the 
noise, for she had been born with it in her ears.”1 ~ E. M. Forster, “The Machine Stops” 
 
“Her song in there—Dynamo’s—isn’t that the greatest poem of all—the poem of eternal life?”2 
~ Eugene O’Neill, Dynamo 
 
“The whirr of flapping leather bands and hum of dynamos from the powerhouse urged Stephen 
to be on.”3 ~ James Joyce, Ulysses 
 
In his 1909 short story, “The Machine Stops,” E. M. Forster depicts a time when it is 
impossible for humans to live on the earth’s surface. To survive, humans have retreated into 
underground communities where they live out a buried existence, passing their days in isolated 
“cell[s]” from which they communicate with each other via a service that functions much like 
our modern day video-conferencing applications.4 Although it does “not transmit nuances of 
expression,” it offers “a general idea of people” and works as their primary source of connection 
with others.5 This same technological instrument is in charge of maintaining all aspects of their 
lives—so much so that their dependence has developed into a reverent devotion to the machine. 
To them, the machine has become a divine, omnipotent power to which they repeat a prayerful 
and praiseful refrain: “How we have advanced, thanks to the Machine!”6  
So natural and integrated is this electrical force in their lives that its emissions of constant 
noise go unobserved. It “hum[s] eternally” with a sound they were “born” hearing.7 Kuno, 
however, is unlike the others in this underground world. Only he seems to be aware of the noise, 
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and he comes to fear that the machine not only sustains their lives but also oppressively “guide[s] 
[their] thoughts.”8 As his suspicions grow over time, he becomes convinced that the machine 
exhibits glitches that threaten its operations and the livelihoods of the humans it sustains. 
Although he fails to persuade his mother, Vashti, to share his point of view and to journey to the 
earth’s surface in the hope that it now supports human life, his hypotheses become facts as the 
machine eventually breaks down. This predicament has monumental repercussions. Because the 
machine has functioned for so long without issue, the inhabitants of this underground world have 
forgotten how to repair it and are left to die. The story ends with Kuno and Vashti exchanging 
final words, communicating in person rather than through the machine, realizing that humanity’s 
relationship with nature is at the core of existence and cannot be effectively supplanted by 
created and ultimately flawed electrical powers. This realization is embraced as their redemption. 
Kuno takes comfort in the idea that: “We have come back to our own. We die, but we have 
recaptured life.”9 While the machine’s failure has guaranteed their death, it has also ensured their 
salvation.  
Forster’s story is remarkable as much for its forward-thinking depiction of technological 
advancements (operating systems, instant messaging, etc.) as its sharp indictment of such 
emblems of progress. The story proposes that the more humanity relies on machines, the more it 
will disconnect from nature. The more authority humanity affords machines, the more power it 
forfeits. The more humanity modifies and mechanizes life, the more it will submit to a disturbing 
simulacrum of the human experience. Forster’s story thus concludes with a moral; if humans 
allow technologies to inch their way into all aspects of life, if life itself becomes totally 
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dependent on machines, it will become overwhelmed and destroyed. It will be consumed by the 
very forces it created. With this message, Forster leaves the reader with an insistence that the 
natural world is the preeminent source for sustaining and experiencing life and its abundance. 
In part, Forster’s tale is symptomatic of his age. Like “The Machine Stops,” many 
modernist texts express both a fascination with and trepidation about the power and place of new 
technologies in modern life. In this chapter, I put Forster’s tale in conversation with similar 
modernist narratives, including H.G. Wells’s short story, “The Lord of the Dynamos,” Eugene 
O’Neill’s dramatic work, Dynamo, and Henry Adams’s chapter, “The Dynamo and the Virgin,” 
(publication in The Education of Henry Adams) and poem, “Prayer to the Dynamo.” I contrast 
these British and American portrayals of dynamos (or power generators) with those of Irish 
writers, including James Joyce’s depiction of dynamos in Ulysses, Elizabeth Bowen’s writings 
on modern lighting, and W.B. Yeats’s descriptions of double gyres, which, I argue, act as 
metaphorical dynamos of history. Altogether, I call these various transatlantic texts 
“enlightenment narratives” and posit that they form a sub-genre of modernist literature 
persistently concerned with the connection between modern mechanization, electrification, and 
enlightenment. While these writers show that dynamos generate electricity, illuminating physical 
spaces in the world, they also portray these machines as tactile mediators between a rational, 
material world and an irrational, spiritual world. This role challenges the seventeenth- and 
eighteenth-century enlightenment’s aim to disenchant the modern age, to remove from it all of 
those elements deemed irrational and immaterial, and to instead replace those elements with trust 
in what is seen, knowable, provable, factual—and mechanistic. Max Horkheimer and Theodor 
Adorno affirm this agenda of the enlightenment movement: 
Enlightenment, understood in the widest sense as the advance of thought, has 




masters…Enlightenment's program was the disenchantment of the world. It 
wanted to dispel myths, to overthrow fantasy with knowledge.10  
!
We find in the modernist enlightenment narratives, however, not depictions of machines that 
“dispel” mythology but rather supplant old myths with newly-forged modern varieties. These 
modern myths dismiss the validity of late-seventeenth- and eighteenth-century enlightenment 
theories, asserting that humans cannot escape mythology. As evidence, these writers’ tales 
portray dynamos establishing cults around them, cults that unsettle people’s minds even while 
these machines advance and illuminate modern life. On the whole, when looked at as a an 
idiosyncratic modernist sub-genre of literature, these writers’ enlightenment narratives exhibit 
dynamos in dually charged roles where machines are inextricably interwoven with theories of 
enlightenment. 
Yet I will make a distinction in this chapter between American and British enlightenment 
narratives and those of Irish modernists. British and American enlightenment narratives use 
images of dynamos to display the futility of achieving modern enlightenment through mere 
technological advancement. They show that machines instigate, not a successful 
“disenchantment” of the modern world, but rather a frightening re-enchantment. In this re-
enchanted life, dynamo cults entrap human minds, making people slaves to extremist ideologies 
and preventing them from becoming masters of their own fortunes. Through these depictions, 
these writers disbelieve that modern society can realize enlightenment, in any sense of the term. 
Rather, for them, electrification exemplifies a failed version of enlightenment that has seduced 
many modern subjects into believing blindly in their own superior connection to a higher power.  
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These British and American writers’ take a more defeatist view of the technological age 
than their Irish counterparts. Alternatively, Joyce, Bowen, and Yeats depict dynamos and 
electrification in ways that showcase their belief in an empowering form of enlightenment. 
Although they reject the post-enlightenment belief in a disenchanted material world, they deploy 
images of dynamos and electric lighting to reclaim and redefine enlightenment. By asserting that 
dynamos straddle between a rational, material world and an irrational, spiritual world, they 
propose that opposite forces generate knowledge, creativity, and ethics. Irish modernists thus 
redefine modern enlightenment as an outlook that should embrace contradiction and difference. 
By valuing oppositions, these Irish writers allow, not just for science to advance the human 
condition, but for ideological tensions to cultivate meaning and progress. In fact, for Irish 
modernists, these tensions and complexities should stand as the very presupposition upon which 
modern ideology should be established.  
 
Electrifying Ireland 
In Ireland, the development of electricity holds a special place in its innovation history. 
As Sheil notes, Father Nicholas Callan (1799 – 1864), an Irish priest, inventor, and Professor of 
Natural Philosophy at Maynooth, made significant contributions to the production of electric 
lighting. Born in the rural city of Darver, County Louth, Callan performed research in the field of 
electromagnetics, built the largest battery of his time, and in 1836, invented the induction coil, 
which allowed for intermittent high-voltage alternating currents to be pushed forward from a 
low-voltage direct current source. Sheil adds that Callan also discovered, in 1837, “the principle 




Siemens reported his observations on the same principle to the Berlin Academy of Science.”11 In 
addition to Callan’s contributions, P. J. Mac Laughlin’s 1948 exposé, “The Irish Inventor of the 
Dynamo,” explores the possibility that the machine was invented in Ireland by an unnamed Irish 
technician, known only through the initials, “P.M.” Mac Laughlin argues that this scientist was 
the “first person ever to employ rotary motion with a practical form of Faraday's principle.”12 
Though he considers Callan as the candidate for P.M., he ultimately dismisses this possibility, 
contending that although Callan wrote anonymous religious writings, he “never cultivated 
anonymity in matters scientific.”13 While Mac Laughlin names a handful of alternative 
possibilities, he makes no conclusion as to the identity of the scientist. Yet he remains adamant 
that “this Irishman is the father of the dynamo.”14 Despite the essay’s inconclusive nature, Mac 
Laughlin makes an intriguing case that the machine traces back to an Irish scientist, thereby 
including Ireland as a significant participant in electricity’s historical lineage.  
The story of urban electricity in Ireland began in 1880, the same year Thomas Edison and 
Joseph Swan invented the electric filament lamp. That year, Dublin’s Electric Light Co. was 
established and the city installed its first dynamos. To test the public use of electricity, the city 
installed a single experimental arc-lamp on Prince St. near the Freeman’s Journal’s office.15 
Michael J. Shiel notes that within the next year, seventeen street lamps were added. Even though 
Ireland’s adoption of electricity in urban areas proved to be quick, cutting edge, and 
experimental, its decentralized use of public and private power stations and its predominant 
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reliance on direct current systems prevented the same quick adoption in rural Ireland. Rural 
electrification occurred more slowly in Ireland. In 1889, Carlow was “the first provincial town” 
to receive electricity “from a generator in a flour mill some four miles away.”16 Carlow’s 
electrification is historically significant, Shiel reminds, noting that it was from Carlow on the 
night of its first illumination that Charles Stewart Parnell “used the new light as a symbol of a 
new and free Ireland.”17 Carlow, however, was an anomalous, early adopter of electricity. Allan 
Hepburn notes that even Elizabeth Bowen’s ancestral estate, Bowen’s Court, was not outfitted 
with an electric generator until after The Death of the Heart’s royalties made it possible in 
1938.18 This falls more in line with Shiel’s claim that it was as late as January 15, 1947 that “the 
first rural consumer” retired the oil lamp to make use of electrical lighting.19 As these examples 
show, even though electricity came to Ireland’s cities with ease and speed, the rural consumer 
had another half of a century or more to wait before enjoying electric lighting. 
Nonetheless, the dynamo changed modern life, empowering machines such as electric 
tramcars and bringing electric lighting into homes, retail shops, businesses, and streets. 
Wolfgang Schivelbusch, in Disenchanted Night: The Industrialization Of Light In The 
Nineteenth Century, stresses the noteworthy social changes that the use of electric lighting 
facilitated. While old-fashioned lanterns emitted dim, private spheres of light and while gaslight 
lit even greater spheres, electric lighting’s illuminating power changed the nature of public life.20 
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experienced; nooks and crannies, corners and alleyways, spaces of secret and sacred. Many early 
users of electric lighting embraced it, finding its “pure, odourless and non-physical form” as 
“positively beneficial, almost as a sort of vitamin,” and as “a means of restoring exhausted 
energies.”21 Because of these positive characteristics, gas lighting fell out of style among 
fashionable crowds.22  
Yet not all agreed that electric light held beneficial properties. Some critics felt that 
emissions from electric bulbs were harmful. In the BBC hit costume drama, Downton Abbey, 
Lady Grantham, the Dowager Countess, affirms this viewpoint when she declares while looking 
at her son’s electric chandelier, “Oh such a glare!...I couldn't have electricity in the house, I 
wouldn't sleep a wink. All those vapors floating about.”23 Not only was it painful for the 
Countess to look at the light, but she also perceived the energies, or “vapors,” to be harmful. 
Leopold Bloom and Stephen Dedalus express a similar concern in Ulysses when a question is 
posed, “Was there one point on which their views were equal and negative?”24 The answer: their 
shared agreement on “the influence of gaslight or electric light on the growth of adjoining 
paraheliotropic trees.”25 Bloom and Stephen consider how man-made, artificial light may 
damage the natural environment in imitating sunlight, in offering a false form of light. Other 
critics perceived electric lighting as a danger due to its luminescent “dazzling.”26 As 
Schivelbusch describes, “the core of the arc-light,” a style of lamp often used for street lighting, 
“was so bright, so like the sun, that in contrast to the flame of the gaslight, it could not be looked 
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at directly.”27 Bowen describes such a display in The Heat of the Day where the “dazzling blend 
of sun and electric light” spotlights Stella and Robert as she reluctantly meets him in a café.28 
The “dazzling,” in the text, holds a negative charge and parallels Stella’s downcast mood. The 
harsh lighting is uncomfortable and too revealing in a moment when Stella would prefer to 
retreat into the shadows. Altogether, these various viewpoints show that because of electricity’s 
radical power for dazzling illumination, electric lighting was both welcomed as a modern 
advancement yet was also feared its possible physical effects and harsh intrusion of space. 
 
English and American Enlightenment Narratives 
While much of the modern world was undergoing various processes of electrification, 
these developments became a part of national literatures. British and American writers, for 
example, depict machines as engines that epitomized the emerging technological age. Unlike 
Forster’s tale, however, these British and American writers do not rely on science fiction to 
enable their studies. Forster mediates his condemnation of technological advancements through 
an illustration of a world so far removed from his own that it would likely appear lightyears 
beyond his generation’s realm of familiarity. The all-powerful machine, too, serves as an 
imagined instrument. Although the underground world Forster describes possesses actual 
technologies in existence today, for his generation, they were vague concepts, concepts 
unrealized until recently. Wells, O’Neill, and Adams, however, rely on realistic descriptions of 
dynamos in order to explore themes similar to Forster’s narrative. By placing their tales in 
familiar settings, they represent the destructive, twisted, and even terrifying powers of new 
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technologies through images not as far-fetched as Forster’s. And through these realistic 
depictions, they express, like Forster, a shared reluctance to accept modernity’s technological 
side effects with ease. As I will elucidate, these English and American writers show that absolute 
trust in science ensures not liberation from the religions and irrational beliefs of the past but 
rather slavery of the mind to new and destructive ideologies.  
English writer H.G. Wells composed a short story in 1894 called “The Lord of the 
Dynamos.” This story is perhaps the first modernist text about dynamo electric machines. It 
begins by introducing James Holroyd, the “chief attendant of the three dynamos that buzzed and 
rattled at Camberwell,” alongside Azuma-zi, his “helper” from “the mysterious East.”29 As 
technicians, both Holroyd and Azuma-zi ensure the smooth operation of the electric railways. 
While they share similar occupational responsibilities, Wells distinguishes these characters 
through their different homelands and physical features. Holroyd is a “red-haired brute with 
irregular teeth.” From Yorkshire, he is a “practical electrician” and is “fond of whisky.”30 While 
Holroyd may form an unattractive picture in the reader’s imagination, he is a beauty when 
compared with Azuma-zi’s repulsive and animalistic features. The text emphasizes his repellant 
characteristics through dehumanizing and derogatory language:  
To define Azuma-zi was beyond ethnology. He was, perhaps, more negroid than 
anything else, though his hair was curly rather than frizzy, and his nose had a 
bridge. Moreover, his skin was brown rather than black, and the whites of his eyes 
were yellow. His broad cheekbones and narrow chin gave his face something of 
the viperine V. His head, too, was broad behind, and low and narrow at the 
forehead, as if his brain had been twisted round in the reverse way to a 
European's. He was short of stature and still shorter of English. In conversation he 
made numerous odd noises of no known marketable value, and his infrequent 
words were carved and wrought into heraldic grotesqueness.31 
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In this startling description, Azuma-zi is stripped of all outward and inward characteristics 
esteemed by respectable society. His “twisted” and “reverse[d]” head shape correspond to his 
deficient and backwards brain, and his snake-like chin and indistinguishable articulations make 
him appear almost reptilian. Wells degrades Azuma-zi further by referring to him not only by his 
given name but also by calling him “the black,” a disparaging allusion to his skin color and a 
mode by which the text magnifies his status as “other.”  
After distinguishing Holroyd and Azuma-zi through their origins and physical features, 
Wells further divides them through their unique relationships with the dynamos. For Holroyd, 
the machine’s ability to kill fascinates him. He enjoys detailing “in the most graphic manner the 
dozen or so ways in which a man might be killed by it, and once he gave Azuma-zi a shock as a 
sample of its quality.”32 Holroyd also believes that the machine’s production of power challenges 
divine authority. In conversation, Holroyd describes his disbelief in deities and points to the 
dynamo as a real source of power. Here, Holroyd aligns himself ideologically with 
enlightenment philosophies. He trusts in facts, materials, machines, and science. They energize 
life more truly than old spiritualisms of the past. Holroyd’s teachings, however, resonate 
differently within Azuma-zi. Taking Holroyd’s words to heart, Azuma-zi feels drawn to the 
dynamos in a spiritually transformative way. While most visitors feel dizzied by “the throb, 
throb, throb of the engines, the rotation of the big wheels, the spinning ball-valves, the 
occasional spittings of the steam,” to Azuma-zi, the machines are magnificent.33  
When Holroyd notices Azuma-zi’s open admiration of the machines, he takes sadistic 







with “a rod of stout copper wire.”34 Instead of deterring Azuma-zi’s devotion, however, 
Holroyd’s abuse invigorates it. The dynamo begins to hold a divine power for Azuma-zi. It is 
more alive than any “rock or tree” found in nature.35 It is even unmatched by “the Buddhas [sic] 
he had seen at Rangoon.”36 This realization prompts Azuma-zi to begin practicing his faith 
through religious exercises. He “salaam[s]” and “whisper[s] to the thundering machine that he 
[is] its servant, and prayed it to have pity on him and save him from Holroyd.”37 !
As Azuma-zi’s devotion to the dynamo increases, so too does Holroyd’s delight in 
abusing his co-worker, and this source of tension between the technicians leads to both of their 
downfalls. One day, when Azuma-zi and Holroyd engage in a fight, Azuma-zi pushes Holroyd 
back onto the dynamo. Holroyd is thrown over the exciter, killed instantly by electrocution. 
Instead of feeling remorse, however, “when Azuma-zi saw Holroyd die in the grip of the Great 
Dynamo…he felt strangely elated, and knew that the favour of the Lord Dynamo was upon 
him.”38 Although Azuma-zi views Holroyd’s death as the dynamo-god’s answer to his prayer for 
help, he also perceives it as a new call from the dynamo for additional human sacrifice, for more 
food to assuage its “hung[er].” In the story’s gruesome climax, Azuma-zi attempts to kill the 
power plant’s scientific manager, but the manager’s strength overcomes him. Refusing to submit 
to failure, Azuma-zi throws his own body onto the machine, committing suicide in a desperate 
desire to prove to the dynamo-god that he hears and obeys its need for sacrifice. This event 










of the Dynamo Deity, perhaps the most short-lived of all religions. Yet withal it could at least 
boast a Martyrdom and a Human Sacrifice.”39  
In this tale, Wells casts the machine in a hypnotic yet destructive role that offers a 
standard from which to study representations of the machine in other texts. These themes of 
technology, enlightenment, tradition, divinity, devotion, and murder become quintessential in 
British and American enlightenment narratives and contrast with similar Irish narratives. Yet in 
Wells’s enlightenment narrative, Azuma-zi’s characterization as a physically repulsive, 
psychologically weak foreigner distracts our attention from these themes and appeals to our 
contemporary critical urge to position this representation among related theoretical and historical 
accounts. As scholars, we want to acknowledge that Wells’s prejudiced depiction of Azuma-zi is 
symptomatic of his age. For Wells, due to his identity as “other,” Azuma-zi is more susceptible 
to unconventional beliefs, beliefs unfathomable to respectable English society. By emphasizing 
Azuma-zi’s absolute foreignness, the text attributes Azuma-zi’s shocking actions to his race and 
low intellectual capacity. While Holroyd speaks of the dynamo in a figurative and even frivolous 
sense, Azuma-zi speaks of the machine in a literal sense alone, believing the dynamo to be—not 
to be like—god. Azuma-zi is incapable of thinking in symbolic or figurative terms. While the 
third person narrator shows sympathy toward Azuma-zi, confessing that the power plant, indeed, 
“was a confusing, unsteady place, and enough to send anyone's thoughts jerking into odd 
zigzags,” Azuma-zi’s actions ultimately connect him with hackneyed images in British texts of 
barbaric, ignorant foreigners easily destabilized by new ideas and prone to immorality and 
violence. Perceived in this manner, the tale becomes Wells’s shallow opportunity to degrade 






age—their inability to become enlightened. By the same turn, he implicitly boasts of English 
intellectual superiority. 
While this critical assessment of Azuma-zi’s social and racial marginalization is 
necessary, I want to insist that it not blind us to the story’s contribution to studies of 
enlightenment narratives; for it is not just Azuma-zi’s life that is harmed by the dynamo. Wells’s 
story shows us the broader capacity of modern machinery to take human lives. Its depiction of 
death by electrocution is described almost a decade before such an awareness of electricity’s 
harm was well known. This realization was only just joining mainstream thought. Nine years 
after Wells published “The Lord of the Dynamos,” Edison showcased publicly electricity’s 
capacity for both grand displays of power and harm. On January 4, 1903, in an attempt to 
persuade people of the dangers posed by Nicola Tesla and George Westinghouse’s alternating 
currents (AC) and to win the public over to his direct currents (DC), Edison publicly and on film 
electrocuted Topsy, an elephant formerly housed at the Luna Park Zoo at Coney Island. 
Following the event, the footage was distributed for public screenings. The sight of the great 
elephant, within seconds, falling to the ground, writhing in the last moments of her life, shocked 
audiences. The sensational story of electricity killing such an enormous beast only temporarily 
won over the public to Edison’s DC currents as AC currents proved more effective and, 
ironically, less lethal. But the work was done; Edison had proved that electricity held the power 
to almost instantaneously annihilate life. Wells’s short story provides a textual account of 
electricity’s harmful powers, its ability to destroy life, whether the life in question is English, 
non-English, or, as Edison displayed, non-human. 
Even more, however, Wells offers us a series of connections between electrification, 




enlightenment narratives and beg a question: What is the relationship between dynamos and 
divinity and between new technologies and enlightenment? Do dynamos signify the realization 
of modern enlightenment?  
Studying Wells’s short story in conversation with other dynamo tales unveils an array of 
similar themes these enlightenment narratives negotiate. For example, in Irish-American 
playwright Eugene O’Neill’s bizarre and little-studied 1929 play, Dynamo, he portrays the 
dynamo, electrification, and technological modernity in a negative light that condemns them as 
forces that destroy lives. Although they at first appear to promise enlightenment, O’Neill shows 
in the play that they fail to bring it. The play follows two feuding families and neighbors, the 
Lights and the Fifes. In the Light household, Pastor Light harshly enforces religious teachings. 
He also expects his son, Reuben, upon his high school graduation, to follow in his clergical 
footsteps. While the Light family holds the “light” of religious belief, the family’s home 
ironically contains no electrical lighting, much to the dismay of Mrs. Light. She believes her 
husband’s resistance to electricity mirrors his spiritual practice of “deny[ing]…the ordinary 
comforts of life.”40 Pastor Light associates electricity with spiritual darkness, believing the 
electric generator, the “dynamo,” to be “the devil.”41 The Light family differs from their 
neighbors, the Fife family, in more than simple spiritual ways. The Fife family, though “dark” in 
religious practices, owns a home enlightened by electricity. Mr. Fife also runs the local power 
plant. In the play, electricity symbolizes the Fife family’s openness to modern progress. It is also 
referred to as “Fife’s God,” although this seems to be in name only as he shows no affinity for 
displays of spiritualism or devotion of any kind.42  
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Conflict arises when the Lights’ son, Reuben, falls in love with the Fifes’ daughter, Ada. 
Mr. Fife, however, thinks poorly of the conventional Light household, and aims to expose 
Reuben’s ignorance to his daughter. Hoping to shame Reuben, Fife calls into question Reuben’s 
religious beliefs and challenges Reuben’s pastoral “call[ing].” He mockingly asks, “and how 
does God call you, tell me? He wouldn’t use the telegraph or telephone or radio for they’re 
contraptions that belong to His archenemy Lucifer, the God of Electricity.”43 Fife aligns all of 
these technologies with Lucifer. The stoutly religious Light family reinforces this idea by both 
loathing and fearing modern inventions and modernity itself. Lucifer, however, is not just the 
“God of Electricity,” produced by power generators. He is also the force behind lightning. And 
from this association, Fife puts in alignment enlightenment, electricity, Lucifer, and modernity. 
When Reuben flinches in fear of the lightning outside, Fife declares: 
Are you afraid of a bit of lightning? Don’t worry about me. The devil looks after 
his own!...I’m thinking your Jehovah might aim a thunderbolt at me but Lucifer 
would deflect it on to you—and he’s the better electrical expert of the two, being 
more modern in his methods than your God!44  
 
Fife implicitly links Lucifer’s control of lightning and electricity with his name’s etymological 
roots: “light-bringing.”45 Through this association, Fife also metaphorically implies that Lucifer, 
the light bringer, is a symbol and engine of enlightenment. While Reuben’s divinity is stuck in 
the past, Fife’s god illuminates physical spaces in the world while he also revolutionizes people’s 
thoughts. Using these tensions, the play pits religion against technological modernity and 
enlightenment. 
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Yet the play’s outcome takes an unexpected turn. It valorizes neither the Light 
household’s traditional views nor Fife’s modern reverence for scientific instruments. In fact, 
through these tensions, O’Neill demonizes both outlooks. While his demonization of Christianity 
is apparent from the start, O’Neill’s indictment of technological modernity subtly begins when 
Reuben converts to “Fife’s God.” After Fife bests father and son Light in a malicious joke, 
Reuben braves the stirring tempest outside, daring God to strike him dead with lightning. God’s 
silence speaks loudly to Reuben, and the moment profoundly changes his faith. He concludes, 
“There is no God! No God but Electricity!”46 It is at this turning point of the play when the “God 
of Electricity” begins to take on an active and harmful role in characters’ lives that reveals not a 
disenchantment of modern life, but a catastrophic re-enchantment more apparently toxic than the 
faith of the Lights. 
In Reuben’s new religion, he refashions his core beliefs, positioning the dynamo as the 
ultimate life force, deserving of all human worship and praise. She is the “center around which 
all this moves…the Great Mother of Eternal Life, Electricity, and Dynamo is her Divine Image 
on earth! Her power houses are the new churches! She wants us to realize the secret dwells in 
her!”47 With this declaration, Reuben advances Fife’s approach to his religion, interpreting it 
beyond the bounds of Fife’s practice (or interest). To Reuben, the divine dynamo is a complex 
and thrilling goddess. Here, the dynamo’s physical embodiment in space plays a significant role 
in Reuben’s experience of her divine authority. The machine’s tangible form displays divine 
power, being so “huge and black, with something of a massive female idol about it, the exciter 
set on the main structure like a head with blank, oblong eyes above a gross rounded torso.”48 
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Reuben’s description of the dynamo mirrors that of idols of the most ancient mother-goddesses, 
with her big eyes, belly, and breasts.49 She is like Gaia, the earth mother, only she is fashioned 
out of sheets of metal and nuts and bolts. She is a modern divinity embodied in a technological 
form. Although bound in space, the dynamo’s ability to give birth to Lucifer’s weapon, 
electricity, demotes Lucifer to the role of son. The dynamo goddess trumps him in Reuben’s 
divine hierarchy. She is not only Lucifer’s mother, however; she is also the mother of all vital 
life on earth. Reuben claims: 
and it’s the sea rising up in clouds, falling on the earth in rain, made that river that 
drives the turbines that drive Dynamo! The sea makes [the dynamo’s] heart beat, 
too!—but the sea is only hydrogen and oxygen and minerals, and they’re only 
atoms, and atoms are only protons and electrons—even our blood and the sea are 
only electricity in the end!50 
 
Like earthly mothers, the dynamo goddess brings life into the world. She is the sole negotiator, 
Reuben believes, “between the dead and the living.”51 Reuben thus concludes that all elements, 
natural and created, are connected through the dynamo. Just as the earth provides the 
nourishment that the dynamo needs to function, the material compounds that compose the divine 
dynamo also cultivate human life. All animate and inanimate forms are held together through 
electricity. The sea, the dynamo, and human bodies are all “protons and electrons,” all products 
vitalized by electricity. Through this scientifically accurate revelation, Reuben discovers that 
human life and electricity arise from and are propelled by the same energetic life force.  
These facets of Reuben’s modern religion become the very ideas that destroy him. After 
joining Mr. Fife’s “church” and obtaining employment at the power station, Reuben, like 
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Azuma-zi, becomes obsessed with the dynamo and with learning how to exercise his devotion to 
the machine.52 He believes the dynamo goddess will “teach” him, forgive him, and provide for 
him the secrets of eternal life. For she sings “poetry. Her song in there—Dynamo’s—isn’t that 
the greatest poem of all—the poem of eternal life?”53 Reuben identifies, however, the goddess’s 
power to not only give life; she also holds the power to take life. Because he fears the dynamo’s 
wrath, he believes he must offer her his asceticism and his undivided heart.  
At the climax of the play, Reuben perceives his lack of revelation from the dynamo as her 
prompting to offer the goddess an act of greater sacrifice. At first, he believes Ada’s conversion 
will allow him more favor. He begs Ada to listen to her “hymn of eternal generation, the song of 
eternal life.”54 Though she is willing to confess the dynamo as god, she only commits in order to 
pacify and win over Reuben. His failure to fully convert Ada and his distracting sexual desire for 
her, he fears, has garnered the dynamo’s disapproval. In the most shocking moment of the play, 
Reuben decides to prove his devotion by shooting Ada with a revolver. After murdering her, 
Reuben approaches the dynamo for answers, but finds the machine constant in its electrical 
production, unmoved by his sacrificial act. In despair over the dynamo’s silence, he throws 
himself  “over the exciter” while  
his hands grasp the carbon brushes. There is a flash of bluish light about him and 
all the lights in the plant dim down until they are almost out and the noise of the 
dynamo dies until it is the faintest purring hum. Simultaneously Reuben's voice 
rises in a moan that is a mingling of pain and loving consummation, and this cry 
dies into a sound that is like the crooning of a baby and merges and is lost in the 
dynamo's hum. Then his body crumples to the steel platform and from there falls 
heavily to the floor.55  
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In this gruesome final scene, Reuben dies in the same manner as Holroyd and Auzuma-zi, 
electrocuted by his object of worship, killed by the very life force that he argued gave life to all 
things. His suicidal self-sacrifice closes the play as the “dynamo’s purr…regain[s] its 
accustomed pitch.”56 Mrs. Fife, a committed convert to the dynamo goddess, then issues the final 
words of the play. As she confronts the machine, she questions, “What are you singing for? I 
should think you'd be ashamed! And I thought you was nice and loved us!”57 With new eyes, she 
views the dynamo with disdain—it is no longer divine—as she “pounds the steel body of the 
generator in a fit of childish anger” and calls it a “hateful old thing.”58  
Like the majority of O’Neill’s contemporary critics, it might at first seem easier to 
dismiss this failed Broadway play. Belfast-born commentator St. John Ervine sums up Dynamo 
as  “an amazing example of ineptitude.” He adds that when O’Neill “attempts to be ‘intellectual,’ 
he reaches a depth of mental disintegration…The sociologist, the thinker, the man of opinions in 
him is not worth what Ulstermen call a thrush’s mick.”59 O’Neill suffers, Ervine concludes, from 
over-thinking his subjects and from straying from his role as a “poet.” Even Padraic Colum, who 
saw the Broadway production in the Martin Beck Theatre in 1929, found the play confusing and 
infantile. Though the cast performed its roles well, he notes in disbelief, “I ask myself if I really 
saw such a play and if the writer of it was Eugene O’Neill…I can only explain it by saying that 
Eugene O’Neill…is a child when he thinks.”60 Colum pushes his critique further, arguing that 
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O’Neill “insists upon thinking in terms of the popular philosophy of the day before yesterday.”61 
In other words, O’Neill cannot seem to keep up with modern thought. These Irish critics, along 
with a host of American critics, found the play too baffling to take seriously, too “intellectual” 
and yet paradoxically immature, for modern audiences, and these critics questioned whether 
O’Neill had lost his poetic inspiration. Due to the play’s poor reception, the production quickly 
closed and the play remains an obscure smudge in O’Neill’s oeuvre. 
Despite the criticisms noted above, Dynamo offers a striking contribution to the study of 
enlightenment narratives, and it sits in discomfiting parallel to Wells’s “The Lord of the 
Dynamos.” Both of these tales reveal what Horkheimer and Adorno call “enlightenment’s 
relapse into mythology”—the moment that “enlightenment reverts to mythology.”62 In “The 
Lord of the Dynamos,” Azuma-zi’s admiration of the dynamo develops into a ruinous religion 
that destroys human relationships and lives. It supports primitive and barbaric urges rather than 
practices associated with the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century enlightenment. Horkheimer 
and Adorno contend further that although enlightenment “receiv[es] all its subject matter from 
myths, in order to destroy them,” it often becomes them. Enlightenment “falls as judge under the 
spell of myth” but winds up falling for the myth itself, becoming a transmuted yet recognizable 
form of it. 63 While Reuben tries to break from the traditions of his upbringing, his dynamo-god 
system resembles and amplifies the religious system of his parents. Rather than overturn it, the 
dynamo religion functions through similar means and methods, relying on the tropes of ancient 
mythology and religion. In doing so, hierarchies between old religions and modern 
enlightenment break down and collapse as the Christian and dynamo religions begin to parallel 
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one another rather than stand as distinct. In both Wells’s short story and O’Neill’s play, the god-
systems require sacrifice, value sexual purity and/or asceticism, and they promise eternal life. By 
flattening the difference between these faiths, both enlightenment narratives critique religious 
extremism and condemn the practice of giving oneself over unquestioningly to a dogma, whether 
old or new, ancient or modern. In O’Neill’s text, the Light family’s resistance to change, honest 
communication, and progress serves as its undoing. O’Neill likewise critiques Reuben’s blind, 
desperate devotion to a new system that finds acceptable acts of self-denial, sacrifice, murder, 
and suicide. In this vein, O’Neill uses the dynamo not to bash religious practices or extol 
scientific systems of belief—rather, he uses technology as a platform to criticize absolutism, 
blind devotion, and hasty acceptance of scientific advancements as all-encompassing universal 
benefits. Both Pastor Light and Reuben’s level of fanaticism reveal a dogged lack of openness to 
inquiry that can lead, in Reuben’s case, to murder, and in Pastor Light’s case, to watching from 
the sidelines as his wife and son die tragically without his intervention or engagement with the 
relevant circumstances at hand.  
In “The Dynamo and the Virgin,” American intellectual, Henry Adams, reveals a more 
complex study of the dynamo through the genre of autobiography rather than fiction, and he 
more explicitly links the technological age to the mythology referenced by Horkheimer and 
Adorno. As part of his memoir, The Education of Henry Adams, the chapter documents Adams’s 
first introduction to the dynamo at the Paris Exhibition of 1900. When he encounters the 
machine, he finds “his historical neck broken by the sudden irruption of forces totally new.”64 
Shaken by the energy of the machine, he compares the experience to a religious encounter with 
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the Virgin Mary, articulating a belief that the Virgin represented the most significant and iconic 
image of the old world, an image that inspired an unparalleled following and production of art. In 
her honor, sculptures and paintings were composed, and in her name, cathedrals were built. He 
concludes, “symbol or energy, the Virgin had acted as the greatest force the Western world ever 
felt, and had drawn man's activities to herself more strongly than any other power, natural or 
supernatural, had ever done.”65  
He excludes the United States, however, from this cultish devotion, noting that for 
Americans, “neither Venus nor Virgin ever had value as force—at most as sentiment.”66 The 
United States, with strong protestant, puritan values and deliberate distancing from orthodox 
European Christianity, made the Venus heretical and the Virgin a symbol of idolatry.67 Educated 
under this system, it was important for Adams to understand how the Virgin compelled humans 
to her. Her allure, he recognizes, resembles other ancient female goddesses. He writes:  
…neither Diana of the Ephesians nor any of the Oriental goddesses was 
worshipped for her beauty. She was goddess because of her force; she was the 
animated dynamo; she was reproduction—the greatest and most mysterious of all 
energies; all she needed was to be fecund.68 
 
The old goddesses were adored because they embodied within their physical forms power, 
creativity, and generation. They combined sensuality, spirit, and mystery within themselves. 
They were “animated dynamo[s]” that “command[ed]” through their “force.”69 Through this 
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lens, then, the Virgin inhabited the earth as a corporeal incarnation of a great energy and a vital, 
fecund spirituality. Scientific innovations, Adams proposes, hold the capacity to replace this 
dynamic space of Diana, Venus, and the Virgin Mary in ages past by pulling at both the “fact[s]” 
and the “feelings” that were previously applied to these ancient forces.  
To Adams, this shift in thinking may impact especially Americans’ perception of the 
world. Since the onset of the “Age of Reason”—Adams’s reference to the seventeenth and 
eighteenth-century enlightenment—he argues that “the true American knew something of the 
facts, but nothing of the feelings; he read the letter, but he never felt the law.” 70 Even though 
Americans rejected the emotive and mystical power of religion, he argues that they experienced 
it through encounters with new machinery. He concludes that Americans’ new passion for 
science has resulted in a relationship comparable to those other religious icons. This new 
outlook, Adams contends, corresponds to a material and ideological break in history—“between 
the dynamo…and the engine-house outside, the break of continuity amounted to abysmal 
fracture for a historian’s objects.”71 This break leaves the Virgin Mary a worn and anachronistic 
icon of an outdated age as she is replaced with a fresh, mechanical image to idolize. Adams 
writes, “No more relation could he discover between the steam and the electric current than 
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between the Cross and the cathedral. The forces were interchangeable if not reversible, but he 
could see only an absolute fiat in electricity as in faith.”72 Like the cross to the old world, Adams 
concludes, the dynamo functions as the sacred artifact of the modern age and represents, similar 
to Azuma-zi’s and Reuben’s experiences of the dynamo, an agent that negotiates between the 
material world and a spiritual, divine realm.  
While Adams speaks of the dynamo quite admiringly, the machine takes on a more 
nefarious role in human lives as he develops his opinion of the technological age in “Prayer to 
the Dynamo,” a sub-poem enjambed within his longer poem, “Prayer to the Virgin of Chartres.” 
In this sub-poem, the speaker asks, “What are we then? the lords of space? / The master-mind 
whose tasks you do? / Jockey who rides you in the race? / Or are we atoms whirled apace, / 
Shaped and controlled by you?”73 In this address, the speaker of the poem probes not a divine 
figure as we might expect, but the dynamo electric machine. The speaker continues, calling the 
dynamo the “Mysterious Power! Gentle Friend! / Despotic Master! Tireless Force!”74 Through 
these lines, the speaker questions who serves whom. Does the dynamo serve humanity or does 
humanity serve the machine. And if humans allow the latter to become the case, the speaker in 
the poem believes that they will ensure their doom. The machine will ultimately overtake and 
destroy human life. “Either You or We must bend,” the speaker submits, “To bear the martyrs’ 
Cross.”75 In this frightening description, Adams concludes that humans and machines cannot 
operate on a leveled playing field. A hierarchy must be established and it is not certain which 
force, human or machine, will take the lead position and which will be sacrificed.  
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With this assessment, Wells, O’Neill, and Adams suggest that a merely scientific modern 
enlightenment will entrap people within what Horkheimer and Adorno call a damaging 
“entanglement” with enlightenment’s “blind domination.”76 These effects are theorized in 
Adams’s poem but literalized in Wells’s and O’Neill’s narratives. Characters like Reuben and 
Azuma-zi are brought into a place of subservient devotion to an ideology that entraps rather than 
frees them. Instead of the enlightenment Azuma-zi and Reuben imagined, these protagonists 
become the victims of their own schemes to escape the mythologies of generations past. Or, as 
Edward L. Shaughnessy writes, “the brave new world promised by the miracle of 
electricity…has created in the place of human freedom a mere mindless omnipotence.”77 With 
such depictions, both Wells and O’Neill write modern tragedies that vivify the destructive 
possibilities of the machine. Their tales expose the “totalitarian” force that Adams, Horkheimer, 
and Adorno claim that the search for enlightenment becomes. In these totalitarian regimes, the 
dynamo’s imposing force snuffs out free and creative thought and becomes a puppeteer over 
human lives rather than a merciful, sacrificial, or even benevolent goddess.78 Their submissions 
to technologically-inspired dogmas ensure their deaths and the deaths of others. Thus, we see in 
these stories mythology and enlightenment folding into one another in a catastrophic manner that 
leaves characters in positions more pitiful than those they maintained before their conversions. In 
these narratives, therefore, enlightenment becomes an impossible, inescapable myth in and of 
itself, a myth that controls and destroys human lives under the guise of liberating them. 
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Altogether, these stories exhibit the failure of modern enlightenment to provide an escape from 
mythology and to establish a better way of life. 
 
Irish Enlightenment Narratives 
While Irish modernists, like British and American modernists, also dismiss the possibility 
of an enlightenment independent of mythology, they do not fear, abandon, or indict notions of 
enlightenment. Joyce, Bowen, and Yeats each position mechanistic generative powers as 
symbolic engines that re-enchant their generation with a belief in magic, mystery, and mysticism 
that remains in accord with science, logic, and reason. Irish modernists seem to understand what 
Horkheimer and Adorno claimed later, that “myth is already enlightenment.”79 Horkheimer and 
Adorno continue, arguing, “just as myths, already entail enlightenment, with every step 
enlightenment entangles itself more deeply in mythology.”80 Only this mythology, for Irish 
modernists, is a productive alternative to enlightenment theories of the past. Their version of 
modern enlightenment allows people to relate to themselves and others in more creative and 
virtuous ways. Overall, these Irish modernists unravel the power of divides and absolutisms and 
show that spectrums, mixtures, and contradictions allow humanity to thrive artistically and 
ethically. 
Elizabeth Bowen affirms in her essay “Modern Lighting” that the advent of electricity 
changed aesthetic sensibilities. Bowen shows particular interest in the way that electric lighting 
sets new tones in life and scenes in literature. She marvels at a person’s masterful ability to 
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“arrange…lighting,” to deliberately place light as well as shadows. 81 She writes, “We work like 
sculptors upon these blocks of pregnant darkness rooms have become. We can control shadow: 
place, check, and tone light.”82 This power to control lighting allows people not just to create 
shapes in space but to “stage…lives” in a manner similar to a public theater performance.83 
Through this arrangement, private and public spaces become platforms from which to display a 
new kind of electric art. Electricity, in this way, is not merely a practical tool but a tool that 
enhances the creative process. 
The creative use of lighting, however, facilitates not just the staging of lives, but also the 
telling of stories. Writers, Bowen insists, strategize and deploy various forms of lighting on the 
page to different effects. She compares the writer’s deployment of light to a painter’s use of 
chiaroscuro. Whether the writer describes gaslight, candle light, sunlight, or electric light, etc., 
the deliberate use of light and shadows may reveal, not only positive effects and signs of 
goodness, but light may also contain evil. Light may bear, she asserts, a “sinister energy,” seen in 
the writings of Flaubert, Poe, Emily Brontë, and more.84 This form of lighting, once cast, may 
manifest as a “demonical” “firelight” or the light of the unsettling “moon grinning suddenly.”85 
This sinister lighting, “nothing can keep it out—slithering its way through venetian blinds, 
catching shop-front mirrors, striking through awnings, painting multicoloured traffic a shade 
more dazzlingly.”86 In other words, this form of lighting shines even while it penetrates and 
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discomfits. Yet through the crafting of this negatively-charged light lasting tales are born. For 
Bowen, the artist’s use of lighting works beyond the age-old alignment of light with goodness 
and safety and darkness with evil and danger. As she argues, light not only reveals truth, but also 
secrets; and through the variety of ways to implement various lighting in life and on the page, 
light crafts shadows, darkness, and intrigue itself. It is a literary device from which springs 
numerous aesthetic and artistic possibilities.  
Joyce’s Ulysses uses the dynamo to display its complex relationship to both light and 
darkness as he situates the machine among the industrial details of Dublin in “Wandering 
Rocks.” When Stephen confronts the Dublin powerhouses, the text describes his experience: 
The whirr of flapping leather bands and hum of dynamos from the powerhouse 
urged Stephen to be on. Beingless beings. Stop! Throb always without you and 
the throb always within. Your heart you sing of. I between them. Where? Between 
two roaring worlds where they swirl, I. Shatter them, one and both. But stun 
myself too in the blow. Shatter me you who can. Bawd and butcher were the 
words. I say! Not yet awhile. A look around.87  
 
In this moment, as Stephen ambles past the powerhouses and hears the mechanical motions 
inside, he connects their sound to a constant “throb.” While a statement of pain usually follows 
the word “throb,” this “throb” pairs not only with pain but also with poetry. The dynamos “sing” 
a heart-song, a poetic expression uttered “without” Stephen and yet also “always within.” Their 
rhythmic “throb,” however, also functions as their heartbeat, their affirmation of life. The 
dynamos epitomize an oxymoron and paradox—they are “beingless” yet somehow are “beings,” 
animating the material world with sparks similar to human and divine life. Their “throb,” 
however, also connects to pain through its association with divine power and the creation of 
light. For Stephen, light troublingly links to a divine and maternal presence. This combination is 
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witnessed in “Circe” as Stephen attacks and shatters the brothel’s chandelier after confronting 
the ghost of his mother. As her ghost pleads with him to “repent” to God, he refuses her request 
and initiates her departure from the scene by shattering the chandelier, the carrier of light.88 
Extinguishing the chandelier’s light effectively removes his mother’s ghostly presence from the 
scene. Stephen’s unease around the dynamos as carriers of light functions similarly to his 
discomfort with the memory of his mother, his earthly giver of life, as well as with the spiritual 
life-giver his mother trusted in. These complex connections of light to life, his mother, and the 
divine, as he confesses, are somehow “throb[ing]…within” himself. This “throb” serves as a 
nagging, painful, and poetic reminder of the presence of his mother, her belief in the power of 
God, and his refusal to repent to a divine authority.  
 Stephen’s uncertain relationship to light and preference for darkness affect his view of 
the powerhouses as producers of light. Stephen’s view of darkness takes a position that inverts 
the opening chapter of the Bible’s book of John. Instead of the Word, Jesus, bearing a light that 
the darkness could not overcome, Vicki Mahaffey shows that Stephen turns toward historical 
thinkers, or “dark men” as he calls them, like “Moses Maimonides” and “Averroes.”89 These 
thinkers used their “mocking mirrors” to reflect the “obscure soul of the world, a darkness 
shining in brightness which brightness could not comprehend.”90 Although light is typically 
associated with knowledge, Stephen reverses this tradition. He links darkness to human 
intellectual innovation and self-referentiality—and this darkness paradoxically “shin[es].” Light 
becomes an object of inversion and subversion as these “dark” thinkers scrutinize with “mocking 
mirrors” that reflect worldly images through a medium (both mirrors and the written word) of 
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reflexivity and reversal. The adjective “mocking” implies that their depictions of humans reveal 
grim, unattractive, and unwelcome truths that defy convention and idealization. Bowen similarly 
points out, as previously noted, that light brings more than illumination—it also creates and 
cultivates shadows. These shadows work as spaces of intrigue and interest. Likewise, it may be 
argued that Stephen, perhaps, identifies himself as a shadow “shining in brightness” alongside 
other “dark men.” Mahaffey connects Stephen’s view of darkness to his unconventional view of 
sin. She writes, “in Stephen’s mind, everyone has sinned against the light; everyone has darkness 
in his or her eyes, and everyone is a wanderer, an exile, in search of a home that is as elusive to 
us…”91 She adds, 
Stephen…highly values the knowledge of sin. He advocates an awareness—even 
an acceptance—of individual and collective sin as a mode of access to the 
‘obscure soul of the world.’ What links sin with obscurity is an awareness of 
inadequacy: ‘obscure’ means ‘lacking or inadequately supplied with 
light...withdrawn from the centers of human activity...not readily understood or 
clearly expressed.’92  
 
As Mahaffey shows, Stephen rejects the traditional binary between light and darkness. Stephen 
instead finds truth and knowledge in the contents of darkness. As such, Stephen falls into that 
category of person that Robert Lowell famously references in his poem, “Waking Early Sunday 
Morning,”: he “gave darkness some control,” and by doing so “left a loophole for the soul.”93 
More to the point, however, Stephen’s refusal to uphold light as the sole source of human reason 
repudiates the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century version of enlightenment. For Stephen, out of 
darkness and mediums of reversal, the world’s “obscure soul” will lay bare. Through this 
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atypical definition, enlightenment means reinvestigating our human relationship with both light 
and darkness—not to sweep out the darkness—but to understand the world’s “soul” through an 
intimacy with and knowledge of both.  
Stephen’s embrace of both light and darkness contributes to our understanding of his 
confrontation with the dynamos as he locates himself amidst their song. He knows their music 
sits in a dual position. The machines straddle between “two roaring worlds where they swirl” in a 
gyre-like fashion. They teeter between the world that Stephen inhabits and another world, 
perhaps divine. They pivot between everyday encounters and a larger external reality. Stephen 
confesses, however, that just as the dynamos’ song is “without” and “within” him, he and the 
powerhouses are “always” intertwined. They share a “throb” declaring life, song, and pain. They 
are mysteriously linked, like light, shadows, and darkness; like mother and son. For, as Stephen 
implicitly understands in his acknowledgement of “dark men,” darkness and light depend on 
each other for comprehension. To “shatter” the powerhouses, he admits, would likewise “stun” 
him. To “stun” implies both confounding and amazing him yet also halting or stopping his life. If 
the production of light stopped, so too would his darkness shining in “brightness.” To “shatter” 
the dynamos, the light makers, as he “shatters” the chandelier would insist on death and would 
dissolve his shadows. Instead of “shatter,” the key phrase in this passage is “to be on.” Despite 
Stephen’s command to the dynamos to “Stop!” generating, to stop “throb[ing]” “without” and 
“within” him, Stephen interprets the powerhouses as pushing him forward through their 
declaration “to be on,” or perhaps “to be[at] on”—to be alive—and to poetically animate life 
through living; through living enlightened by complex rather than reductive binaries or dogmatic 




Adams articulates this call to life similarly to Joyce, but he draws more attention to its 
effect on the religious spirit, and this connection starkly reveals itself in Yeats’s study of 
mechanistic-like generative powers in his theory of the double gyres. Adam writes that although 
the machine “was but an ingenious channel for conveying somewhere the heat latent in a few 
tons of poor coal hidden in a dirty engine-house carefully kept out of sight,” nevertheless,  
the dynamo became a symbol of infinity. As he grew accustomed to the great 
gallery of machines, he began to feel the forty-foot dynamos as a moral force, 
much as the early Christians felt the Cross. The planet itself seemed less 
impressive, in its old-fashioned, deliberate, annual or daily revolution, than this 
huge wheel, revolving within arm's length at some vertiginous speed, and barely 
murmuring—scarcely humming an audible warning to stand a hair's-breadth 
further for respect of power—while it would not wake the baby lying close 
against its frame. Before the end, one began to pray to it; inherited instinct taught 
the natural expression of man before silent and infinite force. Among the 
thousand symbols of ultimate energy the dynamo was not so human as some, but 
it was the most expressive.94  
 
Adams’s connection between the dynamo, infinity, and divinity, his description of the turning of 
the “planet,” the shifting of history, and the renewing generations of time anticipates aspects of 
Yeats’s double gyres, a theory developed later in the century and perhaps inspired in part by 
Adams’s text. Although Yeats is often cast as antagonistic to modern science—and certainly 
there are strong resonances of such sentiments in his writings—other aspects of Yeats’s writings 
over the course of his career embrace conversely scientific and broader systematic streams of 
thought. Scholars such as Richard Ellmann, John Unterecker, George Bornstein, and Richard J. 
Finneran have even shown that not only did Yeats read The Education of Henry Adams and 
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reference Adams directly in some of his writings,95 but he also held a particular interest in the 
electrical sciences.96  
Yeats’s philosophy of the gyre shares Adams’s connection between the machine and 
infinity yet it also shares Bowen’s and Joyce’s preference for inversions and subversions of 
binaries traditionally linked to light. For Yeats, the gyre as a spinning material energy, a cone-
shaped vortex, draws matter unto itself and also pushes away through its force. In addition, the 
double gyres, as “two interlocked spinning cones, the point of each screwing into the centre-
point of the base of the other,” expand and contract in response to the other’s movement.97 These 
cycles of movement correspond to phases of the moon that drive stages of human history and 
cycles of (re)incarnation. Yeats’s description of the gyres’ ability to pull and repel resembles a 
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Ellmann, Yeats, the Man and the Masks, (New York: Dutton, 1948). 265; John Eugene 
Unterecker, A Reader's Guide to William Butler Yeats (London: Thames and Hudson, 1959), 
187; W. B. Yeats, The Collected Works of W.B. Yeats Volume XIII: A Vision, eds. Catherine E. 
Paul and Margaret Mills Harper (New York: Scribner, 2013), 284; W. B. Yeats, The Collected 
Works of W.B. Yeats Volume V: Later Essays, ed. William H. O’Donnell (New York: Charles 
Scribner’s Sons, 1994), 519. 
96 George Bornstein and Richard J. Finneran argue that the “certain German book” Yeats alludes 
to in his 1908 essay, “The Pathway” (revised and republished from his 1900 essay, “The Way of 
Wisdom”) corresponds to the work of German scientist Karl, Baron von Reichenbach. 
Reichenbach’s study, Researches on Magnetism, Electricity, Heat, Light, Crystallization, and 
Chemical Attraction, in their Relations to the Vital Force, was translated into English and 
circulated in 1849 and again in 1850. Reichenbach’s petition to take notice of an 
unacknowledged, dynamic “force” in the laws of nature perhaps appealed to Yeats’s interest in 
unlocking occult and mystical secrets within nature. From: W. B. Yeats, The Collected Poems of 
W.B. Yeats, ed., Richard J. Finneran (New York: Scribner Paperback Poetry, 1996), 187; Karl 
Reichenbach, Researches on Magnetism, Electricity, Heat, Light, Crystallization, and Chemical 
Attraction: In their Relations to the Vital Force, trans. William Gregory (London: Taylor, 
Walton and Maberly, 1850), 39. 




magnetic field, which was central to the design of early power generators. Michael Faraday’s 
first generator in 1831 used a rotating copper disk situated inside a permanent magnet’s98 
magnetic field. The greater the turning of the coils, the greater the voltages produced. Likewise, 
the gyre exudes a magnetic-like force, rotary motion, cycles of energy, and alternating currents 
of life (instead of DC currents of electricity). While the dynamo converts mechanical rotations 
into electricity, the gyres convert movements of history. Yeats, like Adams, deploys religious 
language to describe the anticipated break in history caused by shifts in his dynamo-like gyres. In 
his poem, “The Second Coming,” for example, Christian imagery and terminologies pair with the 
“turning and turning in the widening gyre” to foretell of the coming of a new and antithetical 
order.99 As I argue here, through the gyre’s mechanisms, the vortex works as a metaphorical 
dynamo of history, a dynamo-like model for cycles of life, birth, and rebirth.  
For Yeats, however, the gyre functions not only as a force in human history. As I posit, 
these metaphorical dynamos are also expressions of human individuality. Yeats believed that 
within each person also resides dynamos, or gyres—oppositional forces that Yeats calls a self 
and an anti-self. These “cones of individual life” engage in constant yet productive tension with 
each other.100  They are the location of simultaneous “death and…creation” as opposing forces 
“meet…at the center.”101 Through this meeting of contraries, “inner” gyres generate chaos yet 
also coherence as they initiate acts of “creation.” Yeats, however, is not merely referencing the 
“creation” of human life. He is also suggesting that inner gyres produce artistry. He writes that 
the true artist, “no longer deceived,” “whose passion is reality,” creates out of negotiations with 
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“the other self, the anti-self, or the antithetical self, as one may choose to name it.”102 Yeats’s 
portrayal of this internal battle shares similarities with Stephen’s experience of the powerhouses. 
As Stephen describes, the machines swirl in tension yet harmony within him, as opposites in 
tandem and also in tension. This inner turmoil produces, in Stephen, pain along with a song. 
Yeats similarly describes this inner battle as an ability to “sing amid…uncertainty.”103 This 
“uncertainty” experienced by the artist results in a beautiful expression. Yeats thus affirms the 
generation of an art born from human brokenness. However, this art does not result in a 
resolution that will quiet the artist’s inner gyres. It does not liberate the poet from inner battles. 
Yet it liberates the poet by showing his or her connection to a historical world also in turmoil, 
full of differences, spectrums, and contraries. Therefore, an accurate reflection of life, for Yeats, 
requires an art that refuses to boil down or resolve the contraries within the self or the world.  
Daniel Albright claims that Yeats’s philosophy was inspired by Plato’s Phaedrus and a 
belief that the “Soul’s chariot is pulled by two horses, a black horse hankering for earthly 
pleasure, snorting, difficult to control, and a white horse driving upwards towards divine 
ideals.”104 In my view, however, this battle between self and anti-self also resembles Edmund 
Burke’s description of the sublime. For Burke, the sublime operates out of a sense of 
“astonishment;” it s a “state of the soul, in which all its motions are suspended, with some degree 
of horror.”105 Burke continues, writing of the astonished subject,  
in this case the mind is so entirely filled with its object, that it cannot entertain 
any other, nor by consequence reason on that object which it employs. Hence 
arises the great power of the sublime, that far from being produced by them, it 
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anticipates our reasonings, and hurries us on by an irresistible force. 
Astonishment, as I have said, is the effect of the sublime on its highest degree; the 
inferior effects are admiration, reverence and respect.106 
 
Burke explains the subject’s contentious relationship with the sublime object. The object 
entrances followers and elicits the styles of responses witnessed in enlightenment narratives. 
This sense of sublime astonishment, for example, characterizes Azuma-zi’s and Reuben’s 
attitudes toward the dynamo and Adams’s descriptions of his mind and body’s reaction to the 
machine. In Yeats’s description, the artist’s inner battle relies on accessing the experience of the 
sublime in order to produce art. For it is while standing amidst “whirlwinds” and “turbulen[ce],” 
stirring the artist’s inward “water with fire” and “noise with silence,” that the poet may reach the 
sacred and “find his pardon”—in a similar way that Stephen aims to access the “obscure soul of 
the world” through darkness.107 And like Stephen’s reaction to the dynamos’ whirling and 
swirling rotations, Yeats submits that the poet must undergo cognitive dissonance—that distinct 
experience described in psychology as holding contradictory beliefs simultaneously. For Yeats 
and Joyce alike, this dissonance is valued as the poet must be dizzy, must create out of dizzying 
negotiations, must dizzy his or her “inner” gyres in order to access life without “her conjuring 
tricks.”108 Thus, from Joyce’s and Yeats’s perspectives, truth can only emerge through the 
artist’s internal dissonance.  
 Yeats claims, however, that the internal process of this dissonance, may work as an 
ethical act. Unlike the destructive series of events that befall Azuma-zi and Reuben as they gaze 
within themselves in their search for truth, Yeats’s inward battle leads to the development of 
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what he calls “active virtue.”109 Out of a candid inward gaze, the artist may create a more ethical 
expression. Stephen’s embrace of light and darkness, goodness and sin, shares this ideal. As 
Yeats writes, the artist never creates “by hiding ugliness, a false beauty as our offering to the 
world. He only can create the greatest imaginable beauty who has endured all imaginable pangs, 
for only when we have seen and foreseen what we dread shall we be rewarded by that dazzling 
unforeseen wing-footed wanderer.”110 The act of imaginatively inhabiting all human experiences 
and emotion through the artist’s negotiation between selves allows for a more compassionate and 
humane art. Only by figuratively and deliberately “walking” in diverse sets of shoes may the 
“wing-footed” Hermes bring the gift of inspiration. Through this multilayered concept, the 
double gyres work on macro and microscopic levels, pertaining to the evolving purviews of 
history and, at the same time, the inner evolutions of individual humans. The gyres—or as I am 
arguing, the metaphorical dynamos—are not just ways of envisioning of contrary energies in the 
world and in humans. These dynamos are also producers of art and ethics.  
Joyce, Bowen, and Yeats view the dynamo’s capacity to straddle between a rational and 
an irrational world as productive and liberating. It is out of explorations of such binaries as light 
and darkness and goodness and evil that people tap into fresh creativity, new discoveries, and 
“active virtue,” as Yeats calls it. These Irish modernists believe that oppositions reflect inherent 
and necessary elements in the world. They thus challenge views of mechanical forces as merely 
scientific, rational instruments of a scientific enlightenment. By insisting on the essential 
function of opposites and tensions, they use the dynamo to insist on the importance of states of 
differences, themselves. In this way, these Irish modernists use the dynamo as an engine from 
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which to shape a “modern enlightenment” aimed at embracing contradiction and difference. 
Such an enlightenment, to them, will spur on the “modernization” of art and ethics. 
 
Through these representations of dynamos in transatlantic modernist texts, enlightenment 
narratives point to an unsettled relationship between humans and machines, with neither humans 
nor machines celebrating in the position of victor. For English and American writers, the dynamo 
represents the failure and impossibility of achieving enlightenment, in the seventeenth- and 
eighteenth-century sense of the term. They deny that technological inventions like the dynamo 
can serve as agents of enlightenment. Even though dynamos afford modern subjects with a new 
form of spatial illumination, these writers also characterize the machines as destructive and 
deadly forces. They suggest that trust in technological myths will destroy humanity. 
Alternatively, Irish writers embrace dynamos and electrification as material yet figurative forces 
that exemplify a new version of modern enlightenment. Their enlightenment aims not to 
disenchant the world but to take refuge in its enchantment; for it means that life is more than 
binary oppositions or mere material forms and rational thoughts. Life is also mysterious, 
irrational, and immaterial. In this vein, Joyce, Bowen and Yeats proffer a modern enlightenment 
that appreciates tensions and contraries. In their renderings, oppositional forces rely on each 
other and are necessary for creative processes and progressive thought.  
Overall, through these complex representations, all of these modernist writers question 
what it means to become enlightened in the twentieth century, and they assert that electrification 
and enlightenment are deeply, albeit messily, intertwined. 
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CHAPTER 4: RIDING THEIR ‘BISEXYCLE[S]’: CONSTRUCTING MODERN 
FEMININITY IN JAMES JOYCE’S FINNEGANS WAKE AND MASCULINITY IN SAMUEL 
BECKETT’S MOLLOY1 
 
“Can it be we are not free? It might be worth looking into.”2 ~ Samuel Beckett, Molloy 
 
In E. M. Forster’s 1905 novel, Where Angels Fear to Tread, Lilia, a young widow and 
mother, is known to her in-laws as “vulgar,” “ignorant,” tasteless, bad at housekeeping, and 
always found “in the throes of some domestic crisis.”3 Particularly to her mother-in-law, these 
characteristics testify to her overall inability to manage the proprietary “duties of widowhood 
and motherhood.”4 Lilia’s failings, however, are exacerbated by her stubborn and defiant nature. 
As a mark of her rebellious spirit, the narrator confides that Lilia first learns to bicycle “for the 
purpose of waking the place up.”5 She succeeds in her goal of causing a household disruption but 
not in the manner she intended; for one “Sunday evening,” she scandalizes her in-laws as she is 
found “falling off at the turn by the church.”6 Her disgraceful display is so alarming that it, 
alongside her family’s discovery of secret letters exchanged with a local gentleman, serves as the 
final straw, the catalyst, that results in her family’s decision to send her to Italy in the hope that it 
may “purif[y] and ennobl[e]” her.7 
While only mentioned briefly in Forster’s text, the bicycle, for Lilia’s family, is 
emblematic of her wildness, her insufficiencies as a housekeeper, mother, and society matron. It 
also heightens her family’s frustration with her refusal to adhere to proper English social 
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1 This includes material from "Her ‘Bisexycle,’ Her Body, and Her Self-Propulsion in Finnegans 
Wake." Journal of Modern Literature 39.4 (2016). © Indiana University Press, 2016. 
2 Samuel Beckett. Three Novels (New York: Grove Press, 1958), 36. Hereafter, all quotations 
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conventions, especially when the machine overthrows her undignified figure near the church. 
Her collision also serves as a precipitating event and a foreshadowing of the tragic tale that 
follows—her improper, ill-fated romance and marriage with a younger Italian man and her 
untimely death while giving birth to their son. In the novel, Forster depicts the lack of a place in 
respectable society for an unconventional woman. He shows that Lilia, despite her best efforts, 
cannot triumphantly blaze a path outside of the restrictive social codes of the age. 
Lilia’s story contrasts with another cycling account published ten years earlier. In this 
account, Irish writer and cycling enthusiast, George Bernard Shaw, penned a “piece of 
catastrophic news” in a letter documenting his bicycle collision with Bertrand Russell during 
their trip to Tintern Abbey. Despite the infancy of their literary careers (they were only 29 and 
23, respectively), their encounter was sensational enough to make The Sheffield and Rotherham 
Independent newspaper. Tucked beneath an article on the “Wirksworth Charity Sports” event 
and alongside a tragic snippet about a “Child Impaled Upon Railings” at a Ford Pleasure Ground 
lay the “Adventure of Three Distinguished Cyclists.” In this “adventure,” as George Bernard 
Shaw, Sidney Webb, and Bertrand Russell journeyed down a “‘steep hill,’” the “‘rather absent-
minded’” Russell “‘preoccupied’” himself with “‘a work on non-Euclidian space.” Russell was 
so withdrawn from his surroundings that when “He suddenly woke up from a fit of mathematical 
absorption,” he “jumped off his machine” and caused “‘a terrific smash.’” Rather amused, the 
anonymous newspaper columnist quotes from Shaw, noting that “the great critic and Fabian was 
hurled ‘five yards through space (Euclidian)’ and landed impartially on several parts of himself.” 
Though “badly strained” and moving “like the rheumatic hero of Waterloo at the Lyceum,” 
however, he was not defeated. The article then ends on an upbeat and humorous note, assuring 
the reader that “Shaw was able to ride home…and he attribute[d] his escape from serious 
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consequences to the splendid quality of bone and muscle produced by vegetarian diet and Jager 
clothing.”8  
Taken together, Forster’s work of fiction and the newspaper’s retelling of Shaw’s and 
Russell’s biking excursion offer very different representations of bicyclists. While Lilia’s cycling 
collision is rendered a social disaster and embarrassment to her family, Shaw’s and Russell’s 
incident is dubbed an “adventure,” worthy of publication in the local news. While Forster’s 
narrative is conveyed solemnly, Shaw’s and Russell’s tale is regaled wittily in a tone of 
amusement. These contrasting tones emphasize the characteristic nature of the incidents—the 
fact that bicycling women at the turn of the twentieth century were condemned by society while 
bicycling men were lauded for their athleticism and adventurous spirit. 
As Forster’s and Shaw’s examples demonstrate, the history of the bicycle is charged with 
complicated gender and sexual politics. As the machine became an icon of the Victorian age, it 
also became associated with patriarchy, masculinity, and sexuality. While riding a bicycle 
bolstered a man’s masculinity and social position within his community, it quashed a woman’s 
femininity, and it called into question her virtue, putting at risk her public and moral reputation. 
Tracey Schwarze has shown that James Joyce was shaped by these late-Victorian values, and all 
of his fiction invariably negotiates its lingering effects on society. Schwarze asserts, Joyce “was 
simultaneously bound by, as well as critical of the ideologies of his age.”9 Especially in regard to 
gender and sexual politics, Joyce “attempts to fracture the idols of gender that perpetuated 
feminine subjugation,” including the much beloved nineteenth-century image of Coventry 
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Patmore’s idealized “domestic angel.”10 As I show in this chapter, Joyce uses the bicycle as an 
instrument from which to reconstruct a representation of female sexuality and womanhood that 
resists this Victorian casting. Whereas in Forster’s text, Lilia’s in-laws react to her cycling in a 
manner that reflects the time’s strict mores regarding women bicyclists, Joyce’s Finnegans Wake 
depicts female cyclists as empowered sexual and maternal figures through their very acts of 
cycling. Samuel Beckett’s alternative account of male sexuality in Molloy also defies late-
Victorian conventions. Rather than depict Molloy as a robust and masculine cyclist, he is 
depicted as disempowered and emasculated. Through this portrayal of the bicycle, Beckett 
undermines social conventions that use the bicycle as a vehicle for affirming the connection 
between cycling, male bodies, and masculinity. Beckett not only denounces traditional 
expressions of masculinity, but also narrative strategies that reinforce these conventions in the 
literary arts. In Molloy, Beckett flatly rejects the notion that biological and cultural markers of 
masculinity are required to construct a “hero”—a human subject worth our time, attention, and 
interest in art. Instead, Beckett thrusts upon readers a protagonist depleted of all signs of the 
masculinity admired in characterizations of the heroes of old. Although Flann O’Brien also 
studies male cyclists in several of his novels, O’Brien’s depictions align more with the 
“Adventure of Three Distinguished Cyclists” than with Joyce’s and Beckett’s portrayals. Rather, 
for Joyce and Beckett, the relationship between a person and a bicycle becomes a way of refuting 
late-Victorian conventions regarding gender, sexuality, and bicycles, and a creative path for 




10 Ibid., 118. 
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German forest master and inventor Karl von Drais first debuted his pedal-less velocipede 
in Paris, France in 1818.11 Over time, the velocipede’s structure would morph into the general 
shape and design of the bicycle, as we know it today.12 Thereafter, it would forever change 
human mobility. As David V. Herlihy asserts, von Drais’s machine worked as a “culmination” of 
a centuries-long “quest” to invent a “human-powered vehicle.”13 This vehicle would supplement 
walking and animal-propelled travel, the dominant modes of travel for millennia, and it would 
provide an alternative to motor and steam-based transportation machines. Without an animal, a 
motor, or steam, therefore, the bicycle, after its invention, became a new symbol of self-
propulsion, of humanity’s ability to creatively thrust itself forward. The machine literally 
represented a kind of physical mastery of geographical landscapes and distances. Yet the bicycle 
also served as a metaphorical verification of human scientific and intellectual progress. It became 
an emblem of human advancement.  
This literal and symbolic self-propulsion, however, was initially reserved for men alone. 
In “Cycling and Gender in Victorian Ireland,” Brian Griffin notes the enormous impact the 
bicycle had on Irish Victorian society as a whole and its concept of Irish masculinity. In fact, 
bicycles became instruments for measuring manly prowess. As Griffin asserts, the machine 
became a “test” of a man’s athletic endurance, “bravery,” and “manhood,” due to the dangers of 
riding on Dublin’s poorly maintained roads.14 The establishment of cycling clubs, competitions, 
and award systems further supported these skills tests. Some bicyclists even saw themselves as 
modern manifestations of medieval knights—an association particularly evidenced through 
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Limerick’s dubbing of its cyclists as “knights of the wheel,” an honor that through its very name 
associates the machine with a respected moral code and the privileged stature of heroic men of 
the past.15  
Drawing from an 1885 article published in the Irish Cyclist and Athlete, Griffin shares a 
quotation that displays the style of rhetoric adopted by proponents of male empowerment 
through cycling. Note the writer’s emphasis on cycling as an exhilarating expression of 
masculine athleticism: 
The rapid movement, the keen rush of the wind past his ears, the fresh air filling 
his lungs, the healthful glow that pervades his frame, the exultant feeling of 
strength and power with which he drives the rapidly-revolving pedals, and which 
causes him to realize that he is complete master of his mount, and to hail with 
pleasure the slightest rises in the road as an opportunity to give rein to his 
superabundant vigour.16 
 
Here, the unidentified author stresses that the experience of cycling allows a rider to access an 
untapped source of inner “strength and power” and “superabundant vigour.” These “exultant 
feeling[s],” in turn, enable him to realize his total “master[y]” of his machine. Griffin’s essay 
incorporates an excerpt from another anonymously-written article published in 1886. This article 
expands the empowering effects of cycling to include not just the individual cyclist. It also 
claims that such “manly exercises” have political outcomes, proving “the Saxon and Celtic races 
superior to any in the world” and ensuring the health of the nation: 
when these outdoor sports fail our decay as a nation will commence. A lover of 
ease may remark—“But what fun can there be in ploughing through mud?” That 
those who indulge in it do find a charm in it is evident. The[y achieve the] 
pleasure of something accomplished, something done, the exercise of the 
muscular forces of a vigorous and healthy manhood, and the feeling of power 
with which the constant winter rider drives his pedals round—power, that strange 
and fascinating attribute, whether it leads to muscular or intellectual superiority, 
or is gained by financial success, or any other lawful means….These outdoor 
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sports strengthen a man’s character and make him self-reliant and confident, 
courageous under adverse circumstances, persevering and painstaking, and withal 
capable of subordination and combination with others.17 
  
This account maintains that riding bicycles and participating in “outdoor sports” display a man’s  
“vigorous and healthy manhood.” It likewise assures that the more a man commits himself to 
these efforts, the more his “character” will improve and the better equipped he will become for 
tackling his life’s “circumstances.” From these claims, the article highlights the association 
between cycling and masculine potency, insisting that the qualities a man gains through such 
physical activities will guarantee him victory in his personal endeavors. On a grander scale, 
however, the article also contends that these individual accomplishments will secure the success 
of Ireland as a nation. Griffin adds in his essay that this description is “infused” with the 
language distinctive of the “‘muscular Christianity’ that was such an integral characteristic of 
contemporary representations of the Victorian sporting revolution.”18 Overall, the rhetoric 
adopted in both of these extracts from Irish Cyclist and Athlete avows that the bicycle activates 
latent power buried within men, rendering the machine a conduit for masculine empowerment. 
The articles furthermore suggest that persistent cycling may continue to cultivate and increase a 
man’s “manhood.” Griffin sums up this idea, asserting that male riders “frequently derived a 
heightened sense of self-regard arising from their prowess in cycling.”19  
Although a selection of women’s tricycling clubs were established in the 1890s, women 
were largely excluded from cycling.20 Griffin argues that Ireland’s adherence to strict patriarchal 
values ensured that it would not consider the machine as “acceptable or respectable” for women 
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riders.21 In fact, the progressive “New Woman”22 who chose to participate in the sport was 
“frequently met with ridicule, hostility, or exclusion.”23 Restrictive dress codes, pedal positions 
that potentially exposed ankles and legs, stereotypes about women’s limited athletic endurance, 
and expectations regarding behavior outside of the domestic space excluded and/or discouraged 
women from cycling activities.24 Schwarze stresses regarding this final point the pervasive 
Victorian fear that allowing a woman to leave the domestic sphere would result in her moral 
decline. It would allow women to “‘be regarded as men,’” an unendurable public threat to 
“civilization” itself.25 While male cyclists bolstered the nation’s health, female cyclists, under 
this view, would guarantee its decline.  
To add to this notion, Griffin argues that more than any other mode of behavior, “the 
ultimate transgression” for female cyclists was “the adoption of the supposedly masculine 
‘rational clothes.’” 26 Of equal horror, perhaps, was the physical posture on the bicycle that such 
clothing encouraged. It made it easier for women to sit astride the bicycle’s saddle, allowing 
them to assume what was considered a masculine position. In the past, equestrian norms required 
women to adopt a sidesaddle position for horseback riding. This style of riding also maintained a 
woman’s modesty by accommodating various forms of traditional womenswear. Although some 
women rode bicycles by using an impractical and short-lived sidesaddle variant, most women 
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cyclists sat astride the machine.27 While not all women cyclists adopted rational clothes, the 
display of women in a dominant position astride the bicycle was viewed by society as an 
alarming spectacle that showed women asserting and publicly proclaiming that they possessed 
the masculine “strength and power” and “superabundant vigour” mentioned in the periodical 
above. The combined acts of leaving the domestic space and possibly taking up manly clothes 
and a masculine posture on the bicycle thus positioned these women as a danger to the 
patriarchal order that maintained Victorian society. These women’s actions were viewed as an 
unwelcome sign of imbalance, a blurring of a yin that should meekly complement its yang rather 
than assertively try to become it. 
The Victorians, however, were concerned not only with women disturbing traditional 
masculine and feminine roles. They were also worried that such a disruption might awaken 
female sexuality. Schwarze notes the fear that if a woman were to venture outside of the home, it 
might also make way for “sexual desire” to “swing wide.”28 The risk of this sexual corruption 
concerned not just contact with other humans, but also physical contact with the form of the 
bicycle itself. As Herlihy corroborates, rumors purported that “friction between a woman and her 
saddle caused illicit sexual arousal.”29 In this view, the machine was believed to hold a power 
that could titillate a woman beyond her control. As if to verify such reports, Georges Bataille’s 
bizarre and pornographic30 1928 novella, The Story of the Eye, depicts a female cyclist, Simone, 
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not only being aroused by the “friction” between her genitals and her bicycle’s saddle, but 
actively masturbating on it, eventually achieving orgasm in the same moment that she violently 
falls off her machine.31 While an extreme example, Bataille’s text perhaps inadvertently validates 
the societal fear that female cyclists will be overcome by sexual temptation and, therefore, drawn 
into immorality merely by riding the machine. Overall, with such social and sexual taboos 
associated with women cyclists, bicycles largely affirmed, early after their invention and 
widespread production, dominant masculine social positions, and they were associated with male 
sexual authority.  
 
Her Self-Propulsion  
In Finnegans Wake, Joyce captures the subversive potential of the bicycle to empower 
women with a new brand of feminine sexuality that counters the Victorian values that pervaded 
the Dublin of his youth. Rather than depict the bicycle as an instrument of masculine prowess, 
Joyce exclusively links the machine to female riders. He showcases these cyclists, through their 
association with the machine, as sexual, maternal, and narrative agents. They can be both skilled 
bicyclists on the road and, in a metaphorical sense, biological cyclists that physically enact the 
pulsating self-propulsions performed by riders and bicycles. As these cyclists propel through 
various terrains and biological sequences, they simultaneously author(ize) their own personal 
narratives and, in doing so, the composition of all narratives involving human life, all life 
cycles—a radical theme, I will show, that Joyce develops throughout Finnegans Wake as a 
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whole. Moreover, Joyce’s female cyclist is not only a figure of liberated female sexuality but 
also a figure of the artist herself. 
Joyce literally puts “sex” and “sexy” into his “bisexycle[s]” in a chapter of Finnegans 
Wake often referred to as the “letter” chapter; one in which Anna Livia Plurabelle (ALP)32 likely 
dictates her “untitled mamafesta” to her son Shem (the penman) while his twin brother Shaun 
(the postman) delivers it.33 In the subsection of the letter depicting the bicyclist, the scene begins 
with what Danis Rose and John O'Hanlon argue is “a purely digressive pseudo-psychiatric 
analysis of the letter writer” that seeks to unearth, as the narrator puts it, the “perfect signature” 
that unveils secret insights into the writer’s psyche (115.8)34; for “a true friend is known much 
more easily, and better into the bargain, by his personal touch, habits or full of undress, 
movements, response to appeals for charity than by his footwear, say” (115.8-11). From the 
writer’s “every word, letter, penstroke, paperspace,” the narrator speculates that the letter is 
really about a curate and a bicycle-riding prostitute—or perhaps a bicycle-riding “virgin,” as the 
clergyman later suggests (115.7, 115.19). As the scene unfolds, however, this simplified 
dichotomy between a young, mysterious cyclist and older man of the cloth becomes 
sensationally charged and complicated. The narrator’s word choice clouds the reader’s ability to 
pinpoint who this woman is exactly and the status of her relationship with the curate. And what 
may all of this have to do with a “bisexycle,” a machine that holds associations with both cycling 
and sexuality?  
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When our scene of interest opens, as in Forster’s and Bataille’s narratives, Joyce’s cyclist 
seems to be falling off of her bicycle. At first glance, her tumble resembles Lilia’s accident—
especially as it deposits her by the church, or in this instance, at the “main entrance of curate’s 
perpetual soutane suit” (115.16-17). Unlike Lilia, however, Joyce’s cyclist dismounts her bicycle 
in a manner that serves not as a consequence of her wild behavior or a reminder of her 
insufficiencies as a housekeeper and mother. In Joyce’s text, the narrator specifies that rather 
than ungracefully and disgracefully be found tumbling off of her machine, she is “deliberatively 
summersaulting off her bisexycle” (115.15-16). By embedding the words “deliberate” and 
“liberate” within the term “deliberatively,” the narrator emphasizes that it is by her will and at 
her will that she removes herself from the machine. Instead of undergoing an unexpected 
accident, Joyce’s character dismounts her saddle intentionally, leaping like a skilled and 
choreographed gymnast off of her bicycle. With this depiction, Joyce flips Forster’s scenario 
topsy-turvy. Rather, Joyce’s particular play on words stresses the cyclist’s personal agency in 
determining how, when, and where she will dismount her bicycle.  
While the cyclist’s dismount in Finnegans Wake differs from Lilia’s, the incident occurs 
within a scene that, like Forster’s novel, gestures toward problematic gender politics at play. 
Although the cyclist demonstrates skill and proficiency with her machine, her acrobatic display 
occurs within a broader commentary on older men—and particularly men of the cloth—
indulging in erotic fantasies of younger women. As father-like figures through their age and/or 
position in the Catholic Church, these men take sinful pleasure in casting lustful gazes upon the 
bodies of young women, contributing to Finnegans Wake’s larger preoccupation with themes of 
father/daughter incest and alluding implicitly to the story of Susanna and the elders. In fact, the 
bicycle scene begins a section of the letter in which the clergyman makes suggestive remarks 
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about priests and other older men ritually engaging in such visual violations; “…we grisly old 
Sykos who have done our unsmiling bit on ’alices, when they were yung and easily freudened, in 
the penumbra of the procuring room and what oracular compression we have had apply to 
them!” (115.21-4). These allusions gesture not only to Carl Jung and Sigmund Freud but also to 
Lewis Carroll and his photographs of Alice Liddell. This latter reference suggests that perhaps 
the man behind the camera was inappropriately aroused by the prepubescent Alice. For as the 
curate confesses, these psychos/sickos, himself included, take pleasure in lusting after younger 
women. Through the curate’s musings, it is implied that the cyclist fits within this category of 
sexually attractive young women unknowingly preyed upon voyeuristically by older men—
which is why, when the curate and cyclist first meet outside of his door, the curate views her 
somersault as an accidental fall, and he decides to make the most of this fortuitous opportunity to 
touch her. Rather than lecture her on propriety and the dangers for women bicyclists, he “picks 
her up as gingerly as any balmbearer would” and inquires: “where were you chaste me child?” 
(115.17-18, 115.20). Through his use of “chaste,” the curate combines his sexual chase (or that 
of another figure who may be chasing her) with a question regarding her chastity, and he joins 
this pun with the pronoun “me,” vocalizing his position of authority as her “father.” 
This motif involving an older man’s erotic interest in a younger woman works in 
conversation with a constellation of similar scenarios that occur under different circumstances 
within Finnegans Wake. Finn Fordham acknowledges the grander presence that this scene’s 
themes hold within the broader narrative. He writes,  
The relationship between an older man and a younger girl is a perennial source of 
tension and comedy in Finnegans Wake, which Robert Polhemus has called the 
‘Lot Complex’. The seed was sown in the older King Mark’s relation to the young 
Isolde (383–4), and then sprouted in Earwicker’s ‘exposure’ before the young 
women in the park (34), and then again in the story of Daddy Browning—a New 
York real estate tycoon, notorious for his taste in young children, which produced 
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a wonderfully comic passage (65)…What seems like a preoccupation for Joyce 
with infantile sexuality, especially that of girls, may be a reflection of what he 
saw as an obsession for psychoanalysts: ‘grisly old Sykos’ (115.21), as they are 
called in a later one of these versions.35 
 
Fordham rightly locates the larger impact of such “preoccupation[s]” in Finnegans Wake. 
Joyce’s concern with “infantile sexuality” may reveal more than a simple fixation or invitation to 
laughter. It may also gesture, as Fordham suggests, to Joyce’s more general fascination with 
psychoanalytic trends like the sexual dynamics between older men and younger women. In fact, 
our scene of interest reproduces just such a psychological excavation as the text specifies that it 
aims to probe the mind of the letter writer, wondering if the writer mimics this psychoanalytic 
motif within the letter and speculating on whether the letter itself may be reduced to such an 
interpretation. Patrick A. McCarthy adds to this notion his assertion that “it is difficult to 
separate the text of the manuscript itself from the commentaries that spring up around it, yet the 
narrator-interpreter’s attempts to pinpoint the meaning of the letter tell us more about the human 
tendency to embrace reductive interpretations than they reveal about the letter.”36 
While Fordham identifies the bicycle scene’s younger woman/older man theme as a motif 
repeated throughout Finnegans Wake, I maintain that on a local level, the nuances within the 
scene render it an original manifestation with unique implications. In fact, in this appearance of 
the motif, the cyclist’s characterization challenges the urge to offer simplified psychoanalytic 
readings. While the curate’s immoral thoughts are explicit—while they appear to slide into 
stereotypical psychoanalytic assessments—the cyclist herself, as I will show, breaks the 
conventional mold of a young female victim. Instead, the language of the text empowers the 
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cyclist as a sexually embodied force—and, even more interestingly, it empowers her through her 
cycling. Moreover, the status of the curate and cyclist’s relationship, while open-ended in the 
letter, leaves the reader with a sense of the cyclist as having the upper hand in the situation. 
The cyclist, however, is up against an ecclesiastical human force that aims to 
voyeuristically violate her. Following his eager first touch of her body outside of the church, it is 
even hinted at that the curate’s fantasy could evolve into a sexually physical advancement; for a 
“father…is not always that undemonstrative relative,” and if he solicits her “feebought silence,” 
she may be willing to participate in other arousing activities beyond his fun with his 
“pudendascope”—his probing eyes, his camera-like, intrusive study of her genitals (115.26-7, 
115.25, 115.30).  
The effect of the curate’s impure intentions is further illuminated through charged, 
descriptive words. In one such term, previously mentioned above, the curate is described as more 
than a potential sexual predator. He is, at the same time, a “balmbearer,” an agent that should 
bring a life-giving, healing “balm” to his parishioners (for “cure,” after all, lies within the title of 
“curate”), but he instead acts more as an agent of death and damnation through his connection 
with embalmment, pall-bearers, wearers of “pall,” and, as I will explain, palm bearers (115.18) 
This mixture of meanings associates his watching and touching of the cyclist with a range of 
ominous consequences that she must contend with.  
While the curate should hold a “balm” that treats wounds or anoints during holy rituals, 
his lecherous thoughts complicate such motives.37 Rather, his duplicitous behavior connects him 
more to the “balm” within a term like “embalm,” which suggests that the curate not only has a 
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role in the rituals and rites of death but a role in burial preparation processes.38 This burial 
preparation process may work metaphorically, as the curate’s practice of sexually peeping at 
young women—and possibly taking his actions further—contributes to determining, not 
necessarily their literal deaths, but their eternal destinations. Will the curate assist his young 
targets into heaven, as his job description implies, or will his mixed intentions corrupt this 
motivation and secure for them a place among the eternally damned?  
In the same vein, as a “balmbearer,” the clergyman is also likened to a pall-bearer. While 
we commonly consider pall-bearers as those who carry coffins at funerals, the original position 
referred to the one responsible for “holding an edge of the pall,” or cloth, “in a funeral 
procession.”39 Therefore, as a pall-bearer, the curate’s touch may share a responsibility in 
transporting the deceased, but as a bearer, or rather wearer, of the “pall,”—a term also used to 
describe “the robes of persons of high rank,” and “something that covers or 
conceals[,]…something regarded as enveloping a situation with an air of gloom, heaviness, or 
fear”40—the curate’s holy garments may encase the cyclist in an embrace that indicates, as with 
my study of the word “embalm,” not necessarily her literal death, but her eternal damnation 
through his desire to take sexual advantage of their encounter. Under the guise of his stature as a 
religious official and distributor of pardons, he poses a threat that may instead not only transgress 
against the cyclist’s body but, by doing so, disrupt her moral values as he implicates her in his 
hidden, secret life of sin. 
On the other hand, the pairing of the term “balmbearer” with the curate’s eager 
celebration of the bicyclist’s arrival to his doorstep gestures to Palm Sunday, the celebrated 
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Christian historical event. As a bearer of palms, the curate is ready, like the congregation on 
Palm Sunday, to adore the woman upon her arrival—via bicycle and not, like Christ, via 
donkey—and to offer her his embrace instead of a carpet of palm leaves.41 This mocking allusion 
to the holy event celebrating Christ’s return to Jerusalem, mentioned in all four of the gospels, is 
notable for capturing the calm before the storm: the palm bearers’ immense adoration of Christ is 
followed by his betrayal, quick arrest, and condemnation by members of the once-adoring crowd. 
By associating the curate with the palm-bearing crowd, Joyce marks him as being among the 
same willing voices to cry out for crucifixion, to hypocritically extol and then condemn. Perhaps, 
with this connection, the curate would receive sexual enjoyment from his encounter with the 
cyclist, but be the first to betray her, to protect himself while he inscribes upon her a scarlet letter 
“A.”  
These possible meanings of “balmbearer” texture the scene with eerie layers that evince 
the curate’s inappropriate, “tenderloined passion” for the cyclist (and other young women) under 
the protection of what Joyce satirically mocks in his 1905 poem as “The Holy Office” (115.13).42 
While the speaker in Joyce’s poem (purportedly Joyce himself) denounces, not the Catholic 
Church, but instead the Irish Literary Revival, the movement’s leaders, their philosophies, and 
the literary content itself, the poem’s use of religious imagery in combination with questions 
about spiritual authority parallel the cyclist-curate’s scenario. It likewise opens the scene to 
questions addressed in the poem—will the cyclist be exploited, snuffed out, man-handled, or will 
she do the handling herself? Will she, as the speaker of the poem states, let “men…make [her] 
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the sewer of their clique”? Will she “carry off their filthy streams” while “they may dream their 
dreamy dreams”? Will she let her “scarlet” leave “them white as wool” while “through [her] they 
purge a bellyful”? Or will she “deliberatively” claim that “those souls hate the strength that 
[hers] has” as she “stand[s], the self-doomed, unafraid…indifferent as the herring-bone, firm as 
the mountain ridges,” with her “spirit” and “soul” detached from theirs, untouched by their 
forceful attempts to conquer her?43  
The answers to these questions are understated and subtly embedded within the language 
of the text itself. Because the cyclist’s thoughts are unheard, readers come to know her through a 
series of contradictory phrases that complicate categorizing her as one of the curate’s vulnerable, 
young targets. For instance, the cyclist’s somersault is preceded by an unclear allusion to 
“incestuish salacities among generontophils”—an incestuous and lecherous lover of the 
elderly—and a “prostituta in herba”—or a budding prostitute (115.12, 115.15). This might be 
wishful thinking on the curate’s part, yet the ambiguity within these remarks leaves these 
descriptions open-ended. Do these phrases describe the cyclist herself or merely the curate’s 
lecherous assessment of her? Following her dismount, however, the curate regards her more 
specifically as a “virgin” before he later conflates her with the historical pirate heroine Grace 
O’Malley—or “grace a mauling”—herself (115.19, 115.20). This wide array of descriptions 
contradictorily renders the cyclist a perverted, fallen woman, an untouched ingénue, and an 
infamous powerhouse of an adventuress, capable of “mauling” whomever she wishes.  
Overall, these descriptions of the cyclist challenge the familiar binary of Madonna/whore, 
virgin/harlot, and they make it difficult to know whether the curate preys upon the cyclist 
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without her knowing or if she in fact intends to visit him, “deliberatively” dismounting her 
“bisexycle” by the church for the purpose of entertaining an intimate liaison with him (115.15, 
115.16). While both of these scenarios are made possible by the flexibility of the text, it is 
“hinted at” that the former is more likely as her “summersaulting” is preceded with a “word of 
warning”: “Some softnosed peruser might mayhem take it up erogenously…” (115.13, 115.15-
16, 115.12, 115.13-15). This “peruser,” the narrator suggests, may take advantage of the situation 
erroneously as an erogenous, or sexually arousing, opportunity. 
Despite the curate’s duplicitous interest in the cyclist, her handling of her bicycle 
challenges a simplified reading of her as a victim of the curate’s attentions. Instead, their 
relationship is complicated through her style of engagement with her bicycle. Her dismount from 
her “bisexycle” calls into question whether she will or will not allow his sexual attention. By 
making her a “bisexycle”-rider, Joyce dubs her a sexual force who will “deliberatively” choose 
when she will dismount from her saddle and with whom she will intimately engage. After all, as 
the text reveals, she is an athlete, a woman with a history of life experiences, and a legendary 
pirate—all at once. The cyclist’s deliberate and acrobatic dismount thus places her into a position 
of sexual authority and agency, no matter the curate’s personal agenda. In this way, it is through 
her relationship with her bicycle—rather than with the curate—that Joyce depicts the cyclist as 
an empowered force to be reckoned with. She may take a position like the speaker in “The Holy 
Office,” a position that asserts her full control over her degree of engagement or disengagement 
with the path and people set before her. If she falls off her bicycle or if in fact her destiny is to be 
eternally doomed, she will determine her own falling and her own damnation. She will, like an 
artistic gymnast, choreograph her own fate.  
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With this portrayal, Joyce counters Victorian condemnations of women bicyclists. 
Rather, Joyce’s cyclist resembles better the bicycle-riding New Woman of the late-Victorian age, 
a progressive yet resistant social figure who “rejected the traditional role for women and 
demanded emancipation.”44 Like the New Woman, Joyce’s cyclist enacts exactly what the 
Victorians feared of women roaming outside of the domestic realm. Yet she is not deemed by the 
text as a fallen woman. Nor is she a victim of the local curate’s advances. Joyce’s cyclist 
performs on the page as a sexually independent force through her creative dismount from her 
machine.  
Another iteration of the bicycle motif occurs in the nightlessons chapter in which ALP’s 
children—Shem, Shaun, and Issy— perform educational exercises before going to bed. The 
children’s lesson book sits embedded within the chapter while the twin brothers’ marginalia line 
either side of the text. Issy contributes her own commentary to the lesson book via footnotes. 
Within their lessons, the children tackle such topics as grammar, history, letter writing, 
mathematics, the invasions of Ireland, and more. The image of the bicycle first appears in the 
chapter when Issy imagines contorting her body on the machine so that her “kickshoes,” resting 
on the machine’s handlebars, may display her genitals to “multiplease your Mike and Nike” 
(270.23-4).45 Later, the machine figures more prominently into the chapter through a geometric 
diagram in the children’s lesson book.  
This diagram represents not only a bicycle’s image but also ALP’s body. With this 
connection, ALP’s body takes on, as I will show, characteristics similar to the bicycle through 
her body’s biological cycles and ability to “recycle” genes to propel the human species forward 
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in time. Overall, within the children’s study of the diagram, they come into a new understanding 
of female biology, reproduction, and sexuality. As such, “under the guise of learning about 
geometry,” Rose and O’Hanlon argue, “the three children experience a sexual enlightenment.”46 
Or as Luca Crispi specifies, their “initiation into the realms of geometry and feminine sexuality” 
occurs simultaneously.47 Through their private night studies, the topic shifts as mastering 
geometry becomes conflated with learning about female anatomy and sexual arousal, and gazing 
at geometric shapes becomes an intimate act of gazing at 
their own mother’s private parts—or as the children 
insinuate—“gaping” up her skirt (299.13).  
In the lesson book’s diagram, two spheres 
intersect, much like a Venn diagram, while the 
overlapping space in between includes two distinct 
triangles placed within it, joined by their shared side. Overall, the adjoining triangles form a 
diamond shape, and each point of the diamond is labeled with a letter: Aα to the left, λL to the 
right, π to the top, and P to the bottom. Through a myriad of allusions made within the text, the 
children associate the diagram with numerous interpretations. While the diagram may initially 
seem like a geometry lesson, Rose and O'Hanlon note that it also serves as “a word [zoo], a map 
of heaven, hell and earth, a map of Dublin, a drawing of the pudendum and of buttocks, a letter, a 
mystic symbol of the harmony of contraries, Yeat’s [sic] Vision gyres, a bicycle, an egg-beater, 
and so on.”48  
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Hovering above all of these possibilities lies the diagram’s most distinct association—
ALP herself. She dominates the diagram and is ever-present, no matter the alternative metaphors 
considered. The diagram insists on her presence through the insertion of her initials into the 
center of the image. The points at which her initials are placed, while drawing the reader’s 
attention to ALP generally, more specifically refer to regions of her body. The particular bodily 
regions referenced become apparent as the children discuss the letter/image combinations. While 
P represents pride (“Pee for Pride”) and is associated with ALP’s pudendum, the π sign reminds 
Shaun to have his humble pie (“Pie out of Humbles up your end”) and is linked to ALP’s clitoris 
(296.5, 296.9-10). Overall, the two triangles serve as a double reference to APL’s geometric 
sign—the delta sign: Δ—an overt and additional allusion to her vagina49 through its shape and a 
reminder of ALP’s association with the Liffey River, the body of water at the center of Dublin 
whose alluvial deposit (its delta) ends in the mouth of the Irish Sea.50 With these references to 
ALP, the diagram claims that these geometric parts refer to the children’s mother herself —the 
river of life, the “mother of us all!” (299.3). Dubbed by the text as “grannyma,” and “annyma”—
any (grand)mother or, more broadly taken, anima—ALP becomes associated more generally 
with all female maternal figures (195.4, 426.3). She, like others of her sex, is the mover of life 
and the complex configuration of geographic and bodily landscapes. She is the bicycle, the set of 
wheels in motion, the mystical revelation, the sign and signifier, the source of biological life, and 
the manifestation of the word and flesh. 
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With ALP’s most hidden parts geometrically on display, the children assess her anatomy 
in various ways. Their scrutiny of her metaphorical body serves to illuminate its associations 
with sexual intimacy and the creation of life. In Shaun’s marginalia, for example, he describes 
the diagram as the “Uteralterance or the Interplay of Bones in the Womb” (293.22-5). In the text 
of the lesson book itself, it is the “midden wedge of the stream’s your muddy old triagonal delta” 
and “the no niggard spot of her safety vulve” (297.21-2, 297.26-7). The associations continue; 
her reproductive organs are “as round as the calf of an egg!,” “the doubleviewed seeds,” and the 
place of “innate little bondery,” or the innate, intimate place of bonding and boundary (294.11, 
296.1, 296.29).51 Overall, the children conclude that the image stands as a figurative rendering of 
“your eternal geomater”—their literal maternal life-giver as well as the mystical earth mother 
herself, a Gaia-like producer of all life on earth, human or otherwise (296.31-297.1). Thus, 
through their scrutiny of the image, the children come to see ALP as a magnetic center such that 
“here, in all of her guises,” as Crispi declares, she is “is both the object of the lesson and its 
subject;”—“she is the figure of forbidden knowledge that initiates the boys into the most 
enigmatic realms: both the realm of abstract mathematics and that of basic feminine, maternal 
physiology.”52 
With this assessment, the children come to understand ALP as a cyclist. While she does 
not ride a bicycle in the chapter, her body, in a metaphorical sense, operates by cycling—
bicycling—an association amplified through the suggestion that the diagram represents, among 
many objects and ideas, that of a bicycle, a bicycle in which her initials and anatomical regions 
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are inscribed and conjoined. This association with the machine is ascribed to her not only 
through her body’s conflation with the form of a bicycle, but more significantly through her 
body’s literal cycles, the ebb and flow of her menstrual cycle, and through this biological 
sequence, her potential cycles, her capacity for producing children and continuing the course of 
generational cycles. It is out of these creative biological cycles that the children were conceived 
and born. The children are a consequence, material manifestation, and culmination of her cycling 
body. Moreover, as the children gaze at her geometric representation, they see their mother as a 
cyclist, as a generative producer of life. She is an artist that not only pens “mamafesta[s],” but 
she is also a creative force that sets life in motion. 
The children cast a gaze at their mother’s anatomy, however, in a way that moves beyond 
interest in the reproductive value of her genitals. Shem is particularly interested in making Shaun 
see their “sixuous parts,” their sexual value, their sexual appeal, encouraging Shaun to 
figuratively lift up his mother’s skirt to view her triangular delta below (297.22). When Shem 
sees Shaun “gapping up the wrong place” of the figure, looking at ALP’s navel, he insists that 
Shaun, the “simpletop domefool,” must shift his gaze to her vaginal opening, the “lovely” 
“puncture” below (299.13-14, 299.15-16, 299.22, 299.22). “This is the point,” for Rose and 
O'Hanlon, “of corruption. Shaun is no longer innocent. At his loss Shaun is rendered speechless; 
and he busies himself scrawling circles and triangles all over a sheet of Browne and Nolan paper 
till the veins in his neck stand out as tight as rope…and, eventually, growing progressively more 
despondent, he has to lie on the floor, utterly dismal.”53 The boy is totally shaken by his act of 
figuratively violating his mother’s body, scrutinizing her hidden parts laid bare in the diagram, as 
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well as by his new understanding of her body—a representation of all female bodies—as an 
object of sexual desire. 
While it may seem that Shem, already enlightened, aims to bring his brother into a place 
of carnal knowledge, Crispi writes that within the section, “their identities are so muddled as to 
make it difficult to assign a stable name to the one brother who is the instigator of the corruption 
and to the other who is the initiate.”54 Perhaps, through this complicated dynamic, Joyce 
emphasizes that neither brother fully leads nor follows—that, as Crispi suggests, “opposites 
exchange roles and contraries commingle.”55 The stream of events is thus an opaque flow with a 
clear outcome on an unclear human subject. Who is corrupted and who does the corrupting? Or 
as Crispi concludes, “the ambiguity concerning the brother’s names persists into the published 
work because it was not a rite of initiation but rather a conspiracy implicating them both.”56 No 
matter which brother instigates, however, the result of the initiated brother’s revelation is not 
merely a “corruption” or loss of innocence, but rather, an enlightenment grounded in an 
understanding of his mother as possessing both a reproductive and sexually arousing body. With 
this realization, the brothers share a mutual knowledge of ALP as both a cyclist, biologically, and 
a sexually charged being. She is the geometric “bisexycle;” she is the “bisexycle” embodied.  
In depicting ALP as a “bisexycle,” biologically and sexually bisexycle-ing through the 
seasons of her life, Joyce more broadly integrates ALP into the novel’s preoccupation with 
cycles. Cycling, more generally, works as a major theme in Finnegans Wake; for one tale’s 
manifestation in a section of the book may reveal itself later in an altered form, and the ending of 
the book—its incomplete final sentence—finds us back at the beginning, where the text’s 
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opening line begins mid-sentence. This cyclical representation of history was inspired by 
Giambattista Vico’s proposal of history as constituting what Vicki Mahaffey sums up as 
“successive periods in history—from divine to heroic to a human era, followed by a ricorso or 
return—that repeats itself, but with a difference.”57 Motivating this theory was Vico’s desire to 
describe the building blocks of “an ideal eternal history traversed in time by the history of every 
nation in its rise, development, maturity, decline and fall.”58 Adopting this multilayered, 
macroscopic manner of viewing world history, Joyce thus charts its ebbs and flows through the 
microscopic occurrences in the life of a single family.  
Mahaffey adds a caveat to our understanding of Joyce’s use of Vico, however, arguing 
that Joyce is not only invested in the “structure” of Vico’s  “pattern,” as Vico described it 
himself, but that he “also applies the Viconian scheme to the main movements of Irish history as 
Lady Gregory characterizes them”—her belief that the “layers” of Irish history peel back so that 
the “buried” past (literalized in the history books by the Tuatha Dé Danann, the mythical and 
divine Irish gods “driven underground by the Milesians”) will “resurface, in fragments, to form 
combinations that are at once new and old.”59 For Mahaffey, Joyce “superimpos[es]” both 
models of history “onto the cyclical/mutating rhythms of generational succession in an individual 
family.”60 
Influenced by both Vico’s and Gregory’s versions of history, Joyce positions Finnegans 
Wake so that the formal structure and content of the text itself insist on considering the narrative 
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process—the creation and production of human history—as a cyclical “continuarration” (FW 
205.14). With this understanding, the text’s myths, histories, and the tale of the Earwicker family 
endlessly repeat as the narrative cycles and recycles itself. Though new iterations of history are 
born, they are rooted in a kindred base, a kindred skeletal structure undergirding and accelerating 
them through dynamic yet recurring thematic cycles of time. As William York Tindall affirms, 
Finnegans Wake is “a book about two people, here and everywhere, who, though not themselves 
every time, are constant.”61 Through Joyce’s cycling and recycling of these characters, he 
enables them to give new life to the narrative as the narrative gives new life to them. Joyce’s 
representation of bicycles in Finnegans Wake therefore works as a supportive iteration of his 
larger interest in cycles, processes of cycling, and the sexual nature of life cycles. It bolsters his 
redefinition of narrative as constituting both linear and finite tales of human lives, as well as 
cyclical webs of interconnectedness driven forward by an artistic female force that sits, not only 
behind the narrative wheels, creating it, but within the story itself. In fact, she is its main 
character.  
In this vein, both depictions of the “bisexycle” studied in this essay work as instances of a 
subcategory of “cycles” that I call “sexycles”—a humorous term derived from Joyce’s pun. 
These sexycles, or sexual narrative cycles, refer to historically repeated sexual adventures that 
through the ages evince literally human intimacy and the children that may result from such 
liaisons, while they metaphorically serve as signs of the continuation of narrative. By 
representing one manifestation of many sexycles, ALP’s tale serves as a type of these stories 
found in Finnegans Wake. The curate-bicyclist scene works as another example of the sexycle, 
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albeit the conclusion to their story is left open-ended. Will the curate and bicyclist consummate 
their relationship? Might they even conceive a child? Despite the uncertain outcome of their 
interaction, for ALP and Humphrey Chimpden Earwicker’s (HCE), their relationship explicitly 
verifies the fact that, over time, these sexycles result in acts of creation, both biological and 
rhetorical manifestations of artistry.  
Moreover, as cycling and sexual beings, ALP and the letter chapter’s bicyclist become a 
part of the novel’s numerous series of sexycles, and, in viewing Finnegans Wake as a microcosm 
of history itself, they become a part of sexycles as manifested across time. Adopting the bicycle 
into micro-moments within the narrative thus reinforces Joyce’s interest in many different kinds 
of cycles—on narrative, thematic, generational, biological, and as studied here, sexual cycles, 
which in the latter’s case, encompasses parts of all of these styles of cycles. Even more 
importantly, his emphasis on female figures as driving forces behind processes of cycling places 
them at the helm of sexual, maternal, artistic, and all generative processes.  
Joyce’s dynamic and affirming association between female bodies and bicycles radically 
challenges traditional ties between the bicycle, men, masculinity, and the restrictive social codes 
that pervaded the Victorian Ireland of his youth. His depiction also contrasts to earlier fictive 
portrayals of disgraced women cyclists in such texts as Forster’s Where Angels Fear to Tread. 
Instead, Finnegans Wake’s bisexycle-ing female figures become forces that propel themselves 
and others forward. They are both authors and instruments of narratives. Their instrumentality, 
however, should not be understood negatively but more in the sense of what Michel Serres 
describes in Genesis. Espousing his theory of multiplicity, Serres emphasizes the importance of 
valuing means over ends. For while ends, or objects, become fetishized and “slow down the time 
of our revolutions” and our “history,” instruments, or means, engage in process, multiplicity in 
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purpose, and become a “center” with “the potentiality of all,” which, as he concludes, “they used 
to say in pure geometry, has the capability of the multiple. It has captured it.”62  
Joyce’s Finnegans Wake values its bisexyclists in a similar manner. Like the coterie of 
early women cyclists who “saw cycling as a noble cause to be promoted among all women as a 
means to improve the general female condition,” Joyce sees their marriage as an expression of 
female agency, both in its manifestation and its possibility.63 While the bicyclist in the letter 
chapter will blaze her own path, “deliberatively” self-propelling her plans for her future, ALP’s 
bisexycle-ing, geometric body shows her children that female bodies orchestrate reproductive, 
sexual, and artistic propulsions. With this composite rendering of female bodies, these women 
are displayed as neither Madonnas nor whores nor domestic angels. They are neither 
desexualized “mammy” figures nor hypersexualized harlots nor disgraced young widows such as 
Lilia; for in the case of the latter example, Lilia will tragically never succeed to reach beyond the 
cultural ties that bind her. In fact, she will die in the act of human creation, killed in her effort to 
biologically cycle. As her labor costs her the ultimate sacrifice in the text, she submits her last 
breath still caught in the perpetual wheel of social disapproval, public disavowal, and unrealized 
dreams. For Joyce, however, women cyclists are complex configurations of sexual and maternal 
possibility. By blurring the distinction between bicycles and female bodies as instruments of 
possibility, Joyce’s text thus offers an original view of women as bicyclists that ride their 
machines, their sexual partners, and journey through their biological cycles in powerful ways 
that ensure the flow of generations and continuation of narratives themselves. 
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His Struggle to Self-Propel  
Images of bicycles and their parts are interspersed throughout Samuel Beckett’s writings. 
Hugh Kenner’s 1961 study, “The Cartesian Centaur,” opens with a catalogue of Beckett’s 
frequent and creative depictions of bicycles: 
Molloy had a bicycle, Moran was carried on the luggage rack of a bicycle, 
Malone recalls the cap of the bell of a bicycle, bicycles pass before Watt’s eyes at 
the beginning and at the end of his transit through the house of Knott; Clov 
begged for a bicycle while bicycles still existed, and while there were still 
bicycles it was the wreck of a tandem that deprived Nagg and Nell of their legs.64 
 
This catalogue is far from comprehensive. Kenner’s list could continue as even Belacqua, for 
instance, in More Pricks than Kicks, not only rides a bicycle but also steals one. These numerous 
manifestations of the machine in Beckett’s works highlight, for Kenner, the fact that Beckett 
never offers a picture of “a shiny new substantial bicycle.”65 It is always a part of the machine, a 
variation, or at the very least, in the case of More Pricks than Kicks, a used bicycle. These 
depictions of bicycles mimic Beckett’s renderings of human bodies, their limitations, their 
brokenness, and even their various missing body parts; for example, Nagg and Nell are visible 
only as talking heads, the speaker of “Not I” appears to the audience as a mouth, and even 
Molloy is described as crippled and missing toes.  
My interest in this study is in the way that Beckett limns the bicycle’s image in and out of 
Molloy’s part of the narrative in Molloy, a novel first published in French in 1951 and then in his 
own English translation in 1955. At the beginning of the novel, we find Molloy making great 
efforts to ride his bicycle. While the machine should ideally quicken the pace of his travels, 
however, it brings Molloy confusion and trouble. More significantly, as the narrative progresses, 
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the machine’s mechanical workings begin to reflect the condition of Molloy’s own body. This 
parallel draws particular attention to Molloy’s inoperable sexual organ. Molloy furthermore fails 
to experience the masculine empowerment and “superabundant vigour” described in Irish men’s 
cycling magazines. Instead, Molloy struggles to direct the machine as he wishes. As I will 
elucidate, through Beckett’s depiction of Molloy as emasculated, Molloy is stripped of the 
trappings associated with Western masculinity. He holds no authority over his bicycle, his body, 
or his self-propulsion, and he is unable to ride his bicycle to his destination. As such, with 
Molloy, Beckett depicts a hero lacking in all of the markers of masculine heroism. Through this 
characterization of Molloy as an unfit hero, however, Beckett paradoxically valorizes him, 
snubbing traditional masculine methods of storytelling that would reinforce the cultural 
standards of his generation. 
We are introduced to Molloy’s machine early in the narrative when, much to his surprise, 
he discovers that he owns a bicycle; for as he confesses, “I didn’t know I had one.” He then 
speaks to his “Dear bicycle” directly, clarifying, “I shall not call you bike.” While Molloy adopts 
the familiar endearment, “dear,” he chooses a formal mode of address, “bicycle,” over the 
informal “bike.” His language displays both an intimacy with and distance from the machine. 
Still, Molloy experiences “pleasure” in the act of describing it. Not a sleek or fancy new 
instrument, his “green” bicycle is a “chainless” variety “with a free-wheel, if such a bicycle 
exists.” Reminiscent of the velocipede—the earliest version of the bicycle, which required the 
rider to maneuver the machine by running his or her feet along the ground—Molloy’s machine is 
structured similarly. Yet Molloy’s bicycle mysteriously features functioning pedals as he 
describes his method of cycling: “I fastened my crutches to the cross-bar, one on either side, I 
propped the foot of my stiff leg (I forget which, now they’re both stiff) on the projecting front 
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axle, and I pedalled with the other” (16). Through this awkward balancing act, Molloy is 
somehow able to use the instrument to push forward—though undeniably, he cuts a gauche 
figure as he passes through various terrains.  
As Molloy continues to describe his bicycle, he distinguishes it from others. Instead of a 
“bell,” “fashionable” among other bicycles created during its production period, Molloy shares 
that his machine’s “little red horn,” requires “blow[ing],” an action that Molloy is obsessed with 
performing. The bicycle’s horn, however, functions poorly. It simply refuses to honk upon 
command. So obsessed is Molloy with trying to hear the horn “toot,” that even when he 
dismounts from his machine, he “took off the horn and kept it about [him]” in the hope of 
successfully hearing its sound. His repeated attempts, however, result in frustration as the horn 
“has gone dumb” (16).  
Through this introduction to Molloy and his bicycle, Beckett distinguishes a parallel 
between Molloy and the machine. With its phallus-like appendage, the bicycle resembles the 
male body, and not just any male body, but Molloy’s form in particular. Though Molloy receives 
“real pleasure” from “blow[ing]” the horn, this intimate act (unmistakably reminiscent of the act 
of fellatio), promises no fulfillment. Rather, the horn’s unreliability gives him “a mild pain in the 
balls” (16). Like the bicycle’s horn, Molloy’s sexual organ is also defective. His testicles, similar 
to the machine’s appendage, bear “false witness” as tangible reminders of their inability to 
function properly (35). They are “decaying circus clowns” that mock him (36). Although visibly 
present on his body, they no longer serve their biological function. Rather, they hang from his 
body as empty signifiers that refuse to fulfill both their biologically- and culturally-designated 
role. They cannot create offspring, and they cannot provide him with sexual enjoyment. Through 
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these defunct organs, both Molloy’s body and the machine’s body are cast as impotent male 
forms.  
This parallel between a machine and a human body did not originate with Beckett—or 
Joyce, for that matter. Associations between human bodies and machines found their origins in 
earlier centuries. Jacques Gleyse notes that “by the end of the 17th century, the body was 
increasingly known as mechanical with a system of levers—first, second, and third order—being 
applied to it, as is apparent in Galileo’s drawings of the new scientific method.”66 Marie Banfield 
offers another vantage point, arguing that, at first, metaphors and analogies were made between 
humans and animal forms. She asserts that these comparisons shifted with the onset of electricity 
and began to refer to the connection between humans and “‘electrical currents.’”67 Quickly, these 
associations became adopted in scientific, philosophical, and literary texts because they held the 
power to bring new insight into the human condition. As Banfield continues,  
Drawing together discrete areas of experience, metaphors bring ideas into new 
juxtapositions and allow a reformulation of experience. These thoughts on the 
scientific use of metaphor and analogy offer a reminder of the multiple attractions 
of metaphor and analogy for the writer of literary fiction, where metaphors have 
greater affective power and yet are also able to introduce new concepts, extend 
the range of language and enlarge areas of experience, particularly when crossing 
domains. The ambivalence of metaphor, often regarded with caution by scientists 
seeking exact definition and general laws, can offer to the novelist, in his 
exportation of individual experience, a means of conveying the rich complexity of 
human existence, with its paradoxes and contradictions.68 
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In fine, the parallel between Molloy’s body and bicycle generates estrangement from both kinds 
of bodies, human and mechanical, and then recalibrates them by fostering an uncanny look at the 
two forms. This uncanny look allows them to be understood anew. Through this recalibration, 
then, we experience the “complexit[ies]” at work in Molloy, where Beckett’s comparison 
presents a connection that is “far from” a merely “decorative” ornament to the narrative.69 
Rather, Beckett rallies these linkages in a manner that illuminates further Molloy’s decrepit state, 
his depleted sexual virility, and his overall struggle to move forward to find his mother.  
To take this analogy further, the connection between the machine’s broken horn and 
Molloy’s defective sexual organ heightens Molloy’s overall state of emasculation. Sigmund 
Freud made notorious this connection between the phallus and masculinity, between the male 
body and the penis as a sign of his possession of masculine authority. Tim Edwards argues, 
however, that while today “strictly Freudian accounts are now frequently dismissed as 
anachronistic or sexist, Freud nevertheless provided a theory of the development of masculine 
identity and even masculinity per se in relation to the body, and moreover the most fundamental 
question of gendered difference through the possession of a penis.”70 Many scholars show 
conversely that this connection is not obviously or fundamentally biological. Abigail Solomon-
Godeau posits, “masculinity is, like femininity, a concept that bears only an adventitious relation 
to biological sex and whose various manifestations collectively constitute the cultural, social, and 
psychosexual expression of gender.”71 While the biological possession of a penis may be a 
random marker of masculinity rather than an inherent one, this association still holds powerful 
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cultural authority across the globe. As Solomon-Godeau further explains, this phenomenon of 
“masculinity appears transculturally as something to be acquired, achieved, initiated into.”72 
Laura King provides insight into some of these biological and cultural factors, or “biocultural” 
factors, as anthropologists have called them. These biocultural factors contribute to the 
construction of masculinity in the context of Beckett’s generation in 1914-1960 Britain. She 
argues, not only were “virility and sexuality…important aspects of adult masculinity,” so too 
was “conceiving children.”73 On all of these counts, biological and cultural, Molloy is cast by 
Beckett as a failure, unable to uphold and meet these expectations, these lauded affirmations of 
the masculine, patriarchal system successfully at work. Molloy’s body is, therefore, not only 
unable to ride his bicycle but also unable to biologically cycle. He is incapable of publically 
demonstrating his complicity with these common and accepted expressions of masculinity 
through his dominance of both the machine and his sexual expressions. 
Murat Aydemir, however, pinpoints vulnerabilities within this system of associating 
masculinity with biology. They have consequences that transcend biocultural connections and 
include psychological and ideological outcomes that place the very body that masculinity adopts 
as its biggest enemy. He argues, “Masculinity ascribes an intelligible and culturally sanctioned 
form to the male body, which that same body can only partially support. If masculinity must 
claim the male body as its material and embodied vehicle, then that body can also experience 
itself at odds with the claim it should ideally and stably substantiate. Therefore, the male body is 
masculinity’s most intimate and threatening ‘other.’”74 With Aydemir’s notion in mind, as I see 
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it, the “threat” of the emasculated male body is not just a looming presence in Beckett’s works; it 
is an actuality, a realization. Many of Beckett’s writings, Molloy and beyond, fixate on the 
emasculated male body, the body “at odds” with the standards that underpin traditional Western 
masculinity and the accompanying psychological forces at work within the male subject. In 
Endgame, for example, both protagonists counter mid-century masculine ideals. Hamm sits 
immobile in his wheelchair. Clov stumbles about the room. Both men struggle not only to move 
but also to remember past details of their lives. In his intermittent appearances, the third male 
character, Nagg, is shown peeping out of a dustbin; his home. He is planted and potted alongside 
his wife in the vilest of possible places, the abode of refuse, waste, and insignificance. As we see 
in Molloy and Endgame, Beckett’s unlikely male heroes challenge traditional distinctions of 
masculinity and present readers with unsettling pictures of its very characteristics in the midst of 
breakdown.  
In Molloy, Beckett challenges standards of masculinity by placing at the novel’s helm a 
figure that the reigning cultural authorities would universally deride. By observing the character 
of Molloy, we see these biocultural and psychological tensions at work through Molloy’s 
frustration and annoyance with his defunct sexual organ. This frustration and annoyance results 
in an unexpected, unthinkable outcry. Because his penis and testicles are mocking signs of his 
failed virility, he expresses his wish to remove them. In a rather shocking moment of the text, its 
protagonist declares:  
…I would have been happier, livelier, amputated at the groin. And if they had 
removed a few testicles into the bargain I wouldn’t have objected. For from such 
testicles as mine, dangling at mid-thigh at the end of a meagre cord, there was 
nothing more to be squeezed, not a drop. So that non che la speme il desiderio, 
and I longed to see them gone, from the old stand where they bore false witness, 
for and against, in the lifelong charge against me. For if they accused me of 
having made a balls of it, of me, of them, they thanked me for it too, from the 
depths of their rotten bag, the right lower than the left, or inversely, I forget, 
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decaying circus clowns. And, worse still, they got in my way when I tried to walk, 
when I tried to sit down, as if my sick leg was not enough, and when I rode my 
bicycle they bounced up and down. So the best thing for me would have been for 
them to go, and I would have seen to it myself, with a knife or secateurs, but for 
my terror of physical pain and festered wounds, so that I shook (35-6).  
 
While Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick remarks on this subject, “For a man, it seems clear enough what 
is signified by castration: that is, a threat to masculinity,” Molloy declares that he would gladly 
get rid of his sexual organ if not for his dread of physical pain.75 He would happily eliminate the 
biological sign of his masculinity. Here, we find that Molloy does not display Freud’s castration 
anxiety, where the male subject fears the loss of his penis. Rather, Molloy sees castration as a 
way to rid himself of his counterfeit emblems of sexual virility, his phony physical signs of 
masculine potency.  
Symbolically, by wishing away these body parts, Molloy not only longs to be cut-off 
from his penis and testicles but also metaphorically from the biological markers that figuratively 
impose masculine cultural standards upon his performance of his gender. By refusing to allow 
Molloy to indulge in a longing for greater athleticism, musculature, and sexual virility, Beckett 
subverts the trope of the puffed up male hero working to affirm through the unfolding of the 
narrative his attainment of the masculine ideal. Instead, we see Molloy wishing himself 
otherwise—emasculated further removing the biological sign of his male body. Looked at in 
another way, however, we may understand Molloy’s desire for castration as a kind of wish for 
liberation. By removing his penis and testicles, he feels that he may be “happier, livelier,” free 
from the physical and psychological constraints of his sex and gender. If castrated he may, in the 
words of Stephen Dedalus, “try to fly by those nets” (or, playing with the phrase, “those n[u]ts”) 
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of tradition—not to eliminate the nets of tradition but to harness these immaterial constraints so 
that they submit to him, so that he, Molloy, is in control.76 Moreover, I see Molloy’s desire for 
castration not as a repulsive longing to mutilate his body but more as a powerful desire to escape 
the standards of masculinity—of which he is a failure—imposed upon him by cultural tradition.  
Beckett takes this emasculation and denunciation further, however, by undermining 
Molloy’s ability to control his bicycle. Molloy is not only physically “unmanned” through his 
lack of sexual virility and his inability to biologically cycle by fathering offspring; he is also 
unable to literally bicycle with ease. Here, I diverge from Kenner’s claim that Molloy and his 
bicycle represent a “Cartesian Centaur,” a picture of the triumph of the human mind over its 
body. As Kenner argues, 
This odd machine exactly complements Molloy. It even compensates for his 
inability to sit down…and it transfers to an ideal, Newtonian plane of rotary 
progression and gyroscopic stability those locomotive expedients improbably 
complex for the intact human being, and for the crippled Molloy impossible.77 
 
While it is miraculous indeed that Molloy is able to ride his bicycle at all, in my reading of the 
text, Beckett shows that Molloy frequently struggles to control the movement and direction of 
his bicycle. In one exemplary moment, as Molloy labors to move the machine forward, he 
describes the machine’s resistance, claiming, “But I pushed and pulled in vain, the wheels would 
not turn. It was as though the brakes were jammed, and heaven knows they were not, for my 
bicycle had no brakes” (47). As Molloy concludes, though it could follow his promptings, the 
bicycle defies his will. It challenges and resists his efforts to propel it forward. In another 
instance, Molloy crashes into a dog while bicycling, accidentally killing the dog in the process. 
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When describing this collision, however, Molloy declares, “my bicycle ran over a dog” (32). 
With this declaration, Molloy asserts that the machine caused the collision. He is baffled by the 
accident, intent on the idea that, though he must take responsibility for the incident and burry the 
dog himself, the machine was the driving force behind the event; not he. When astride the 
bicycle, Molloy is unable, as in Joyce’s acrobatic cyclist, to engage in “summersaulting” off of 
his machine when he wishes and where he wishes. Through these depictions, Beckett destabilizes 
Molloy’s sense of authority over his bicycle. As a facilitator and enabler of efficient travel, the 
bicycle should offer Molloy a greater sense freedom, capability, and authority, only we find 
Molloy in just an opposite state when he rides his machine. Molloy is not a skilled cyclist, able to 
demonstrate an athleticism and proficiency in bicycling. While Molloy’s bicycle accommodates 
his body’s limitations, allowing him unexpected mobility, the machine challenges his authority 
and brings about trouble—including the death of an animal. By looking at Molloy’s relationship 
with his bicycle holistically, we find that Molloy is an awkward bicycler, unable to authorize all 
of the machine’s movements.  
Molloy’s struggle is not merely to authorize the machine’s movements, however; his 
thought-process (of special importance to the Cartesian model) is impaired also as he makes 
futile efforts to think clearly when astride his bicycle. As Molloy confesses, the act of bicycling 
thwarts his capacity for critical thinking: 
I took my sick leg in my hands and passed it over the frame. I went. I had 
forgotten where I was going. I stopped to think. It is difficult to think riding, for 
me. When I try and think riding I lose my balance and fall. I speak in the present 
tense, it is so easy to speak in the present tense, when speaking of the past. It is 
the mythological present, don’t mind it (26). 
 
Molloy cannot cycle through various geographies while, in the process, determine the proper 
direction to his destination. This internal confusion affects his translation of thought into speech 
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as he admits that he cannot speak beyond the present tense. And if he cannot “speak” outside of 
the present, doubt is cast on whether he can think beyond it as well. To compound these 
difficulties, Molloy also struggles to envision or accurately meditate on his past, even when at 
rest; for in the opening pages of the text alone, Molloy testifies repeatedly to his “forgotten” past 
and the things he “do[es]n’t know” (7). Here, Molloy is not the Cartesian ideal—in fact, he is far 
from it—as he bears not only a crippled body but also a crippled thought process. As such, it is 
not only his body that impairs the progress of his journey; his mind, too, obstructs the 
construction of clear recollections of his past and lucid imaginings of his future. Because of the 
elusive nature of Molloy’s past and future, Molloy concludes that he is trapped in “the 
mythological present,” a present that, like his past, bears the mark of “myth,” a combination of 
untruths, speculation, and gross, theatrical elaboration. Frustratingly, in this “mythological 
present,” Molloy maintains access to a warped version of the present. He is immobilized in an 
immediacy that still escapes him.  
This lack of access to cogent reflections on his past, present, and future, hampers 
Molloy’s capacity for artistry. Although Molloy claims to bear “quite a sensitive ear” and an 
“upside down,” “formal” view of the “world,” he hears words “as pure sounds, free of all 
meaning.” Because spoken language is inscrutable, he finds making “conversation…unspeakably 
painful.” Out of the sum of these difficulties, Molloy surmises that he is “far from being an 
aesthete, or an artist” (50). Moreover, Molloy’s all-encompassing powerlessness in body and 
mind hampers his capacity for artistry. All of his critical and creative thoughts are blocked when 
interacting with his bicycle. The act of cycling clouds rather than clears his creative energies. 
With these various layers of impediments, Molloy cannot exercise and author[ize] both his 
physical and mentally activities. Unlike Joyce’s artistic cyclists who not only control their acts of 
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cycling but also, through them, choreograph and create new expressions, Beckett’s cyclist finds 
himself at a standstill, literally and figuratively. While Joyce’s cyclists discover freedom and 
creativity, Molloy discovers that his thoughts are stifled when in motion. The stakes of his stifled 
thoughts are great as Molloy cannot direct his life story in the way that he wishes.  
 By the middle of Molloy’s part of the narrative, he is officially fed up with his bicycle. It 
is difficult for him to situate his genitals comfortably on the saddle while riding; he has trouble 
bicycling properly; and when his machine functions as it should, the machine causes a fatal 
accident. To add to these troubles, when riding his bicycle, Molloy feels that he becomes 
especially confused. Molloy’s solution to these problems, therefore, is to get rid of his bicycle. 
He casts it off, “suspecting it to be the vehicle of some malignant agency and perhaps the cause 
of [his] recent misfortunes” (59). He adds a caveat to this claim, however, declaring, “But all the 
same I would have taken it with me if I had known where it was and that it was in running order. 
But I did not. And I was afraid, if I tried to find out, of wearing out the small voice saying, Get 
out of here, Molloy, take your crutches and get out of here” (59). His own disorientation and 
uncertainty about the location of his bicycle leaves him without recourse. Even if he wanted to, 
he could not take the bicycle with him. Bereft of his mechanical guide, and “not knowing where 
[he] was nor consequently what way [he] ought to go,” Molloy shares that he is left with no other 
choice but to go “with the wind” (60).  
As the bicycle disappears from Molloy’s half of the text, the machine becomes an empty 
sign of unfulfilled potential. In dramatic works, the appearance of a gun almost universally leads 
to a shooting. It is an emblem, a foreshadowing, of violence to come. In Molloy, the appearance 
of the bicycle should indicate a journey, a starting point, an ending point. In Molloy, however, 
the bicycle signals an unrealized journey, a journey begun but never achieved and a character 
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that has all the required biological parts to enable athletic travel but is ultimately too impaired to 
do it. His body is weak and he is unable to deploy the mental and physical skill required to 
harness the machine to follow his promptings so that he may accomplish his mission. In 
Beckett’s tale, Molloy abandons his hope of using the bicycle to help him find his mother, and he 
instead resolves to journey forward on foot with the aid of his crutches.  
By studying Molloy’s relationship with his bicycle, we see a character figuratively at war 
with the cultural impulses of his generation. While we cannot claim that Molloy succeeds in 
“fly[ing] by those nets” of tradition, we do find that Beckett does. Beckett harnesses the power of 
fiction to cast off the burdens of masculine literary traditions. Beckett’s characterization of 
Molloy dismisses these traditions entirely. While Joyce’s subversion affirms female cyclists’ 
skills, Beckett subversion denounces athletic standards as requirements for masculine authority. 
He furthermore denounces “authority” at all as a qualification for being a man. Instead, Beckett 
flaunts Molloy’s utter emasculation through his inability to cycle according to the standards of 
his generation, presenting us with a character that embodies fully the effort to “Try again. Fail 
again. Fail better”—and, by doing so, to fail so outrageously that, through Molloy, Beckett 
effectively thumbs his nose at the mid-twentieth century’s reigning models of gender and human 
sexuality.78 Jennifer M. Jeffers hits on this point when she argues, 
Beckett’s emasculation of Molloy manifests a deliberate attempt to insult the 
health and fitness standards erected in the West. The body’s physical fitness, we 
might recall, is maintained in Waiting for Godot in Lucky’s speech in which 
“physical culture” is championed with “the practice of sports such as tennis 
football running cycling swimming flying floating riding” and “gliding.”79 
 
########################################################
78 Samuel Beckett, Selected Works, Vol. IV, ed. Paul Auster (NY: Grove Press, 2010), 471. 
79 Jennifer M. Jeffers, Beckett’s Masculinity (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 74. 
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Bound by his physical limitations, Molloy is unable to engage in these lauded physical activities. 
Jeffers argues further that “Molloy presents none of the typical culturally masculine discourses 
expected of his gender: physical courage, virility, domination of women, and assertive or 
aggressive personality.”80 With this summation, Jeffers concludes that Molloy presents a 
“parod[y]” of “Western patriarchal masculinity.”81 While this humorous parody shines through, 
Beckett offers us something more. Molloy proffers not just a parody but a poignant call to 
accommodate in literature alternative heroes. Through Molloy, Beckett reveals a defiant refusal 
to please the reader with affirmations of the traditional male hero as a chief and champion of his 
surroundings. Rather, the reader encounters in Molloy and others of Beckett’s writings, a 
denunciation of both traditional masculinity as well as masculine narrative standards—narrative 
traditions deeply rooted and reliant on the governing patriarchal system. While this system aims 
to express, validate, and reinforce the social strictures of the age through narratives, in Beckett, 
we encounter a writer that refuses to submit to these traditions. Instead, Beckett forges his own 
subversive narrative model, a model that compels readers to engage with an unlikely, 





81 Ibid., 69. 
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EPILOGUE: (TECHNOLOGICAL) METAPHORS: A WRITER’S ALCHEMY 
 
“There are metaphors more real than the people who walk in the street. There are images tucked 
away in books that live more vividly than many men and women. There are phrases from literary 
works that have a positively human personality. There are passages from my own writings that 
chill me with fright, so distinctly do I feel them as people, so sharply outlined do they appear 
against the walls of my room, at night, in the shadows.....I’ve written sentences whose sound, 
read out loud or silently (impossible to hide their sound), can only be of something that has 
acquired absolute exteriority and a full-fledged soul.”1 ~ Fernando Pessoa, The Book of Disquiet 
 
As this dissertation draws to a close, I want leave you with a final point of consideration. 
Much of this manuscript has emphasized historical contexts, positioning technologies within past 
events and cultural conventions affecting turn-of-the-twentieth-century Ireland. Yet an equal but 
subtler thread that runs through this dissertation is an emphasis on the use of these machines as 
metaphorical expressions; tramcars are metaphors for Ireland’s modernization, dynamos are 
emblems of Irish Enlightenment, and bicycles correlate with social codes that sexualize and 
categorize human bodies. In each instance, these Irish writers intertwine technological metaphors 
with history and culture, engaging with the conditions of the time through an especially artistic 
means. In doing so, they present connections, contradictions, and paradoxes at work in modern 
Irish life and they express their grievances with dominant social and cultural practices of the new 
century. In these renderings, these machines thus become startling, poetic, and complicated 
figurative forces that illuminate conditions of the era in which these Irish modernists’ lived and 
amplify certain perspectives and characteristics typical of literary modernism. My analyses of 
these Irish modernists’ technological metaphors demonstrate that such examinations in science 
and technology studies are productive fodder for scholarly investigation. Although there are a 
few other examples of such studies, for example, Marie Banfield’s Minds, Bodies, Machines, 
1770-1930, my dissertation is a more rare instance of analyzing technological metaphors in 
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1 Fernando Pessoa, The Book of Disquiet (New York: Penguin Books, 1998), 140. 
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literary modernism, a subfield of literature associated historically with the dramatic rise of new 
technological inventions.  
While metaphor to many might seem to be at the core of our discipline, those working in 
metaphor studies acknowledge its marginalization. In “Questions About Metaphor in Literature,” 
Gerard Steen and Raymond Gibbs, situate the tenuous status of metaphor studies in literary 
criticism. Because, as a whole, the field aims to “formulate the individual characteristics of the 
artistic creations of a writer, in order to facilitate their positioning and evaluation in the canon,” 
“many literary scholars are averse to generalization across authors, periods, schools and genres,” 
and this is “why there is not much general research on metaphor in literature.”2 As they 
conclude, scholars suppose that studies of figurative connections damagingly reduce important 
nuances to sweeping generalizations that elide very real and pressing differences. Steen and 
Gibbs argue further that this effort to consciously avoid far-reaching observations and to 
establish “a unique relationship between one text and one reader” has resulted in a dearth of 
“empirical research” and scholarly studies “about the general nature, use and function of 
metaphor in literature.”3 
Of course, Steen and Gibbs recognize a real danger in metaphor studies. Such reductions 
can cause genuine harm. I am reminded here of Susan Sontag’s condemnation of metaphors 
between diseases and ill people in Illness as Metaphor. Composed while undergoing treatment 
for breast cancer, Sontag warns of the danger in accepting metaphors between ill people and their 
diseases. Historically, in the case of tuberculosis, she explains, the traits of the disease have been 
conflated with the characteristics of victims suffering from TB. In the past, Sontag argues,  
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2 Gerard Steen and Raymond Gibbs, “Questions About Metaphor in Literature,” European 
Journal of English Studies 8.3 (2004): 339. 
3 Ibid., 340. 
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Doctors and laity believed in a TB character type—as now the belief in a cancer-
prone character type, far from being confined to the back yard of folk superstition, 
passes for the most advanced medical thinking. In contrast to the modern bogey of 
the cancer-prone character—someone unemotional, inhibited, repressed—the TB-
prone character that haunted imaginations in the nineteenth century was an 
amalgam of two different fantasies: someone both passionate and repressed.4  
 
She asserts that more recently, the same alignment has been made with victims of cancer and 
other diseases. This has resulted in the assumption that “the disease expresses the character.”5 
These assumptions are then inversed to apply to the origin of the disease itself so that each 
unique trait of the individual “causes the disease.”6 Although Sontag writes before Aids became 
a common subject in American media, her assessment may be easily transferred to the 
disparaging and condemnatory associations made between homosexuals and Aids victims. With 
such an expansive list of examples, Sontag’s objections to using metaphors for illness hang 
heavily and convincingly in the mind, and they hold the power to shy scholars away from 
metaphor studies. For Sontag, metaphors become tools exploited to defame, damage, and 
devalue vulnerable people. Metaphors become co-opted for diminishing the power and value of 
suffering people. They become vehicles of human violation. 
George Lakoff and Mark Johnson explain an oppositional argument against metaphor in 
their groundbreaking study, Metaphors We Live By. This alternative view, unlike Sontag’s 
perspective, renders metaphors powerless at a linguistic level. Lakoff and Johnson argue that 
people have an ingrained habit of approaching metaphor as merely ornamental language rather 
than vibrant and vital components of our daily lives: “Metaphor is for most people a device of 
the poetic imagination and the rhetorical flourish—a matter of extraordinary rather than ordinary 
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4 Susan Sontag. Illness as Metaphor (New York: Farrar, 1978), 39. 
5 Ibid., 46. 
6 Ibid. 
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language. Moreover, metaphor is typieully [sic] viewed as characteristic of language alone, a 
matter of words rather than thought or action.”7 Because metaphor seems exceptional, it is thus 
left unscrutinized at an individual and even scholarly level and is, instead, reduced to an instance 
of rhetorical frivolity. Cast in this light, metaphor holds no resonance and applicability to the 
movements and actions of ordinary human lives and artistic narratives. “For these reasons,” 
Lakoff and Johnson affirm that “most people think they can get along perfectly well without 
metaphor.”8 Nonetheless, Lakoff and Johnson assure and, in fact, make it their task to prove in 
their book that “on the contrary,”  
metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, not just in language but in thought and 
action. Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and act, 
is fundamentally metaphorical in nature.9  
 
Here, they maintain that metaphor is not merely a specialized characteristic of an artistic tongue. 
Rather than flit in the obscure margins of our purview, they argue that metaphor operates in the 
forefront of all thought and action. It is a force that pervades our lives and shapes our thoughts in 
a holistic way.  
In order to revolutionize our view of metaphor, Lakoff and Johnson suggest that we shift 
the way we define and conceive of it. For if we limit metaphor to only gross generalization and 
ornamental language at best or a vehicle for derision and vilification at worst, we invalidate and 
overlook its fundamental function in our lives, and we risk dismissing its capacity to widen our 
perspective, shift our point of view, illuminate aspects of the human condition, and to more 
generally impact our micro- and macroscopic approaches to engaging with the world. 
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Press, 2003), 4.  
8 Ibid.  
9 Ibid. 
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In a chapter titled, “Metaphors and Analogies of Mind and Body in Nineteenth-Century 
Science and Fiction: George Eliot, Henry James and George Meredith,” Banfield expands our 
understanding of the connections between metaphor and science in texts of the past. Adopting 
the position of W.H. Leatherdale, Banfield purports that metaphors are not only “‘the very stuff 
of language’” but also “‘the instrument of thought.’”10 They “bring ideas into new juxtapositions 
and allow a reformulation of experience.”11 She suggests that scientific metaphors specifically 
become for authors, as I extrapolate from her writing, similar to an experiment in alchemy aimed 
at transmuting the materials of life into new and uncanny forms. She argues that the “multiple 
attractions of metaphor and analogy for the writer of literary fiction” include the belief that 
“metaphors have greater affective power and yet are also able to introduce new concepts, extend 
the range of language and enlarge areas of experience, particularly when crossing domains.”12 
She contends further that “the ambivalence of metaphor, often regarded with caution by 
scientists seeking exact definition and general laws, can offer to the novelist, in his exportation 
of individual experience, a means of conveying the rich complexity of human existence, with its 
paradoxes and contradictions.”13 
In this dissertation, I have sought to show a similar “complexity” at work in Irish 
modernism, where Irish writers offer a “reformulation of [modern] experience” through 
technological metaphors. These metaphors are more than reductive generalizations. They are 
more than flashy uses of language. While at times quick rhetorical quips on the page and, in 
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other instances, subtle messages implied through a series of illustrations throughout the body of a 
work, these technological metaphors operate in conversation with other texts, and they shed new 
light on history, culture, modernism, and human life itself. More importantly, these metaphors 
are used to spotlight and oppressive social constrictions and acts and practices of subjugation. 
Rather than aimed to disparage human lives, these technological metaphors enable the 
opposite—an opportunity to see, with fresh eyes, oppressive practices. Through an awareness 
and study of such metaphors, then, might spring a recalibration of social practices and human 
thought that better aligns with the “active virtue” encouraged by Yeats and mentioned in Chapter 
3.14 
Moreover, these Irish modernist technological metaphors help cultivate new knowledge 
about the past, about the time in which these writers’ lived, and help us to see our own age in a 
new light; for technological and scientific metaphors are not just tokens of a past Irish or literary 
age. We, too, live in a technological age where art, machines, and other scientific advancements 
mark our lives and storytelling. As our own contemporary moment increasingly relies on 
technological and scientific production and progress, such instruments have become among the 
most visible and prominent icons of our time and our literatures. With these ever-shifting 
advancements, we are fascinated, perplexed, dependent, overwhelmed, compelled, afraid, 
consumed, and more. Overall, no matter the kind of metaphor, their resilience in human thought, 
language, and literature begs us, as scholars, to take them seriously. Like Tomas in Milan 
Kundera’s The Unbearable Lightness of Being, we must realize that in all of their vivid and 
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14 W. B. Yeats, “Per Amica Silentia Lunae,” The Collected Works Of W.B. Yeats Volume V: 
Later Essays, ed. William H. O’Donnell (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1994), 10. 
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obscure manifestations, “metaphors are dangerous. Metaphors are not to be trifled with. A single 
metaphor can give birth to love.”15 
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